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All Tomorrow’s Parties

The Australian Senate recently held their long overdue 

hearing into the Australian games industry. There were a lot 

of topics covered, ranging from taxation issues and offsets, 

funding, diversity, support and the like. Call me a cynic, but 

even though Scott Ludlum has his heart in the right place, and 

an obvious sense of humour when it comes to pointing out 

that his fellow senators are often Luddites, I feel as though 

we’re talking about this way too late and after the damage has 

already been done. The indie scene is thriving in Australia, 

but AAA development is dead, with no major studios left 

after last year’s closure of 2K Australia. There’s a talent drain 

in Australia when the industry globally as well as locally is 

becoming more and more profitable.

Australians spent nearly $3 billion on gaming software and 

hardware in 2015, a 15% growth from the previous year. That’s 

a lot of money, but Australia isn’t making even half of that. 

Traditional retail – essentially the only avenue that still has 

significant money coming in – made up only $1.243 billion 

whereas digital sales made up the remaining $1.589 billion. 

Even accounting for Australian developed games that earned 

their developers some cash, the vast majority of that money 

doesn’t benefit the Australian industry in any major way, and 

also points to what I see a s a problem we are soon going to 

face. Digital distribution, and digital work as a whole is the 

future, and thanks to our hamstrung digital infrastructure 

we’re going to be on the back foot for the foreseeable 

future when it comes to trying to establish businesses that 

can compete with countries that already have bandwidth 

that already eclipses our own. In simple terms, why would 

someone contract or work with a company that doesn’t have 

the digital flexibility and speed to upload and download large 

files quickly and efficiently, or even telepresence effectively.

Sorry for all the doom and gloom. I don’t mean to be a 

downer, but looking at everything that is coming this year 

– the rise of consumer VR, the innovation in the indie scene 

and a renewed willingness for some big studios to take risks 

– I wonder what could have been if some of our great local 

studios weren’t shut down and what might be if we don’t 

quickly pull up our virtual socks and set the country on a 

course that sees us digitally competitive with the rest of the 

world.  Gaming isn’t the be all and end all of the digital future, 

t li it st v s it s t P t chnology, it 

Daniel Wilks 

Editor

drwilkenstein

p t 

my cranky pants on”
“this is my life now”old people and

babies kind”
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1. Somebody likes Corsair keyboards

2. And Corsair mice

3.  Asus has brought out a number of 

excellent monitors of late

4.  Wilks is also a fan of the ultra-wide 

mouse pad

5.  Impossibly clean desk

6. Blue milk courtesy of Aunt Beru?

BEN 30, LILYFIELD NSW

This watercooled SFF gaming rig was 

built to replace my prehistoric Core 2 Duo 

& 9800 GTX - it was a phenomenal jump 

in computing power.

4 MOST IMPRESSIVE FEATURES:

1) 2 MSI GTX 970’s in SLI with full cover 

EK waterblocks and backplates.

2) A full custom loop.

3) The case, a Parvum S2.0.

4) Mayhem’s Pastel Ice White Coolant - I 

love the look it gives.

LAST UPGRADE: An ASUS PG279Q for 

1440p, smooth as butter gaming.

DREAM UPGRADE: A better chair to 

support my posture and complete the 

look! I’ve been using an outdoor setting 

chair for far too long.

FAVOURITE FEATURE: With high 

overclocks and continuous stress testing

to achieve the best results possible, the 

temperatures remain incredibly low. I will 

never make the switch back to air cooled 

components, there’s far too much fun to 

be had in watercooling land!

WHY SO SPECIAL? It’s special to me as 

I’m not normally one for a DIY project. The 

sense of accomplishment achieved after 

the pump first started to push water 

around the loop was something else. It’s 

my first foray into watercooling territory 

and it was an incredibly exciting project.

WANT FREE STUFF? Send your MyPC entry today to mypc@pcpowerplay.com.au. Include the four most impressive elements of its 

hardware, your last upgrade, your dream upgrade, your favourite feature and what you think makes your PC special. Make sure to include your 

name, age and location. And last but not least, attach a 5MP or bigger image of your PC! No camera phone shots, and make sure it’s in focus!

6

5

3

4
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BEN WINS! 
Thanks to the good people at Corsair, Ben scores 

himself an excellent and cool Graphite Series 

380T mini-ITX case. Enjoy!

1

2

winner!

This month’s MY PC 
brought to you by



Inbox

LETTER OF THE MONTH
AAARGH!

Hi guys. I’m beginning to 

find myself more and more 

disillusioned about the state of 

AAA gaming. I don’t know if I’m 

just being cynical, but 90% of the 

stuff that comes out nowadays 

just seems to be a sequel or a 

remake, and that remaining 

10% just seems to be made up of 

unoptimised console ports. The 

indie scene is much more exciting. 

Not only are games being made 

with the PC as the first priority, 

indie games aren’t all sequels or 

remakes. There has been talk for 

a while that AAA development 

is slowly dying and that smaller 

development teams are going 

to take over. Can this really be a 

possibility? If we want genuinely 

new games it seems to be the only 

option.

Matt Sims

Hi Matt. I think that the claims that 

AAA development is going the way 

of the dodo are a little premature, 

given the fact that games are 

becoming even more profitable, 

even when budgets hit marks that 

would make Hollywood execs blush.

A Hollywood analogy works when 

looking at the budgets of game 

development. You have your massive

budget summer blockbusters, the 

AAA titles, and you have the more 

agile, lower budget titles that can 

take more risks than their bigger 

budgeted brethren. There’s enough 

room in the ever growing industry 

for the big studios and the indies to

keep working alongside each other.

As far as the indie scene goes, yes, it

is more exciting for the most part, 

but whilst they may not do sequels 

and remakes all the time, indies 

do seem to follow gaming trends 

almost religiously. For a while 

everything was a twin stick shooter.

Now it’s pixel art and rogue-like 

development. Developers go where 

the money is, whether their budget 

is hundreds of millions or just 

hundreds.

YEAH BUT NAH

Great to see Mad Max get a show 

out by the reviewers in your 2015 

games review. I’ve just finished 

the game and just want to make 

sure you readers don’t let this 

LETTER OF THE 
MONTH WINS!

Write in to PCPP with your 

rants, considered opinions, and 

endless run-on sentences of 

pure awesome. The address 

is letters@pcpowerplay.com.

au. Each letter read by hand!  

THis month out Letter of the 

Month winner scores himself a 

feature packed Far Cry Primal: 

Collector’s Edition thanks to 

the good folk at Ubisoft!

> 
 FEEDBACK 
#248

> Matthew Schmidt: It was 
a good issue, really chockers - 
covered an excellent range of 
tech, games and 2015 GOTY.

Also - as an aside - now DVD 
is back for all copies - it makes it 
harder for the postie to bend and 
jam the subscription in the mail 
box! BOO YAH! Less creases in my 
covers!

www.pcpowerplay.com.au
facebook.com/pcpoweplay

MAKE YOURSELF HEARD!
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Almost an American

game slip in a 

very good year 

for gaming 

which was 2015. 

We have great 

car action, side 

missions that 

actually matters, 

a true sense of 

being on the 

scavenge in this 

brutal post apocalyptic world. It’s 

just fantastic to hear an Australian 

accent in a major game release.

Surely this is a first?

The car action alone is some of 

the best I’ve played with a sound 

mix that will please any fan of the 

films or V8 super cars!

May the game do well in your 

poll!

I’ve cast my vote.

Regards

Mitchell Hall

Hi mate. Max isn’t the first 

Australian accent in a big release 

by a long shot. Miranda Lawson 

from Mass Effect 2 and 3 was voices 

by Yvonne Strahovski using her 

native accent. Borderlands: The Pre-

Sequel is full of Australian accents, 

including the amazing talking gun, 

Boganella. Dead Island and its 

sequel had Australian characters 

but they were voiced by terrible 

American actors doing even worse 

Australian accents.



TECH
OF THE

BEST KEYBOARD
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PCPP Game & Tech News

AUSTRALIAN VIDEO GAMES
INDUSTRY WORTH NEARLY
$3 BILLION LAST YEAR

2015 was a golden year for Australian video 
games sales, as digital overtakes retail.

If you bought a video game in 

2015, congratulations! You’ve 

helped Australia’s video game 

industry reach its biggest year yet, 

to the tune of $2.83 billion worth 

of sales.

That’s another year of double 

digit growth, with sales increasing 

year on year by 15 per cent from 

2014. The figures, released 

today by the Interactive Games 

& Entertainment Association, 

track sales of software (both 

physically bought and digital), 

game subscriptions, and hardware 

across all gaming devices, 

including mobile.

Digital has seen a huge increase, 

up 27 per cent to a massive 

$1.589 billion, outstripping bricks 

and mortar sales. They still rose, 

however, but only by two per cent.

“It has been another very 

strong year of growth for 

the Australian video games 

industry,” said Ron Curry, CEO 

of IGEA, in today’s release. 

“Digital sales continue to surge 

in Australia as consumers 

become increasingly comfortable 

purchasing downloaded versions 

and additional content of their 

favourite games. The current 

generation of consoles have been 

adopted rapidly by Australians, 

highlighting that gaming culture 

has become well and truly 

mainstream in the intervening 

years. This has had a flow on 

effect to the increased sale of 

both packaged games and digital 

content.”

The IGEA believes the increase 

in digital sales is in part due to 

rapid uptake of latest gen consoles 

(and console software sales 

were the best performing sector 

overall), but hardcopies are still 

very popular when it comes to 

buying as a gift, or for collecting 

purposes. 

In fact, about the only segment 

to see a decrease is in hardcopy 

PC sales, where Steam and other 

digital platforms are having an 

ever increasing effect.

Here’s an interesting titbit from the

weekend - it looks like a listing from a 

German retailer has revealed some interesting 

secrets about the next Battlefield game.

It’s a pretty sure bet a Battlefield game 

of some kind was going to drop this year. 

EA, like many companies with a big tentpole 

franchise, now depends on yearly releases - 

for better or worse. Last year was the at best 

cordially received Battlefield: Hardline, and 

before that Battlefield 4. 

This listed, found on twitter, points 

to a game called Battlefield 5, with this 

‘description: Mehrspieler Taktik Shooter im 

1. Weltkrieg’. This translates as ‘Multiplayer 

tactical shooter in WW1’.

And the game’s got a release date of 

October 26, which certainly fits the historical 

release window.

But what would this game look like - just 

drab muddy trenches? Not necessarily.

There was nearly a year of war before 

stalemate reduced the Western Front to the 

brutality of trench warfare. Up until then, it

was very much a war of manoeuvre, though 

fought using outmoded tactics. Nonetheless, 

we could see a range of maps, representing 

fortress strongpoints, French villages, 

crowded forests, and contested river-

crossings.

Of course, you’d expect some trench 

maps, but to break these up you could from 

all-out rushes across no-man’s land, to 

more intimate trench raids looking to gather 

prisoners for interrogation.

Vehicles are little harder, but they’re there, 

from the early marks of Male and Female 

tanks of the British, the little Renault tanks 

of the French, and the monstrous - but very 

rare - German A7V (pictured above, from its 

home in... Queensland!), as well as various 

armoured cars. You could even introduce 

cavalry combat, and motorcycles were used 

heavily by dispatch riders and scouts. 

In fact, the more we think about it... the 

more we like the idea. LET’S BIFF THE BOSCH!

BATTLEFIELD 5 MAY GO BACK IN TIME TO WW1
And could be due in October.

IG
E

A
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PCPP Game & Tech News

HTC VIVE WILL COST
$1260 AUSTRALIAN

That’s a hefty hike for 
Australians, at the current 
exchange rate.

The HTC Vive VR headset has just 

gotten an official price in all 26 of its 

launch territories, including Australia. And, 

unsurprisingly, we get a little shafted by the 

good old Australia tax

In the US, the Vive casts $US799 - which 

at current exchange rates is a hefty $1100 

Australian. However, the official retail price 

of the Vive in Australia is $US899 - so, 

$1260 in our hard-earned local bucks. 

Of course, with the price being listed 

in US dollars a sudden and unforeseen 

resurgence of the Australian dollar would 

see the price drop.

But that’s remarkably unlikely.

HTC Vive pre-orders are open now, if 

you have the money to spare. You can see 

what other countries are paying here, on 

the official blog announcement - http://blog.

htcvive.com/us/2016/02/international-

pricing-for-vive-pre-order/.

OBJECTS IN SPACE
DEVELOPERS WANT YOU TO
BUILD YOUR OWN BRIDGE

Upcoming Aussie game plays even better
with added DIY hardware.

HI-REZ ANNOUNCES $100,000
PRIZE POOL FOR SMITE OCEANIA
PRO LEAGUE

Big cash, big prizes, and BIG competition!

Smite eSports Season 3 is 

coming up, and the Oceania 

Pro League is back. And, big 

news for 2016 - Hi-Rez Studios 

is truly putting its money where 

its mouth is, and backing the 

Oceania Pro League to the tune of 

a $100,000 prize pool!

“Since introducing the Smite 

Pro League to the Oceania region 

last season, we’ve been very 

excited to see the growth in 

quality and competitiveness of the 

scene,” said Adam Mierzejewski, 

Hi-Rez Studios’ Esports Manager, 

in today’s announcement. “We 

think the Oceania scene will 

compete very strongly on the 

world stage in Season 3.”

We hope so too!

If you’ve caught up with 

Australian-made game Objects 

in Space at PAX or some other 

local events, you’ll know that 

this stealth space trading game 

is pretty awesome. And the devs 

have been showing it off with 

some pretty awesome, hand-

made controllers and panels.

In effect, it’s a complete bridge 

simulation.

Now, if you want to go that route 

yourself when the game releases 

later in the year, developer Flat 

Earth Games has released a trailer 

focusing on the hardware they’ve 

been building. The plan is to release 

blueprints, wiring instructions, and 

code, so that hobbyists can not only 

make their own, but even improve 

upon what’s already been made.

“Of course, these are just our 

ideas! By far the biggest and 

best controllers won’t be made 

by us here at the studio, but by 

fans,” the team said in today’s 

release. “Our entire mission here 

is to enable people to be creative 

with their own setups.”
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O
ne of the nicer ‘experiences’ to roll 

out when demoing an Oculus to 

someone for the first time is something 

involving vertigo. It’s a terrific punch in 

the visceral guts to experience falling 

in VR, delivering a literal slam dunk 

that conveys the ability the device has 

to really put you somewhere else so 

tangibly that you think it’s real and 

want it to stop, immediately.

A lot of Aussies felt that same 

horrible falling sensation, along with 

a powerful desire to deny it could 

really be happening, when we worked 

out how much it would cost to buy 

an Oculus Rift, or Vive. Based on US 

prices – because no Au prices have been 

released -- it will cost between $1,100 

and possibly $1,500 to buy a US unit 

and have it shipped here. That’s using 

simple maths and the Aussie currency is 

all over the shop so it could be more. Or 

less, of course, but that never happens. 

Not in the real world, or some pretend 

economic fantasy where the customer 

actually wins. 

At some point official distribution 

will be announced, and between now 

and then small-scale specialist and grey 

importers will start flogging them.

Now, on one hand I know that buried 

within that high cost are expensive 

components, which likely include 

custom integrated circuits and they’re 

not cheap to research and develop. 

High quality LCD screens take up a 

chunk of the RRP, and they’re the 

most expensive single component of a 

smartphone so that’s relatively easy to 

accept. But a smartphone has a great 

deal more expensive electronics than 

is needed in a VR headset because they 

include their own processor, memory 

plus communication hardware, where 

 wearing the ultimate
crown of gaming on your head
it isn’t unreasonable to expect
a top-shelf experience.

a VR headset relies on the PC to do 

all the heavy processing lifting. A 

premium smartphone is now edging 

over $1300 in Australia – very close 

to the cost of a Rift or Vive -- and 

that’s for super-luxury smartphone 

models that include a very high-DPI or 

even 4k screen. And let’s just remind 

ourselves for a moment that VR for 

smartphones is taking off, kicked off 

by Samsung’s rather excellent but still 

grossly overpriced $250 Gear VR plastic 

headset phone holder. 

So apart from the no-doubt 

substantial R&D costs it’s easy to make 

a rough assessment of the value of a VR 

headset’s components. 

This is all tempered against Palmer 

Luckey’s now infamous statements 

that the Oculus won’t be sold at a 

profit (he really said that), and months 

earlier, that there was a target price of 

US$350 – roughly half what the real 

price turned out to be. There is no 

understating the effect those statements 

had on the public’s expectations, all 

compounded over the many months 

those final price comments sat out there 

before being retracted. We feel burned, 

we feel betrayed, and it’s all even harder 

to take because balanced against that 

is the incomparable lust we have for 

owning VR ourselves. 

We haven’t even started on the likely 

additional cost of having to upgrade 

our gaming hardware. At a minimum 

most people will need to look at a better 

graphics card. There’s another grand 

*pop*. Sure, you can go trim and try 

running games with the lowest possible 

graphics detail, but when you’re sitting 

there about to game-on wearing the 

ultimate crown of gaming on your head 

it isn’t unreasonable to expect a top-

shelf experience.

I bought a DK2 at the beginning of 

last year. It cost me $350 including 

shipping from the US. Bennett bought 

a DK1 for about a hundred dollars 

less, a year earlier. Now, it’s lovely and 

nice that Oculus will reward Bennett 

for his faith with a free CV1, good for 

him, good on them. I don’t expect that 

kind of freebie for my DK2 investment 

– but for me, and others who bought 

one of the dev kits, it’s just another 

reinforcement that the true cost of the 

device is closer to sub US$500. 

You do get more with the Vive than 

the Oculus, being the room movement 

sensors and hand wands. So the Vive’s 

US$899 is sorta kinda more palatable, 

but only if you defocus your eyes for 

a moment and cut the ‘US’ part out of 

the price. 

I’m not going to whinge on the 

Microsoft Hololens dev kit which 

costs US $3,000. I’m ok with that. 

It’s a somewhat powerful PC totally 

self contained in an all-new form 

factor with revolutionary optics and 

sophisticated cooling for the whole 

rig. Oculus Rift is a screen and a circuit 

board.

Yes, I want my VR and I want it 

now. And I want it to cost less than 

an Aussie grand. Russ Kogan are you 

listening?  

BEN MANSILL 

just wants to trip 

out, man

VR

costs how

much?!?
When dreams and 

reality collide
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hypernetdist.com.au

mats-systems.com.au

msy.com.au

itwarehouse.com.au

photech.com.au

SA

Computer Alliance Pty Ltd

Game Dude Pty Ltd

MSY

Umart Online

AUSCOMP COMPUTERS

07 3420 3200

07 3387 1500

07 3290 1738

07 3369 3928

07 3722 5100

comput

gamedude.com.au

msy.com.au

umart.com.au

auscompcomputers.com

QLD

Computers & Parts Land

MSY Technology

PC Case Gear

Centre Com Sunshine PTY

Scorpion Tech. Computers

03 8542 8688

03 9560 2288

03 9551 0889

03 8311 7600

03 8561 3200 

cpl.net.au

msy.com.au

pccasegear.com

centrecom.com.au

scorptec.com.au

VIC

PC Solutions 4 U 08 89412119 pcsolutions4u.com.au

NT

TAS

Get The Gear
Used By The Pros

AAustin Computer

MSY

08 9201 2788

08 9344 1002

teralliance.comcom au.au

ude com au

j change without notice.           The brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies.           Any coniguration other than original product speciication is not guaranteed.

The Fatal1ty name, Fatal1ty logos and the Fatal1ty likeness are registered trademarks of Fatal1ty, Inc., and are used under license. © 2014 Fatal1ty, Inc. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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DEVELOPER ACE MADDOX

PUBLISHER ACE MADDOX

DUE EARLY ACCESS

www.aircombataction.com

Flying Tigers:
Shadows over China 

We love arcade flight combat games 

and Flying Tigers really whets our 

collective appetite for aerial destruction. 

Set in the CBI (China-Burma-India) 

theatre of WWII, fight against deadly 

Japanese pilots for air supremacy in a 

number of rad looking planes. 
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T
here has never, ever been a better

time to be a PC gamer. There is 

now such a surfeit of content that it’s no 

longer just a matter of having too many 

games to play – there are too many 

games to keep track of. Not a day goes 

by without a friend or an anonymous 

stranger on the internet raving about 

an incredible, innovative, or interesting 

new title that I will never, ever have the 

time to play or the cash to buy. 

It doesn’t matter though, because 

while games cost money, drama is free 

– and this too is in abundance. Peter 

Molyneux has entered a mid-life crisis. 

Shying away from the responsibilities 

of management, he is now LARPing 

as an ordinary programmer. Chris 

Roberts has pulled a Schafer and 

split his game in two, even as video 

evidence accumulates of Star Citizen’s 

interminable teething problems. 

Warren Spector has quietly abandoned 

academia to return to development 

(perhaps that’s for the best; the lecture 

he gave at PAX last year put me to 

sleep). And depending on who you ask, 

games are either being censored too 

much, or not nearly enough. 

Oh: and XCOM 2 launched, and it’s 

been one hell of a wild ride. Customers 

have aired concerns of severe 

performance issues and crash bugs, 

and the most notable effect of the first 

post-launch patch was to remove the 

truly amazing Caps Lock key work-

around. For those who missed it this 

was one of the greatest game cheats 

of all time, an exploit where you could 

skip the long end-of-mission loading 

times by simply hitting the Caps Lock 

key. It was amazing while it lasted. 

Those who have been able to get the 

game running properly have detected 

 while games cost money,
drama is free – and this too is
in abundance

other quibbles, mostly stemming from 

systems of technological and mission 

progression that are deliriously opaque. 

Actions have consequences that are not 

always immediately knowable, or even 

guessable, and if your troopers start 

dropping it’s very easy to enter into a 

campaign death-spiral where you’re 

hurling raw recruits at progressively 

more outlandish space monsters. 

A few more patches should get all that 

sorted. Plus 2K are now working directly 

with the Long War mod team, so we can 

definitely look forward to some killer 

bonus content down the line. But if you 

are an XCOM fan who has for whatever 

reason held off on buying this sequel, 

you probably won’t regret waiting just 

one or two months longer.

But back to my original point: There 

are too many games to keep track 

of. Even in terms of classification, 

the distinction between ‘AAA’ and 

‘indie’ cannot hope to encompass the 

embarrassment of riches at our disposal. 

To that end, I suggest it might be time 

for a complete recalibration of how we 

class our games. 

AAA: Major studio ‘blockbuster’ release, 

eg. Skyrim, Just Cause. 

AA: Premium free-to-play game, eg. 

DOTA 2, Smite. 

A: Anything from a major studio that 

doesn’t appear to be designed to make 

a billion dollars or more, eg. Mirror’s 

Edge, Master of Orion. 

BBB: HD remake of fondly-

remembered classic, eg. Homeworld. 

BB: Classic recompiled for modern 

PCs, but otherwise unchanged, eg. 

Everything on Good Old Games. 

B: Premium Indie release, eg. Hotline 

Miami, Aviary Attorney. 

CCC: Million Dollar-Plus crowd-

funding success, eg. Broken Age, 

Battletech. 

CC: Sub-1 Million Dollar crowd-

funding success, eg. Distance. 

C: Special interest game funded by 

Patreon or other ongoing donations, 

eg. Dwarf Fortress. 

DDD: Legitimately fascinating outsider 

art, eg. Noctis, Pencil Whipped. 

DD: Anything sold exclusively in tinted 

plastic DVD cases, eg. German forklift-

driving games, ‘Hidden Object’ games.

D: Fondly-remembered classic remade 

with diabolically bad graphics, eg. 

Archon, Dino Eggs. 

EEE: Early-access game from reputable 

outfit, eg. Offworld Trading Company. 

EE: Experimental early-access free-to-

play, eg. Paladins.

E: Prematurely abandoned early-access 

game that lives in infamy, eg. Space Base 

DF-9, KLANG!, half Steam Greenlight. 

F: Shameless, soulless corporate Flash 

game, eg. Pregnant Minion Girl. 

FF: Any game on any government 

website ever.

FFF: Anything bad or controversial 

enough to provoke click-bait eg. Elliot 

Rodger Retribution, Hatred. 

Perhaps this system could use a little 

fine-tuning, but you get the drift. This 

truly is a Golden Age of Gaming – and 

if Civ has taught us anything, it’s that 

Golden Ages always come to an end. 

Enjoy it while it lasts... 

JAMES COTTEE 

still has a lot of the 

alphabet to work 

through

The New

Order
From Triple-A gems to 

Triple-F train-wrecks, there’s 

never been a better time to 

game – or to complain...





S
oren Johnson has a great deal of 

experience in the strategy gaming 

genre – he coded the AI in Civilization III, 

and he was the lead designer of Civilization 

IV (he coded the AI for that, too). With 

decades of experience behind him, you’d 

think he’d be the last dev in the world to be 

second-guessing himself. Yet when he set 

out to create Offworld Trading Company he 

decided that the feedback made possible by 

early access would be invaluable. 

“Until you put your game in front of real 

people you only really know maybe half 

of what you need to know to make a good 

game. There’s just so many things that you 

assume about a game that you discover are

immediately not true. Once regular people 

who don’t know you and aren’t your friends

and aren’t your co-workers start playing 

the game. 

“Both on how easy the game is to learn, 

how accessible it is, and also what are the 

best ways to play. As soon as we got the 

game out there, within a few weeks, we 

discovered that a lot of the strategies that 

we thought were good Offworld strategies 

were pretty poor, in fact. The community 

has quickly outpaced us, and that meant we 

were able to learn from them.” 

Soren and his team at Mohawk Games 

are all industry veterans, many of them 

ex-Firaxis. Yet even now they’re still refining 

their craft – and perhaps the biggest 

challenge for Offworld was learning just 

what it means to make a competitive multi-

player game. 

“With Civ IV, the miracle was getting 

multi-player to work at all. People who play 

Civ multi-player are excited about just the 

whole concept of playing a multi-player 

game inside of Civ. But it’s not really the type 

of game that supports a long-term robust 

competitive ladder-based, score-based, rank-

based community. Whereas with Offworld, 

that’s something that is important to us.” 

Soren’s new game may not have a lot of 

the trappings of the genre, but Offworld is a 

RTS through and through. “The games take 

20-30 minutes. They’re very competitive, 

they’re good with two people, they’re good 

with four people. We’re taking that part of 

the game very seriously. We take a lot of 

time looking at what Blizzard does. With 

their Starcraft ladder, and their Hearthstone 

ladder, and we’re trying to get those 

elements into the game before we ship so 

that people can have a ranking in 1v1, have a 

ranking in the four-player free-for-all mode. 

And figuring out what’s the best way to get 

people into the game.” 

For the time being the game modes in

Offworld will be available cyclically, with 1v1

battles on weekdays and four-player battle 

royales on weekends. “That allows us to have 

two different game modes, while at the same 

time not dividing the community in half.” 

At several points in our chat, Soren 

stressed just how much early access had 

changed the way he designs games – he even 

went so far as to say he wished they had 

early access when he was making Civ IV.

“We have a daily challenge in Offworld. 

Every day there is a single seed that 

everyone can play off of. Similar to the 

daily challenge you’ll see in something 

like Spelunky.” Soren’s team can then look 

at the data, and see what surprises them 

about how gamers performed. “Although 

having said that, only about a third of the 

people are beating the daily challenge. It is 

actually somewhat difficult. But once we got 

that going, and we got a leaderboard in the 

game, we took the next step, which is that 

Tachyon will let you attach a replay file.” 

By ‘Tachyon,’ Soren was not referring to a 

hypothetical faster-than-light particle, but 

rather a new gaming networking service, 

Stardock’s in-house answer to Battle.net.

“Last week I just sat down, and every 

day the first thing I did in the morning was 

I watched replays of games people have 

played against the AI that day. And then I saw 

problems with the AI. I made changes. Then 

I tried it out myself, using the same seed. 

Checked in the code, made a build, updated 

the game inside of Steam. So then the next 

day the same players are now facing a slightly 

better AI that was fixing the holes that they 

had exposed. So now they can’t pull the same 

trick they pulled the day before. And then I 

just do the same thing the next day, and the 

next day, and the next day, and the next day. 

“We’ve got this little virtual war going on 

between me as the AI programmer and all 

the players on there trying to beat the daily 

challenges. That’s been a lot of fun.” Soren 

is revelling in the iterative development 

Steamworks makes possible, where he can 

get feedback from early-access customers 

literally within hours. “It’s something that 

totally would not have been possible without 

the type of infrastructure we have today.”  

While Offworld is primarily a game of 

economics, Soren has made his game as 

scientifically plausible as possible by working 

with a scientist who focusses on Martian 

geology. “He’s making a bunch of maps for us 

that are realistic locations around Mars. He’s 

giving us a lot of feedback on how to make 

the terrain look realistic, where you’d happen 

to find carbon, where you’d happen to find 

iron, where you’d happen to find aluminium, 

on Mars. That’s been very useful.”  

The lead designer of Civilization IV has started a new life on  

Planet Indie. We talk to SOREN JOHNSON about how early-

access has supercharged his game design process, and how the 

ultimate economic RTS combines the best aspects of Railroad 

Tycoon and Spelunky...
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primarily a game of 
economics, Soren has 
made his game as 
scientifically plausible 
as possible 
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To add that extra edge of

plausibility, the resource tre

upon some of the speculatio

done about how Mars 

missions could work. “You 

could get water from some

of the ice deposits in the 

north, for example. The bes

way to get oxygen fuel, of course, is 

to take that water and then split it. Things like that.”

The level of thought and modelling put into 

Offworld has been so involved that Soren can see the 

merit of it being employed in classrooms, though not 

necessarily to tech kids science. “It’s not a slavishly 

scientific game. I think that what people could learn 

the most from is this little toy box of how economics 

work. It has a pretty rigorous model of supply/

demand. And you get a sense for what it means to 

diversify, versus focussing on being good at a few 

specific things. Learning to ride the market, learning 

not to flood the market with a resource.” 

In practical terms, that means that every single play 

through is not an exercise in memorising build queues, 

but in reading the terrain and commodity prices and 

constantly adapting to events. We asked Soren why there 

aren’t more games that are fundamentally about thinking 

on your feet. 

“Oh boy! That’s why we’re making the game. There’s 

so few games out there that are like that. I mean, 

Starcraft doesn’t even have random maps! [laughs]. 

Coming from a background of Civ, which is all about 

random maps, and having a very different play 

environment each time, it’s hard for me to imagine why 

you’d want to play a strategy game where you’ve got this 

very set situation that you just play over and over again. 

It’s baked into my design DNA, to think of things that 

way. It definitely makes the game more challenging for 

players, if they don’t know what to expect. 

“If you look at the success of the MOBAs, they have a 

very specific formula. There’s been very few games that 

have been able to successfully alter the way the map 

works, for example, in those type of games. The variety is 

built off of which characters people choose. There’s not 

necessarily a huge amount of variety, game to game.”

Yet in spite of the phenomenal bank being made by 

games at the more predictable side of the RTS spectrum, 

Soren has no plans to leave the realms of randomness.  

“It’s something that I like, and I love, and I think it’s 

both challenging for the audience and harder to do as a 

developer. But I think if you get it right, the pay-off can 

be huge. That’s why Spelunky was such a big success, 

and also just such a landmark game.”

Finally, we felt obliged to touch on the topic of those 

tech billionaires who seem obsessed with getting to Mars 

at any cost. Has the Offworld crew had any calls 

Elon Musk?

[Laughs.] His name’s come up a 

mber of times. I wish I knew how to 

t him a copy of the game!”

Offworld Trading Company 

is set to launch some time 

before June 2016. For more 

details, visit OffworldGame.

com. JAMES COTTEE
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I
started getting a sense that the guy

I’d moved into the shed to do all the 

menial tasks, including fishing, was 

lonely when I saw him autonomously 

reading a book called Reel Her In. 

There was also the unfortunate 

incident involving him watering 

some tomatoes with his tears after 

no-one noticed his birthday. I could 

probably have moved him into the 

house, for those incidental moments 

of interaction, but the shed was closer 

to both the fishing hole and the garden 

plot. Efficient pathfinding, you know?

I had started playing The Sims 4, this 

time, with the aim of creating a chef 

who sourced all her own vegetables and 

fish. Oh, the amazing buffs this kind 

of supportive play promises. Then, I 

figured I’d get a passing townie to knock 

her up later, when the house and garden 

were sorted, ensuring a happy lineage. 

Of course, I couldn’t not attempt to 

max out the Culinary career, too. I’m 

pretty hardcore, but I quickly found this 

workload impossible. Hence, Jimmy.

I’ve written about The Sims 4 a few 

times before and how the new emotion 

system makes the ruthless style of 

play I’ve been carefully developing, for 

15 years, seem especially cruel. I still 

can’t decide if I love the way it does 

this, or whether it gives me the bright 

yellow embarrassed moodlet. I recently 

added the Get Together expansion 

pack, however, and I can tell you that it 

deepens play in ways I wasn’t expecting. 

It also cheered Jimmy up, no end.

I mean, I’m still forcing him to look 

after the plants, clean the house, repair 

and upgrade all the appliances, fish, 

and raise the children, some of which 

ended up being his. Now, however, 

Jimmy can share all his tasks with 

 I made Woohoo a banned
activity because they were
meeting at the house

The Garden Gnomes. It’s a socially 

supportive spiral of getting things done.

Being The Sims, this requires 

clarification; The Garden Gnomes are 

the local gardening group I had him 

join, made up of actual human sims, 

not gnomes. There’s an old guy, a bossy 

lady and a kid with gumboots who 

inexplicably makes the old guy angry but 

pulls weeds like no-one’s business. Every 

morning I hold a club gathering at the 

house and they do everything together. 

For clubs, the leader sets approved 

activities. I had to get Jimmy to stage 

a coup against the bossy lady which 

inexplicably succeeded the first time 

I tried it. He may be cooler than I’ve 

been giving him credit for. Then, I 

decided that The Garden Gnomes 

would be all about Fishing, Catching 

Frogs, Gardening, Fixing Things 

and Hugs. I made Woohoo a banned 

activity because they were meeting at 

the house and Jimmy is some of the 

kids’ father, after all.

By the way, if you wanted to make a 

club specifically designed for people to 

meet and Woohoo, I guess you could. 

The options are extensive. Fighting and 

kissing but no playing the violin? Why 

not? And, as Jimmy’s new minions take 

care of his household tasks and keep 

him socially stimulated without me 

doing anything, the club earns points to 

buy supportive perks. I levelled up the 

focused perks first, given they buff the 

club’s approved activities significantly.

Most interestingly, by streamlining 

play elements in this way, Jimmy is 

able to spend even more hours grafting 

plants and nurturing them to perfect 

quality. I’d never really engaged 

with gardening in The Sims 4 before 

because it is so time intensive, but it 

is a supremely satisfying pursuit for 

the achiever-player. From buying and 

finding seeds to tending every aspect 

of their evolution, there are endless 

decisions to micromanage.

Of course, Jimmy’s incredible 

fishing skill allows him to catch 

perfect fertilisers. As plants improve in 

quality, eating their produce provides 

significant buffs to happiness. Both the 

fish and produce support the chef’s 

cooking and gourmet cooking, with 

every meal turning out impeccably 

with minimal effort. Again, great food 

provides more happiness buffs, along 

with the fresh feeling left by the bidet 

Jimmy installed in the toilet. Everyone 

is happy all of the time.

Happy, of course, but lonely. 

Until now, anyway. But am I really a 

monster? The menu for socialisation is 

still, probably necessarily, clunky and 

prohibitive. 

Get Together is the first time I’ve 

actually enjoyed seeing “a Jimmy” 

make friends because I had to 

contribute exactly nothing to the 

process. I could probably get his 

extremely over-cared-for children to 

join The Garden Gnomes so as they 

could come to actually love one of their 

parents. I think you can set homework 

as an activity, so maybe the bossy lady 

can take on that. I just want to play 

The Sims 4 the way I want to play it. 

Now, having a social Jimmy doesn’t 

exclude that.. 

MEGHANN O’NEILL 

begat her own two 

children in the usual 

way; ask about day, 

ask about day, flirt, 

flirt, flirt, embrace, ask 

if single, kiss, make 

out and, well, you 

know the rest.

Grow Hard

or Grow

Home
When an expansion pack 

unexpectedly makes you 

seem less awful.
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UNDERTALE

DEVELOPER TOBY FOX

PRICE $10

undertale.com

 I suspected I was in love with Undertale 

from the very fi rst level. After an hour, I was 

convinced. Simply, I knocked on an ambient 

door in Snowdin and the dialogue read, 

“What a beautiful knock. Perhaps, if I don’t 

answer, it will happen again.” I knocked a 

second time. “My patience is rewarded.” 

Subsequent knocks yielded a satisfi ed, 

“Ahh.” Where other games make you feel 

awkward for poking around, herein lies

only pleasure.

Every perfectly placed piece 

of this elaborate experience 

lends itself to easy infatuation. 

While you’re basking in SNES-era 

nostalgia, an entrenched expectation 

for gameplay might suddenly be subverted 

in a way that makes you laugh out loud. 

Music tied to individual events, battles and 

levels will be chiptuney, with an unexpected 

melodica thrown in. Even the save points 

are inspiring, with dialogue referring to 

whatever is close by, like a random leaf pile.

“Playfully crinkling through the leaves fi lls 

you with determination.” 

The initial premise is that humans have 

sealed the evil monsters underground. You, 

a human, fi nd yourself in their realm and 

wish to leave. On your way to the surface you

meet a host of characters who are genuinely 

endearing, because they have sad letterboxes, 

ex-husbands and cheeky trombones. 

Everyone is special in some way. Warily going 

on a date, early in the game, made me laugh 

more than I can ever remember laughing 

while playing any game eve

The narrative unfolds in

that is intimately tied to eve

you take. I’m reluctant to ex

in more detail because 

variations, although 

incredibly meaningful, mak

little sense until subsequen

playthroughs. It’s replayabi

reimagined. Maybe just ask

why any sane person woul

not to fi ght. If you accumulate no experience 

points, you remain pointlessly vulnerable. 

Perhaps a better question would be, why 

would any sane person’s fi rst inclination be to 

murder every creature they encounter?

the game provides 

es to fi ghting immediately. 

e Act command, there 

l be a creative ways 

o “weaken” an enemy. 

Sometimes it’s fl irting, 

feeding, or petting, or 

aining quiet, or even a 

lternate narrative path. 

case, you have to fi ght 

 to show someone who 

cares about you that you are serious about 

your intentions. In another, you may be 

accidentally falling in love with the skeleton 

who is hurling bones at you. 

As monsters have their turn in combat, you 

manoeuvre around character specifi c assault 

items. Does the monster cry? Dodge their 

tears between attempts at cheering them up. 

Is the monster employing an army of shop 

dummies? Draw the cotton balls they hurl at 

you towards them, instead. Is the monster 

half-hearted about hurting you? Stand still 

and they’ll likely just miss. Each combat 

encounter and monster is entirely unique.

I feel as if this review of Undertale has not 

adequately expressed how truly exceptional 

the experience is. The way every aspect of 

story, combat, exploration and puzzling, 

feeds into every other aspect has led me 

around in circles, as I’ve tried to describe 

it to you. Simply, this is a must-play. It is so 

carefully executed that I left feeling really, 

really happy in a way I hadn’t noticed I’d been 

craving in a game until this very moment.

Sometimes games are just good fun. Other times, they really speak to you. This month, 

MEGHANN O’NEILL went looking for conversations and found that people had vastly different 

things to say. From the family who lost a child to a tiny, free and quite melancholy, artistic 

experience, each posed a question that was worth answering. She also went on a supremely 

awkward date with a skeleton and is trying very hard to avoid bone-related puns.

RELEASED

 Does the monster 
cry? Dodge their tears 
between attempts at 
cheering them up 

A Collection Asid
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ORDER OF THE THORNE:

THE KING’S CHALLENGE

DEVELOPER INFAMOUS QUESTS

PRICE $10

www.infamous-quests.com/order-of-the-thorne

 I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again; 

adventure games were my entire childhood. 

My fondest memories of growing up are 

rendered in pixel art. Well, I’m 37 now, 

and I feel like I’ve spent half a lifetime 

trying to recapture the feelings that that 

precise vintage of games evoked. Modern 

and subversively clever reimaginings of 

old genres are cool, like you’ll get with 

Undertale, but I also want my nostalgia 

directly injected into a vein.

And so, it seems, do the 836 people who 

pledged US$31,000 to bring two episodes of 

Order of the Thorne and one prequel to Quest 

for Infamy, by Infamous Quests, to life. It’s not 

a lot of money for three King’s Quest V style 

games with voice acting and a glut of art. I’ve 

said it before and I’ll say it again; people who 

make authentically classic adventure games 

do so because they love them as much as I do. 

I want to support this and I bought the game, 

imperfect as it is, myself.

I can fi rst tell you what Order of the Thorne 

is not; progressive, innovative or award-

winning. In fact, the music is cheesy in places, 

some of the animations are weird and I had 

to ask a friend for probably fi ve hints because 

I’d messed up the quest order so badly neither 

of us could fi gure out how I could progress. 

But, if Dropsy the Clown makes me marvel at 

how designers invent new mechanics through 

reverential treatment of old idiosyncrasies, 

Order of the Thorne engages my simple 

childish fervour in equal measure.

After all, sometimes you just want 

to be the bard who can play songs to 

solve problems in a Loom-esque fashion. 

Sometimes it’s just cool that the King is half 

butterfl y and has hidden his wife in order to 

challenge the great hearts and minds of the 

land to fi nd her. There’s a turtle fi sherman 

and a beautiful woman to woo on behalf of 

his shy friend. Not to mention the sexy

spider who, although not prominent

in this episode, promises to reveal 

secrets of her kingdom, as it were. 

One of the great joys I 

experienced playing this was 

that, almost immediately, you can 

explore the majority of the map. You can 

fi nd items, meet people, trigger events and 

piece together where the queen might be 

hiding very gradually. The characters you 

are competing against include a fractious 

gnome, two bossy ladies, a knight and a 

cleric. You will happen across them and 

enjoy banter as the action unfolds. 

As well as playing songs on your lute, to 

calm fi erce beasts or convey loving feelings, 

puzzling relies on listening to hints, fi nding 

items and knowing how to use them. 

Occasional unintuitive moments aside, I found 

I knew how to proceed all of the time and that 

I felt suitably clever in doing so. Be sure to 

exhaust dialogue options with the characters 

you meet and then revisit them when they 

may have relevant new information.

The King’s Challenge, which is one 

episode of two currently planned, 

is an oddly shallow experience 

that meant the world to me. If you 

understand why, then you should 

buy it. I love games which are 

progressive and innovative, but I also 

love people who spend many hours making 

something that I intimately understand. 

Indeed, King’s Quest V is one of the most 

criticised games in the genre’s history. And 

one of my most fondly remembered.

RELEASED
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THAT DRAGON, CANCER
DEVELOPER NUMINOUS GAMES

PRICE $15

www.thatdragoncancer.com

 Maybe you knew a kid who died when 

you were growing up. I knew one; Lyndon. 

I named my second son after him. I started 

knowing more kids who passed away, 

and from cancer, after I had my own. You 

don’t realise that it happens with some 

frequency until you’re immersed with 

youngsters, at playgrounds, mother’s 

groups and when your friends have them. 

You can control many things in life, but 

even the most wonderful and inspiring 

parents lose children. 

That Dragon, Cancer is a collection of 

vignettes, made as a tribute to Joel Green, 

who died at a very young age due to a rare 

condition that proved untreatable. As a 

mum, every scene resonated with me, from 

inserting your kids into weary, medieval 

bedtime tales, to pushing them 

on the swing. Well, almost every 

scene. Knowing what was to come 

for Joel, I spent lots of patient time 

with him at the playground. More 

than for my own kids, I’m afraid.

It’s a game about not taking love for 

granted, for sure. You’re often allowed 

the time to experience special moments, 

choosing when to let them pass. Sometimes, 

the story only progresses when you turn 

away. It’s quite linear, necessarily, and 

you’re simply invited to engage with phone 

messages, written letters and 

joyful minigames. I found 

myself wanting to listen to 

Joel giggle for signifi cantly 

long periods of time. You 

know what? I waited out a lot 

of the crying, too. 

The game is set to simple 

piano music, the cross 

rhythms creating a refl ective 

inevitability. This supports the momentum 

you need for a journey no-one wants to 

take, even as an observer. I can’t imagine 

not fi nishing this game. It’s only a few hours

long, stripped down from several years of 

real time. If you buy this on Ouya, revenue 

will be donated to charities supporting some 

other family on their unwanted voyage.

That Dragon, Cancer is unusually 

personal, even within an emerging genre 

of empathy games which address a range 

of intimate content. People expect 

this kind of pain to be silent. Well, 

people expect much lesser degrees 

of pain to be silent, for goodness 

sakes. There will certainly be 

some who think this content 

should be silent, beyond their 

prerogative not to experience it. Not me. 

I’m glad they made it. 

Also, the family is quite religious. Not 

being so myself, I was interested to notice 

how this infl uenced their experience. It 

raises questions about the expectations 

people might place on God or, perhaps 

conversely, medical professionals. There 

are further spiritual considerations for 

relationships and approaches to dealing 

with the reality of the situation, but it 

remained messy and human in a way that 

transcends religion. Regardless, I’ll picture 

Joel in the heavenly place his parents 

imagine for him. It was beautiful.

It’s diffi cult to know whether to 

recommend That Dragon, Cancer. Certainly, 

it could cause players signifi cant emotional 

pain alongside their serving of empathy. This 

is a brave and harrowing portrayal because 

it is awfully honest about how events played 

out. Regardless of how the family dealt with 

this, and despite the distressing medical 

interventions in his short life, Joel was 

truly loved. If you do play it, it will be to 

appreciate this love.

RELEASED

 You know what? I 
waited out a lot of the 
crying, too
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A SURVIVAL GAME 

DEVELOPER VAIDA PLANKY TE

PRICE FREE

vaidap.itch.io/a-survival-game

 This month I started a new Twitter account. Pivotal 

information, I know. But, I decided I wanted to make a public 

place available for indie and amateur game devs to talk to me 

about their projects. Of course, I had been doing this already

but, previously, my account had been private. I wrote on 

my blurb, “Tell me about your game. No game too small or 

strange,” and game designer, Vaida Plankyte, linked me to 

something small, but quite lovely, almost immediately.

It’s a survival game, as the title suggests, you’ll see, but 

leave your expectations at the loading screen. Mechanical 

and design concepts are explored lightly, and the game is set 

to carefully manipulated audio that is part direction and part 

conversation. It is uniquely compelling. The art is simple and 

warm. Best of all, it’s free to play, right now, in your browser. 

Even the smallest of games can make an important point.

I’d recommend A Survival Game for game designers on their 

coffee break, for that hit of inspiration and moment of human 

connection. Vaida’s thoughts and insights are worth listening 

to, if only briefl y. The action unfolds in a way that is clever 

and easy to understand. I also played through some of Vaida’s 

other free games at http://vaidap.itch.io/ It’s a nice collection; 

unapologetic, thought provoking and astute.

EMILY IS AWAY 

DEVELOPER KYLE SEELEY

PRICE FREE

emilyisaway.com

 Man, I had some awkward friendships during my university 

days. Have I ever told you about how I used to hang out with 

some of the guys who would go on to become Thirsty Merc 

above The Fish Shack in Glebe? I saw Phil Stack last year when 

he, and James Morrison, accompanied my choir at a massive 

benefi t gig for women’s’ shelters. He told me about the songs on 

their new album and I told him I music for videogames.

Why did I waste a paragraph on this embarrassing story? 

We’ve all been there. Whatever your “there” is, we all get it and 

this game does, too. Sometimes it’s hard to say stuff to people, 

especially when you’re young. Maybe it even feels like you 

say something stupid and you want to bash your head 

against the table, even if it’s something you can refl ect 

on before you press send. Maybe there is no way, in your 

mind, anyway, to undo your ridiculousness.

Don’t expect the game to allow you to be the perfect 

preppy socialite. As you message Emily, there are things you 

want to say and can’t. She may react in a way that makes you 

unhappy or that tests your patience. Because this relationship 

is text-based, it’s hard to discern her tone. The action plays out 

over fi ve conversations. Allow about 20 minutes to play, but 

expect to feel years wiser and wearier by the end. 

I’d recommend Emily is Away to anyone who thinks they’ll 

never live down some mortifying moment of their life. It’s 

better for you than wine, anyway. Last year, Phil was actually 

really interested in the dynamic composition work I have been 

doing. We had a nice chat. And I’m going to see Thirsty Merc 

next week and I’m not even going to hide behind my husband. 

(I’m totally an adult now.) Given time, the most awkward of 

memories can be funny, I promise.

RELEASED

RELEASED
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ORC ASSAULT 

DEVELOPER GHOST MACHINE

PUBLISHER GHOST MACHINE

DUE 2016

www.ghostmachinevr.com

Orc Assault promises to be an 

animation-inspired tower defence 

game in which you have to survive 

through various waves of invasion, 

while researching sophisticated tower 

systems to take down your Orc foes. 

If things aren’t going to plan you can 

switch to first person mode and unleash 

heck with a machine gun.  You can also 

enter the world in virtual reality via the 

Oculus Rift headset to plan out your 

strategy in a fully immersive way.

ORIENTAL EMPIRES

DEVELOPER SHINING PIXEL STUDIOS

PUBLISHER ICEBERG INTERACTIVE

DUE APRIL 2016

www.orientalempires.com

Oriental Empires is the brainchild of 

Bob Smith who worked as developer of 

the Total War series and Armada 2526. 

It’s a 4X strategy based on the rise of 

China, combining the best elements of 

empire building with epic tactical battles 

on huge maps with hundreds of soldiers. 

As well as 16 different factions there will 

be diplomacy, an elaborate tech tree and 

players will have to consider cultural, 

philosophical and religious developments 

to expand their empires.

LIFE OF ROME

DEVELOPER BREAKOUT STUDIO 

PUBLISHER BREAKOUT STUDIO 

DUE 2016

www.lifeofrome.com

Soon you will be able to don a toga and 

explore the streets of ancient Rome in an 

MMORPG. Life of Rome will be a third and 

first-person experience set in 320AD Rome. 

Players can choose to be Roman or Rebels 

and gameplay will focus on player-driven 

politics and a faction system. History buffs 

will be pleased to know that the in-game 

world will feature a 50km2 representation of 

Rome and its surrounding villages, including 

Rebel camps and Roman forts.
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AFTERSHOCK

DEVELOPER INDIE

PUBLISHER FOCUS STUDIOS

DUE AUGUST 2016

www.aftershockthegame.tk

We really liked the parkour 

in Mirror’s Edge so the 

announcement that this open 

world MMOFPS would also 

have parkour got our attention.  

Focus Studios have just switched 

from Unity to using the Unreal 4 

engine which they say is “better 

optimised to making a survival 

game.” They’ve also included 

dynamic looting, basebuilding 

and are planning to include land, 

sea and air vehicles and moving AI 

missions.

TANZIA

DEVELOPER ARCANIT Y INC

PUBLISHER ARCANIT Y INC

DUE 2016

www.playtanzia.com

Tanzia will be an old-style, single 

player RPG with MMORPG-like 

controls for movement and itemisation. 

Videos show a 3D world full of magic 

and monsters and modern tech, 

which should make for an interesting 

combination.  You play a shaman 

who must save your home of Tanzia 

from being overrun by ancient evil. 

There will be a main questline and an 

open combat system where players 

will be encouraged to experiment by 

combining all kinds of dazzling spells.

BLOCK’HOOD

DEVELOPER PLETHORA-PROJECT LLC

PUBLISHER PLETHORA-PROJECT LLC

DUE 2016

www.plethora-project.com/blockhood

In 2012 Mojang and the United 

Nations launched Block by Block 

– a project which proposed to use 

Minecraft for the development of 

urban spaces.  Block’hood is another 

building simulator that could be 

used the same way. Players are in 

charge of a library of 60+ building 

blocks and have to build a thriving 

urban neighbourhood. It sounds 

simple, but each block has inputs 

and outputs and if the combination 

of blocks is wrong, your urban 

dream may end up slumsville.
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MODBOX

DEVELOPER ALIENTRAP

PUBLISHER ALIENTRAP

DUE 2016

www.alientrap.org

The possibilities in Modbox might just 

be endless. It’s a VR physics sandbox 

where you start off with a blank space 

and then go about filling it with toys and 

contraptions to amuse yourself. You’ll 

be able to construct complex devices by 

touching items together, add levers and 

pistons to control them and use a bunch 

of projectiles and sports equipment to 

make things interesting. This could be 

the closest thing yet to creating a real 

Holodeck experience.

DUNGEON RUSHERS

DEVELOPER GOBLINZ STUDIO

PUBLISHER GOBLINZ STUDIO 

DUE 2016

www.dungeon-rushers.com

A 2D turn-based RPG that will 

undoubtedly have fans because it 

has lots of dusty dungeons, armies of 

monsters and it supports cross platform 

multiplayer. But the dungeon editor 

that lets you build your own dungeons 

is sure to be the real prize. With it you 

can spread traps and add in any number 

of ghastly, creatures to protect your 

treasure and then let others have a go at 

conquering it.

GIANT 

DEVELOPER WRECK TANGLE GAMES

PUBLISHER WRECK TANGLE GAMES

DUE MAY 2016

www.wrecktangles.com

Use your ‘Antdar’, a natural radar that 

all ants possess to help you find your 

next piece of candy in this ant simulator. 

Other ants will help you along the way, 

even building ant bridges to cross deadly 

drops. You’ll need to avoid other insects, 

vermin and pesky humans that want you 

squished. Don’t forget to pick up power 

ups as you go, because running faster or 

jumping higher may save your tiny life.
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ASTRONEER 

DEVELOPER SYSTEM ERA SOFTWORKS

PUBLISHER SYSTEM ERA SOFTWORKS

DUE 2016

www.astroneer.space

Astroneer is an indie offering in the genre 

of space exploration and aerospace industry. 

Technological advances have opened up 

interstellar travel to the far flung reaches of the 

galaxy and you must explore and exploit distant 

worlds while surviving random events. The planet 

visuals look like dreamscapes but don’t daydream 

too long because there’s important business to be 

done uncovering mysteries, discovering precious 

artefacts and precious materials all in a bid to 

become a wealthy baron of the stars.
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DEVELOPER CCP GAMES

PUBLISHER CCP GAMES

DUE Q1 2016

evevalkyrie.com

EVE Valkyrie

EVE OF 

DESTRUCTION 
How do you both introduce newcomers to the potential of 

virtual reality, whilst providing enough depth for the hardcore?
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SAFE PRACTISE

We’ve played
three single
player options,
with ‘Scout’ being
both the most
threadbare and
essential. All you
do is fly through
maps and
optionally picking
up stashes of
information that
reveal some of
the backstory to
the world Valkyrie
is built upon. It’s
unspectacular,
but it’s the best
way to safely
understand how
to perceive the
VR environment.

U
p until the past few months, EVE 

Valkyrie has been a surprisingly 

shy character given its grand, 

aspirational ambitions as a deep space 

flight combat simulator. That reserved 

nature has been made to feel even 

more understated given the otherwise 

self-confident, eccentric and impatient 

world of virtual reality that it is a part of.

Where other games, and VR technology 

in general, has been rushing to show 

curious potential consumers what weird 

and wonderful places and states we can 

escape into by simply strapping a plastic 

brick to our heads, Valkyrie has limited 

itself to tech demos and promises of 

what tomorrow will bring. As such, 

trying to figure out exactly what it is 

trying to do above and beyond its high-

concept description has been difficult.

That eye-catching foundation, 

combined with its association with the 

ceaselessly popular and respected EVE 

Online, has always worked in its favour, 

however. Promise players a ‘Top Gun 

in space’ experience and you’re near-

certainly guaranteed a loyal fanbase of 

pre-release followers... made up in no 

small part of the tech-savvy, sci-fi literate 

early adopters of VR that are going to 

represent the vast bulk of Valkyrie’s 

initial audience. The idea sales itself. If 

you build it, they will come.

CCP Games might have up until 

recently refrained from presenting 

too many details of the how and why 

regarding ship flight, combat and the

structure of game modes, but that

hardly dented Valkyrie’s attractiveness.

In anything, the mystery only resulted

in more interest.

Now, however, the docking bay

has opened and we’ve seen inside the

mothership. With hours of play logged

on our flight records, we’re in a much

better position to understand the

intricacies of what this initial foray into

virtual space wants to communicate

and define. Happily, the most

important thing we’ve learned is that

this is not just a tech-demo.

To remove any confusion as to what

CCP is trying to do here, let’s begin

with the facts. Valkyrie is primarily a

team-based competitive multiplayer

game based around a number of

different game modes that task you

with either simply destroying your

opponents in a fight to the death

or accomplishing objectives of mild

Eve Valkyrie steps away 
from the spreadsheet

complexity more quickly than your 

foes. Single player options do exist, 

albeit nothing that comes close to 

what could accurately be described 

as a ‘campaign’. Essentially, this is a 

multiplayer game that includes single 

player options to help you hone your 

skills before jumping into the fray. 

“To be very honest, we’re a small 

development team of about 30 people 

based in Newcastle [England]. We’ve 

got to make sure that we pick our 

battles sensibly,” explains Andrew 

Willans, Valkyrie’s lead designer, when 

asked about the lack of a dedicated 

campaign. “From the outset we knew 

we wanted a multiplayer game and our 

intention has always been to create the 

best multiplayer experience possible. 

We’ve focused on that throughout the 

whole development.

“When you’re in there, with the 

headset on, with microphones 

connecting you to the other players in 

your squad... it’s an amazing thing. To 

make sure we do the best possible job 

we’ve had to use every bit of our time 

and knowledge to make that happen.” 

Valkyrie’s competitive game modes 

read identically to those you’d expect 

to see from any modern first-person 

shooter. Team Deathmatch is present 

and correct, as is a capture point mode 

dubbed ‘Control’. Without explanation 

it’s obvious what your goals are and, 

to some extent, how you should be 
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coordinating with the rest of your five-

person team to realise them. 

It might seem like a lack of aspiration 

to include match structures that have 

been doing the rounds in other games 

for many years, but the move feels like 

a smart one when you’re first locked 

into your cockpit and getting to grips 

with the presence and the form of VR 

interaction. The chief difficulty facing 

Willans and his team revolve around 

player perception, so it makes sense to 

include frameworks that are instantly 

understood by the majority of the 

audience. By pitting you against others 

in games of Team Deatchmatch and 

Control you’re free to concentrate on 

the new freedoms presented by VR, 

rather than worrying about the rules of 

engagement. 

“I’m always reluctant to use the word 

when referring to a videogame, but it 

should feel ‘organic’ in terms of how 

you interact with it,” Willians explains 

with a cautious smile. “Everything 

should look and feel as natural as it 

can be. You should know intuitively 

what the different icons mean, what 

the metadata is that pops up when you 

look at something, what the audio cues 

means and how the haptic [controller 

vibration] feedback is working. 

“That combination of audio, 

visual and haptic is really how we 

draw people into what we’ve got. 

Ultimately, you should be able to look 

at something and naturally understand 

what it is and whether you want to 

explore it further or not.”

These issues have long been solved, 

to a greater or lesser degree, by 

games across any number of genres 

that use a ‘traditional’ television or 

monitor to present themselves to the 

player. Taking away the mouse cursor, 

however, or not needing to layout 

icons in a way that is efficient for 

controller users means starting over 

for everything from menu design to 

what you allow the player to see and do 

when in combat. 
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When inside the cockpit it’s the 

controller that determines where your 

ship moves, but it’s your head and neck 

that determines where you’re looking 

and what your missiles are locked on to. 

This means you can guide your ship in 

one direction, but be looking over your 

shoulder to keep track of that enemy 

tailing you in order to make sure you’re 

not presenting them with an easy target. 

Given this combination of head-

tracking and thumb control, you might 

reasonably think that you’d naturally 

start looking around you as soon as 

the battle begins but that simply isn’t 

always the case. In some ways, being a 

well-travelled gamer with a significant 

history of interacting with digital 

worlds as we presently know them is 

a disadvantage; that  understanding 

you’ve built up over the years working 

against you when it comes to the 

flexibility here. In Valkyrie’s VR realm, 

unlearning what you know and how 

you have acted with games in the past 

is vital to success.

“You kind of take it for granted that 

people will look around them and see 

stuff happening taking place in the 

battle, but not everyone does,” Willans 

explains. “Even when they’re in the 

cockpit of their ship very few people 

look around and make sure they know 

where everything is around them and 

where important info is placed. That’s 

because your sights are right in front 

you and that always seems like the 

most obvious place to focus on. 

“In a dogfight you’re so dedicated 

to looking at the trails made by other 

ships and trying to line them up with 

your guns that it’s kind of difficult to 

remember to look at your dials and see 

that your shields might be down to fifty 

per t t t ’
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INCENTIVISING

THE PRE-ORDER

If  you pre-order 
an Oculus Rift 
(US$599) you’ll 
receive the EVE 
Valkyrie Founders 
Pack as part 
of the bargain, 
which includes 
exclusive access 
a ship dubbed 
the Squadron 33 
Wraith Fighter. 
You’ll also get a 
‘Limited Edition 
Founders Pilot’ 
forum tag and 
in-game currency 
to spend on 
cosmetic 
accessories

challenge when designing VR: how 

do you design your spaces so that it 

allows players to gain that situational 

awareness when they’re able to look 

wherever they want?” 

Given that Valkyrie is coming 

bundled as part of the package 

provided for those that pre-order the 

Oculus Rift, Willans finds himself in a 

position of responsibility that most VR 

game developers don’t necessarily have 

to worry about so diligently. Being the 

entity through which many players will 

have their first VR experience means 

there is an enormous pressure to make 

sure the game is intuitive and easily 

understood. 

Not only must icons and visual cues 

feel natural but the physical reality 

f 
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ou 
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6DoF in virtual 
reality will really 
test people’s 
reactions/stomachs
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“We’ve bee

early on that we ve built a lot of best

practises that we absolutely want to 

share with other developers,” Willans 

reveals when queried about how much 

of this knowledge has been developed 

by CCP and how much has come from 

dialogue with other studios. “First and 

foremost we want to get our house in 

order and we want to get our game to 

the point we want it, but we do also 

want to talk about this stuff and share 

what we’ve got with others.

“We’ll be doing a lot more of that, 

but so much until after release. At that 

point we can do our post-mortems and 

talk about everything; successes and 

failures.”

These “best practises” are not the 

result of philosophical meditation on 

the nature of VR and how an audience 

might respond to it. Instead, they 

have been derived following years 

of work and playtesting that has 

revolved around constantly changing 

and tweaking the fine details through 

unwittingly engaging with what 

doesn’t work as much as what does. 

When you’re treading new ground and 

driving without a mentor to teach you, 

you’re bound to make mistakes. 

“We iterate a lot through playtesting. 

All of the changes are driven by 

real, genuine data that we’ve gotten 

through us playing the game, or by 

others players,” continues Willans. 

“You can theorise a lot on paper, but 

when it comes to the game what most

important is how it controls and feels 

that really matters. You don’t know 

that until you try to do a lot of different 

things and what out of what you’ve 

done that works. 

“When we look at what speed the 

ships should travel at, for example, 

that’s not something that we’ve 

arrived at my accident. It’s not a 

case of putting a value into the 

editor, saying that will do, and then 

just making other ships faster or 

slow compared to that. What we’re 

thinking about is what is the precise 

speed we need to make sure we give

going to be able
to appreciate 
you’re artistry. 
While it might not 
sound it, painting 
a ship that is 
looming large 
in front of you 
in the VR space 
is actually quite 
impressive.

 All of the changes are driven by real, genuine 
data that we’ve gotten through us playing the 
game, or by others players
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that ‘Top Gun in space’ feeling. We 

need the speed to be fast enough 

so that you can catch up with other 

ships, but not so fast that you’re just 

instantly overshooting each other all 

of the time.”

As such, Willans is not a fan of 

Newtonian physics. Valkyrie is not 

about being a simulation in the sense 

that it accurately models what would 

occur should two (or more) ships do 

battle in the vacuum of space, instead 

it’s about simulating the excitement 

of doing so if you had the skills to 

pull it off and the threat of actual 

death removed. There’s a semantic 

argument to be had as to whether that 

constitutes a ‘simulation’ at all, but it 

seems churlish to engage in it. 

Indeed, and unsurprisingly, Valkyrie 

is based more on the underlying ideals 

of its EVE Online sibling than it is on 

any scientifically-sound future. As 

you gain more experience by playing 

and winning matches and scoring 

kills and/or controlling zones within 

the three-dimensional maps you 

earn blueprints which with to build 

new ships. These ships vary in native 

abilities, but each can be further 

customised to suit your preferred play 

style. As in EVE Online, then, the idea 

is that you build bonds with your ships 

over time and through evolving them 

in line with your own vision.

Fighter class options are typically 

good all-rounders, providing a 

safe balance of speed, armour and 

firepower. The Tank selection features 

reinforced hulls and powerful weapons, 

but pays for the privileges through 

reduced speed. Support ships lack 

firepower but can improve an allies 

shields or, if you’re up for taking 

the risk that comes with getting 

close enough, damage the shields of 

enemies. Before matches begin you 

can select up to four ships to use, with 

each death providing you the option to 

switch seats. In essence, it’s the kind of 

loadout system we’re used to in online 

shooters... only here you’re limited to 

four sets of gear. 

The limitation forces a degree of 

strategic thinking, a decision made 

easier once you’ve gotten to grips 

with the different weapons and 

arenas. Maps distinguish themselves 

from one another in size and the 

quantity of structures within them: 

some feature huge space stations that 

must be navigated around and can 

be used to provide cover and ambush 

QUEASINESS

Andrew Willans:

That legacy of VR
making people 
feel sick or dizzy 
is largely gone 
now because the 
hardware is at 
a level where it 
works. It’s up to 
the developers 
to make sure to 
remove any kinks
that might make 
people feel uneasy.
Unless you want 
that sort of thing...
if you’re doing a 
horror game you 
probably want 
people to feel shit
scared and uneasy.

Players begin 
to instinctively 

feel the cockpit

spots, whilst others are almost 

completely empty and force you to 

rely on quick thinking and sharp 

piloting to stay alive. 

Again, like EVE Online, the idea is 

to provide a game that can be played 

for hours at a time. The progression 

format, as well as the potential for 

tactical complexity, seems designed to 

reward those that decide to do exactly 

that. Willians explains: “The type of 

game that we’re trying to build is one 

where we’re going to have players that 

are going to decide to play for three 

hours or more in a single session. We 

do that ourselves. When testing the 

game and the servers we’re playing for 

three hours straight and only lifting the 

visor up whenever we want to take a 

sip of a drink or have a bite of a pizza.” 

Not only does Valkyrie need to 

introduce the idea of VR and make 

sure that it caters to those tentative 

newcomers intrigued by this new 

medium, but it also needs to deliver 

the kind of depth demanded by 

players happy to indulge in marathon 

gaming sessions. Getting this 

balance right is tough for any game 

with ambitions of attracting a large 

audience, not least one taking the 

risk of being a first mover in a new 

technological space.  

The rewards for a successful 

balancing act are enormous, in 

particular when it comes to the 

reputation CCP will sow for itself as 

one of the initial masters within the 

VR space. Getting it wrong will define 

Valkyrie as the first major failure. 

While what we’ve played of Valkyrie 

is mightily impressive, the proof of its 

quality will only be told when it can 

be played over the long term and it 

can demonstrate that it’s more than 

a flashy showcase for the potential 

of VR. There is, however, no doubt 

that it remains the most promising 

mainstream example of a virtual reality 

experience. JOHN ROBERTSON
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S
tarting Dark Souls 3 as a Thief is 

inadvisable if you’ve taken something 

of a hiatus from the series. Of all the classes 

available at character creation, the Thief 

is second only to the Deprived in terms of 

starting weakness, with a soul level of 5 

compared to the 8-10 for most other classes. 

Armed with a dagger and a bow, the Thief has 

an interesting play style dedicated to head 

shot sniping and backstabs, but unless you 

have the timing of dodging down to a fine art 

they are also extremely squishy, something 

made all the more apparent by the slightly 

enhanced combat speed in Dark Souls 3.

Although not as arcadey as Bloodborne, 

fights in Dark Souls 3 are a little faster and 

more frenetic than those in the previous 

Sou ls games. This is not at all a bad thing, 

giving what we played, enemies seem to have 

a more freeform style of combat than the 

more measured pause and combo style than 

many of the monsters featured in the earlier 

games. The combat feels more immediate and 

reactionary than pattern recognition. Whether 

or not this is in keeping with the trial and 

error flow of Dark Souls is up to you to decide. 

After a few tutorial hints and fights showing 

off how to parry, dodge, lock, backstab and 

the like, the first boss fight of the game looms. 

A huge statue armed with an equally huge 

polearm kneels in the centre of an arena, a 

massive sword skewered through its chest. 

Remove the sword and it slowly creaks to life 

as the terrifying Iudex Grunyr, raising the 

halberd to attack. The resurrection animation 

is quite long, giving ample opportunity for 

some backstabs before the boss becomes 

active, but don’t get too greedy (especially 

when playing an extremely squishy Thief) or 

you’ll be on the receiving end of some heavy 

and deceptively quick attacks and be greeted 

with the first of what will inevitably be a huge 

number of deaths.

Of course, if you fail to kill Iudex the first 

time you can’t take advantage of his slow 

resurrection animation for some cheap 

backstabs, making the fight harder from the 

get go. Taking another leaf from the book of 

Bloodborne, Iudex has a disturbingly fleshy 

ace up his virtual sleeve. Get the boss down 

below half his life and he starts to explode 

into some kind of hideous Lovecraftian/

Tetsuo (both Tsukamoto and Akira versions) 

monstrosity with harder hitting, wider 

ranging attacks. After numerous deaths as 

a Thief, a restart as a Pyromancer – a melee 

fighter armed with an axe also capable of 

throwing fireballs) proved to be a more even 

match for Iudex. A good thing, as his death 

is what unlocks the world hub, allowing 

players to spend souls to level characters, 

upgrade equipment and progress to other 

areas of the game.

It’s a hell of an introduction to the 

revamped Souls universe, and we can’t wait to 

explore (and die) more when Dark Souls 3 hits 

shelves on April 12. DANIEL WILKS 

Dark 
Souls 3
The Many Deaths of Yuri

Spadeface

Fireball spam is your 
friend in the early stages





P
ower supplies may seem
mundane, but they can make or
break the stability of your gaming 

rig. Modern gaming rigs have intense 
power requirements, as well as looking 
good all lit up through the window of 
your case. That 400W grey tin box just 
won’t cut it in 2016. Luckily, FSP Group 
has you covered, both in reliability and in 
aesthetics. 

FSP GROUP

You may not have heard of the FSP 
Group, but they’ve been around since 
1993, developing power supplies for 
dozens of OEMs around the world. They 
worked together with Intel to develop 
the fi rst ATX power supply - they’ve 
been in the game that long.

Around 2003, FSP began developing 
their own brand of power supplies, 
whilst still maintaining a high level of 
OEM and 3rd party development. Such 
is the quality of FSP development that 
other companies have contracted 
FSP to manufacture power supplies 
for them, cementing their place in 
the industry. By 2014, the Taiwanese 
company managed to be the 5th 
largest supplier of computer power 
supplies in the world and pull in over 
US$600m in revenue. 

Currently, FSP hold ISO 9001 and 14001 certifi cation, 
including in-house labs that can certify products for UL, CTDP, 
CSA, TUV and NEMKO global safety standards. This ensures 
not only as FSP Group’s products reliable, they are also the 
safest on the market. FSP Group’s lab in Taiwan extensively 
tests their range of products, putting them through a 
plethora of tests to ensure the highest quality. 

TESTING

Environmental tests are one of the fi rst undertaken, to 
ensure a PSU works in ice cold or desert heat temperatures. 
There’s also a temperature shock test which makes sure a 
PSU can tolerate the transition from a cold to hot, or hot to 
cold environment.

A signifi cant part of FSP’s testing process is a Highly 
Accelerated Life Test (HALT). The HALT test puts a PSU 
through extreme load testing and other component tests as 
to replicate a long lifetime of use. This helps ensure all FSP 
products operate reliably for many years.

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD), Electro-Fast-Transient (EST) 
and surge tests are a vital to make sure FSP’s products are 
safe. The power supplies are put through a series of high 

discharge scenarios and tested with 
special equipment by engineers. Errors 
picked up during this phase of testing 
can literally save your life. 

Nobody likes a noisy PSU, be it 
fan noise or dreaded high pitched 
coil whine. FSP has a semi-anechoic 
chamber where it can test all its 
products for noise output. A PSU 
is tested at varying load levels and 

A significant part of 
FSP’s testing process 
is a Highly Accelerated 
Life Test (HALT)

FSP
Hydro G 

 THE INTELLIGENT FAN 

 CONTROLLER ONLY SWITCHES ON 

 WHEN THERE IS ENOUGH LOAD TO 

 GENERATE HEAT 



FSP Group’s latest product is the
Hydro-G range of power supplies.
Coming in at 850W, 750W and 650W,
there’s a model to satisfy most users.
The Hydro-G range is a fully modular,
80 PLUS Gold certified and has a large
135mm fan with an intelligent
speed controller that only
switches on when there’s
enough load to generate
heat. This approach avoids
unnecessary noise, something
we can all appreciate.

As a nice touch, the usual
sticker on the side containing
the brand name and model,
is actually a removable
plate. Included with the PSU
are three diferent designs
to match your overall rig’s
aesthetic. To top it all of, the
Hydro-G includes the full range
of safety protections: OCP, OVP,
SCP, OPP, UVP and OTP - unlike
many cheaper PSUs on the market
today and a hallmark of FSP Group’s
overall dedication to quality.

recorded in this dead silent chamber 
so even the slightest odd noise can be 
picked up and rectifi ed if necessary.

QUALITY CONTROL
FSP’s quality control doesn’t end 
in the lab, it also extends to the 
manufacturing process. Their production
facility in Shenzhen, China, implements 
many strict quality controls.

When producing circuit boards for 
power supplies, FSP employ automatic 
surface mount soldering (SMT) machines
and back up the automated circuit 
board checks with human inspection 
along the way. After the circuit boards 
are done, non-SMT components are 
also automatically picked and placed, 
ensuring a high quality fi nish. 

Each assembled power supply 
is checked by FSP, fi rst via a visual 
inspection by an engineer who can 
remedy any simple problems, then 
again with a full load test to check 
operation. After this step, the PSUs are
put through a burn-in test, replicating 
real-world use.

The fi nal step before packaging the 
PSUs is to run a series of tests on the 
PSU to check each wire, fans, switches 
and ports. Only after all this testing 
occurs is an FSP Group PSU packaged 
and shipped to customers.

THE HYDRO G RANGE IS FULLY

MODULAR AND 80 PLUS GOLD

CERTIFIED

SWAP OUT PLATES TO MATCH

YOUR RIG’S AESTHETIC

FSP RETAIL PRODUCT WEBSITE: www.FSPLifestyle.com

FSP BLOG: blog.fsp-group.com

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/FSP.global

LINKEDIN: www.linkedin.com/company/fsp-technology-inc.

FSP ADVERTORIAL
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T
here’s a great selection of AAA and indie titles reviewed this 

month, and they really show off the respective strengths of each 

scale of development.

Far Cry Primal is a big, sprawling epic, built on the bones of a 

franchise that was sorely in need of some freshening - and it looks 

like Primal’s pulled it off.

On the other hand, Street Fighter V aims for being big, but just 

comes across as being rather curiously limited at launch, showing a 

developer that is largely out of touch with its player-base.

The indie games are great, and do a lot more to push boundaries. 

Firewatch and Layers of Fear are essentially walking simulators, but they 

show off how effective a game can be when reduced down to basics.

Superhot, on the other hand, takes a basic approach to its graphics, 

but its gameplay is anything but, thanks to a truly unique time-stopping 

mechanic. It’s visual style means it would stand out regardless, and 

it’s frenetic enough to be fun even without slowing time, but with that 

ability, Superhot becomes something truly amazing.

And for all of Primal’s meticulously designed land of Oros, it’s the 

innovation of the indies that makes gaming right now particularly 

exciting.

David Hollingworth

Digital Editor

Games
YOUR GUIDE TO PC GAMES
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SCORING SYSTEM | PCPP scores its games on a 1 to 10 scale. The 

higher, the better – though 10 is by no means a “perfect” game. We’re 

not convinced such a thing exists, so consider a 10 a masterpiece of PC 

gaming, despite its inevitable flaws. A 5 is a decidedly average game; 

one that doesn’t excel in any particular area, without being an affront to 

our senses – the ultimate in mediocrity. Below this, you’ll start to find 

the games our reviewers suffered an aneurysm getting through; above 

it, the titles truly worth your time and money. And remember: a score 

is only a vague indication of quality. Always read the full review for the 

definitive opinion!

WE 
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Far Cry: Primal
The road forward takes us far, far back 

DEVELOPER UBISOFT MONTREAL

PUBLISHER UBISOFT

PRICE $60.95

AVAILABLE AT STEAM, UPLAY, RETAIL

Ubisoft.com/en-AU/game/far-cry-primal

HOLLINGWORTH: Far Cry 4, for all its fun 

moments and whacky badguy lines, really did 

seem to be pushing the formula too far into 

formulaic. The car chases were getting old, 

climbing towers to open territory was getting 

old, even the hunting was getting old. I can 

remember thinking to myself that I really 

would not be interested in Far Cry 5 if it kept 

finding new and exotic locations to have the 

same old firefights in.

Thankfully, Ubisoft seemed to be listening, 

and this… Far Cry: Primal, which is basically 

the same construction - a wandering hero 

must unite his people against a range of 

badguys, while claiming territory and 

generally killing his way to victory. And with 

the occasional drug-fuelled trip, because 

what’s Far Cry without getting catastrophically 

high on natural hallucinogens?

But what changes are the tools you get to 

interact with. Primal strips away the guns, 

the cars, and radios, and lands you square 

in 10,000BC, where the bow and arrow is 

the king of ballistics, and cave paints and 

drums the height of telecommunication. It’s 

a pretty classic elevator pitch - “It’s Far Cry, 

but with grunting and spears!” - but Ubisoft 

has managed to create quite a compelling 

first person spectacle that plays unlike any 

game before it.

WILKS: I have to say right off the bat that 

aside from perhaps Far Cry 2, Primal is my 

favourite game in the series so far. It does what 

a sequel should - take what is good about the 

series and stretch/tweak it in a way to extend 

the formula while still keeping the action fresh. 

The change of timeline does more than just 

switch up locations. It fundamentally changes 

the way you have to approach the game.

Weapons are limited to a few selections. 

Gone are the ranges of pistols, assault rifles, 

shotguns and the like from previous Far Cry 

games. Now the only weapons available are a 

bow, a spear, a club and some throwing knives 

(rather oddly called “shards”). While each of 

these weapons can be upgraded via the skill 

trees and crafting, their function remains the 

same. Bows are long range and fast but don’t 

hit that hard. Spears can be thrown for serious 

damage or used as a defensive melee weapon 

to keep enemies at arm’s length. The club is 

devastating in melee combat. The nature of 

the weapons means that you have to approach 

each combat carefully. Limited numbers of 

arrows and spears make ranges engagements 

tense. Melee combat is chaotic and brutal.

HOLLINGWORTH: And on top of that, a lot 

the weapons can now be lit, turning them into 

tools capable of not only causing more damage 

as you set enemies on fire, but on torching the 

environment itself. In fact, the fire mechanic 

feels almost as dangerous as Far Cry 2’s - more 

than once I’ve been wandering along at night 

with a lit torch, only to get in a fight and flail 

around with the thing, and then needing to 

dodge the ensuing conflagration.

FIRE BAD!

The new and limited weapon sets also place 

a premium on ammunition conservation, and 

recovery. You’ll want to track down every 
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animal you kill not just for its all-

important guts and meat, but also to 

recover arrows and spears. In fact, you 

can recover spears mid-fight from large 

animals like Mammoths, which makes 

for some pretty spectacular fights.

And yes, hunting and crafting are 

once again inextricably linked, but 

at least that makes a lot more sense 

in this setting. Not only do you need 

to hunt and gather to improve your 

weapons and carrying capacity, but 

this also feeds into another new aspect 

of Primal - building up your tribal base. 

As you build a new home for your tribe, 

the Wenja, you recruit new leaders, 

such as the crazy witch-doctor who’ll 

be leading you on the aforementioned 

mystical journeys; upgrading the 

dwellings of these NPCs in turn opens 

up new quests and skill options. This 

home base even comes under attack, 

and defending it is quite an intense 

encounter, as you see not just your 

allies of convenience, as in many other 

Far Cry games, attacked and killed, but 

rather your own people, your tribe.

And the witch-doctor is your 

gateway to possibly the game’s most 

entertaining new trick - animal control.

WILKS: Some people might be put 

off by the mystical elements of Primal, 

but I think they work great. Every type 

of animal in the game (aside from fish 

and chickens, though I haven’t actually 

tried to befriend them) can be tamed 

and used as a companion. Each has it 

own unique set of skills and combat 

parameters when used as a companion. 

Wolves are ferocious combat pets. 

Dhole (small wild dogs) are scavengers 

who can salvage meat and hides from 

animals, bears are goddamn giant bears. 

The taming mechanics are simple - craft 

the right bait and then do some mojo, 

but they add an extra level of collection 

to the game that is welcome. Hunting 

for rare or unique creatures and making 

friends with them is a lot of fun and 

often leads not only to discovery but to 

new gameplay avenues or options, like 

riding some beasts into combat, or using 

them for stealthy murder.

Even if you don’t go around petting

every animal like me you’ll still have 

one near constant companion. One of 

the early story quests sees the player 

taming an owl. This own can be used 

to scout locations, dive bomb enemies 

and even carry the rather anachronistic 

bombs that can be crafted, dropping 

them from a great height on enemies. 

HOLLINGWORTH: I really want to 

tame a mighty war-chicken now.

For all the changes, though there are 

a lot of classic elements to the game 

that are distinctly Far Cry. The hunting 

and gathering at least has more 

purpose now, and a rejigged inventory 

system makes it far less onerous to 

manage your various skins, bits of 

meat, and other special ingredients.

But outpost attacks are also still in play, 

and while the new, stone-age combat 

mechanics freshen these encounters, 

they still play out largely the same.

If you like these aspects of the game, 

that’s a plus, but they do seem a little 

shoehorned in.

The environment is also full of the 

usual random encounters and side-

missions, from finding and collecting 

various hand-prints, to rescuing 

hapless Wenja from either of two main 

antagonist groups. And the wildlife 

seems a lot more aggressive, too - it was 

always more of a nuisance in previous 

games, as high-powered assault rifles 

are quite an antidote to pretty much 

anything, but in Primal your spears and 

 hunting and crafting are once again inextricably
linked, but at least that makes a lot more sense

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ You need 
flesh

+ You have a 
different idea 
when it comes 
to clubbing

+ You only 
speak made up 
languages

+ You don’t 
want to be 
a dudebro 
anymore

The giant elk is 
nature’s hat stand

If you see one of these 
it’s already too late

1. Become the leader of the new Wenja nation

2. Rescue and recruit vital members of Wenja society to 
unlock upgrades/abilities 3. Befriend animals and send them to kill your enemies
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1. The spear is a 
good defensive 
weapon. It’s not 
ad dealy in melee 
as the club but it 
allows you to keep 
your distance

2. Different animal 
companions have 
different abilities. 
The great wolf you 
pick up early in 
the story is a fast 
combat pet

3. The villain is 
about as subtle as 
those in the last 
two Far Cry games

4. The two handed 
club is slow but 
incredibly powerful

5. Wenja tribe 
membners will 
often be kidnapped 
or killed by enemy 
tribes, leading to 
emergent rescue 
situations

6. If you can see 
it you can most 
probably go there

8

The hackneyed story 
doesn’t detract from the 
thrilling world and new 
challenges of 10,000BC

ARK: SURVIVAL
EVOLVED
STUDIO WILDCARD, 2015

Survive in dinosaur 
hell
  Early access

FAR CRY 2
UBISOFT MONTREAL,
2008

Amazing open world
  Malaria

CAVEMAN
UGHLYMPICS
DYNAMIX, 1988

Race sabertooth
tigers
  No animal 
companions
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arrows can seem rather paltry against 

even simple wolves. It makes travel a 

lot more perilous.

The story, however, seems to be the 

most hackneyed part of the game. Once 

again, you’re the only one who can save 

your people; once again, you’ve got 

journey from A to B to get X and Y. The 

NPCs seem to be pretty much cookie-

cut from previous games - the plucky 

heroine, the mad doctor, and so on. 

Some scenes even play out almost shot 

for shot; maybe these are intended as 

homages, but often do we need to hide 

under a bridge to witness just how bad 

the badguys are?

It really doesn’t seem that Ubisoft’s 

storytelling is getting any better - but I 

may be missing the point.

WILKS: I don’t think you’re wrong. 

Primal does follow a very formulaic 

path when it comes to the story. 

You’re the chosen one with special 

powers who can save his people from 

the insane bad guy with an agenda. 

Ultimately I don’t think that matters 

too much. The world is what makes Far 

Cry: Primal great. The world itself feels 

fleshed out and, from the carefully 

constructed fake language to how 

aggressively the wildlife defends its 

territory. By keeping the open world 

and combat but limiting the tools with 

which players can approach it, Ubisoft 

has breathed new life into a series that 

was steadily in the process of becoming 

a parody of itself.

HOLLINGWORTH: I really can’t 

argue that, given the effort Ubisoft has 

gone to change up the franchise. On 

the one hand, I could be quite cynical 

and wonder if some Ubi exec sat back 

and saw the rise of games like Arc: 

Survival Evolved and the buzz about 

Horizons: Zero Dawn (admittedly on 

PS4 only), and thought now was the 

time for some stone-age fun. But even 

if that were the case, Far Cry: Primal 

does remain a compelling entry in 

the franchise, one that brings new 

challenges, refreshes old thrills, and 

still makes being elbow-deep in every 

animal you can catch-and-kill kinda 

fun. DAVID HOLLINGWORTH and 

DANIEL WILKS
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PCPP: You worked on the Shangri-La 

Far Cry 4 missions; was that a trial 

grounds for what you’ve done in Far 

Cry Primal?

Max Beland: Ubisoft Toronto made all 

of the Shangri-La missions, and we made 

the tiger of Shangri-La, so we definitely 

learnt and we took our experience and we 

brought that to Primal. We did way more on 

Primal than we did on Shangri-La in terms 

of controlling the beasts, because we have 

more than 14 beasts that you can control. 

We didn’t know at the time that it was a 

trial run.

Up until this point, Far Cry games 

have been synonymous with vehicles 

and machineguns and things like 

that. What are the essential elements 

of a Far Cry game that allow you 

to create a game that doesn’t have 

guns, vehicles and the sort of things 

that people come to expect from the 

Far Cry brand?

Max Beland: The Far Cry brand is 

about open-world. It’s about you arriving 

in this frontier that you’ve never visited. It’s 

about player creativity. It’s about systemic 

gameplay. Of course, it’s about combat, 

and Far Cry Primal has a lot of weapons. I 

think the coolest weapons are the beasts. 

Of course we’ve got spears, we’ve got bows, 

we’ve got clubs, we’ve got fire and bombs 

you can throw. So we’ve got all that, but 

we also have all of the beast inventory 

that you can use. Of course, in 10,000 BC 

there weren’t any cars—you can’t drive 

your Ford or your Jeep—but what we’ve 

done is we’ve done the beast riding for 

[protagonist] Takkar.

How much is familiar in this Far Cry 

game?

Max Beland: We really tried to strike 

a game balance between familiar and 

new. Again, that’s why I love the Far Cry 

franchise, because it allows us to do that. 

Our pillars are not limited to one character. 

It’s not one city. It’s not one time zone. Our 

pillars are about open gameplay, the world 

against you, the freedom of exploration, 

and all these things I think fit extremely 

well in the Stone Age setting where you’re a 

hunter, you’re a gatherer, you can craft your 

weapons, all of that. I think it really fits to 

have a Far Cry game in the Stone Age.

Why is crafting so important in Far 

Cry Primal?

Max Beland: It’s something that works 

very well with the theme: those first humans 

who were starting to group together and 

hunt together. They couldn’t go to the store 

and buy a bow, right? They had to craft it. 

So it made a lot of sense to put some more 

emphasis on that. When you talk about 

having Far Cry set in the Stone Age, it just 

makes sense. Having the world against you, 

being this hunter/gatherer that’s not at the 

top of the food chain, that you have to work 

to get your weapons and to get your beasts. 

It fits so well in the brand that, in a way, it 

was a no-brainer.

What impact does the dynamic day/

night cycle have on gameplay?

Max Beland: Night-time is way more 

dangerous. The predators are going to be 

more aggressive, and there will be more 

predators in the world that are going to be 

attacking you. I highly suggest you carry 

fire with you for night-time. The other 

thing is we also have different setups on the 

outposts and on the bonfires, depending on 

the day and the night, there’s going to be 

maybe fewer people, and patrols are going 

to be different. We’re really playing with 

that to make it feel like it’s a real, living 

world. But, for sure, at night, you need to 

bring animal fat because you need your fire 

with you.

Is fire used for more than just setting 

your weapon alight?

Max Beland: You can have your spear 

on fire, you can have your arrows on fire, 

but your clubs can also be on fire. We really 

play with the fact that you have a flame 

with you: you can see better, but also the 

animals are going to react differently with 

the fire. Some animals are going to be more 

afraid of fire; some animals are going to be 

less afraid. Also, we’ve designed a hierarchy 

with the animals. If you’re travelling with 

a dole—the smaller canine—if a bear sees 

you, the bear’s not going to care about your 

Far Cry Primal 
interviews
Ubisoft Toronto’s creative director Max Beland and lead writer Kevin 

Shortt break down the origins and intricacies of Far Cry Primal.

 The predators 
are going to be more 
aggressive, and 
there will be more 
predators in the world 
that are going to be 
attacking you
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dole. But if you’re walking around with a big 

cave bear, well then the doles or the wolves 

are going to go, ‘Oh, shit! I’m not going 

there,’ and they’re going to leave you alone.

So are you saying that a cave bear 

is the ultimate animal to have as a 

companion?

Max Beland: We created that hierarchy 

between the animals so that, depending on 

what you’re doing, you might want to have 

a different animal with you. If you want to 

be more stealth, you’d want to bring a jaguar 

with you, or a panther; but if you want to 

go loud and proud, you bring a fucking cave 

bear and you just send it into an outpost, 

and you’re just sniping away with your bow. 

So I think it’s very different. For me, that’s 

what Far Cry is about. It’s about giving the 

player all of these great tools, all of these 

systems that are playing together that are all 

connecting and standing clear and saying, 

‘Have fun. This is your game.’

Was it the Stone Age setting that 

came first, or the fact that it needed 

to be a Far Cry game that came first?

Kevin Shortt: We’ve always thought the 

Stone Age would be a cool setting for Far 

Cry. It just fits Far Cry. It took us a while, 

and we toyed around with stuff, and then 

the opportunity came along. I wasn’t on [Far 

Cry] 4, but people were finishing up [Far 

Cry] 4, and we decided now is a good time to 

go for this Stone Age idea.

Where do you find inspiration for a 

game that’s set thousands of years in 

the past?

Kevin Shortt: It really was us looking 

at historically what went on, what was 

happening back then. From my perspective 

as a writer, one of the big breakthroughs 

was when we decided, ‘Okay, we’re going 

to go with Wenja. We’re not going to use 

English.’ That was interesting because we 

had to change the way we wrote. It’s not 

just, write the English and they’ll translate 

it for us. We had to think about, ‘Okay, we 

can’t use idioms.’ You can’t have a chip on 

your shoulder. You can’t say, ‘I’ll meet you 

at noon.’

You have to talk in terms of how many 

suns it is to travel to this point. That got us 

thinking in a different way. That in itself 

helped craft the characters because we had 

hired these linguist experts to help craft 

the language. Once that language started 

coming back and we heard the rhythm of it, 

it had a very earthy, beat-y rhythm to it. That 

started infecting how they interacted. The 

language was simpler, so they were much 

more abrupt in what they had to get across, 

and we saw that in performances, as well.

Is that a fully created-from-scratch 

language?

Kevin Shortt: It’s based on what’s 

called Proto-Indo-European, or PIE. That’s a 

known language, at least, so they speculate. 

There was no written language back then. 

It’s about 4000 to 6000BCE, which is 

roughly when they spoke this language. So 

there’s no actual evidence of the language, 

but they reverse engineer the languages and 

they’re able to say, ‘Okay, this must have 

been what they spoke.’ So our language is 

based off that. What we did is hire experts 

who specialise in PIE, but they still had 

to create the language. It still had to be 

adapted for us because we have three 

languages in our game.

How much of what you’ve written 

originally has to change based on the 

iterative process of game mechanics 

evolving and changing?

Kevin Shortt: All the time. It’s a 

completely iterative process. I used to work 

in television and you could see it. In games 

it’s very different. You constantly have to 

adapt, and it’s not just story that’s adapting. 

Everyone’s adapting. You see it in the game, 

it doesn’t work the way we thought, we have 

to adjust it, ‘This completely doesn’t work so 

we’re taking that out.’ Well, now that they’ve 

taken that out, our scenes that we wrote 

are completely not working so we have to 

rework those.

It’s constantly something that you’re 

struggling to keep up with, which is why 

I think it’s really important when we’re 

developing games, we’re always making 

sure that we establish the world first. We 

don’t come up with the story first, we 

don’t necessarily come up with exactly the 

gameplay, it’s: ‘What’s the world that we’re 

going to work with?’ So everyone can kind 

of rally around that and go, ‘Okay, we can all 

work with that and then start adding in the 

pieces slowly and carefully.’

Do you have ways that you can 

have more traditional storytelling 

elements on top of players 

discovering emergent moments 

through gameplay?

Kevin Shortt: Yeah, for sure. With this 

one we definitely tried to find, ‘Okay, where 

are the opportunities where we can tuck in 

little bits of story?’ We’re trying to do that 

all the time. For instance, you’ll find cave 

paintings throughout the world. There are 

little moments there where you can tell some 

sort of story, just with cave paintings, which 

fit as part of the world. Sometimes we try to 

take an opportunity to say, ‘Okay, with this 

campsite, can we try and add these types 

of things that are going to suggest a story 

that the player can find?’ We look for that as 

much as we can.
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Dying Light: The Following
The car is the natural predator of the zombie

8

Everything you loved about 
Dying Light expanded and 
improved upon, with a new 
setting and new elements 
including buggies, bosses, 
and general badassery. 

DEVELOPER TECHLAND

PUBLISHER TECHLAND

PRICE $49.99

AVAILABLE AT STEAM, RETAIL

dyinglightgame.com

LEFT 4 DEAD 2
VALVE, 2009

The Witch
The Witch

7 DAYS TO DIE
THE FUN PIMPS, 2013

Survival sandbox
and sim
  No parkour

DEAD RISING 3
CAPCOM, 2013

Hilariously stupid
combo vehicles
  Shoddy port

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

H
ang a sec...*wipes blood from 

eyes*

Right, where was I? Oh yes, 

The Following -- Techland’s much 

anticipated expansion for Dying Light 

that also brings with it a free upgrade 

for the base game. This alone is worth 

the price of admission, adding updated 

models, improved AI, new sounds 

and weapons, and much more to the 

zombie survivalfest that is Dying Light.

But The Following, oh boy, you’re in 

for a treat! Excuse me one moment...

*molotovs a group of zombies 

getting too close.* Mmm... smell that 

crispy flesh!

Right, so The Following is a big 

expansion approximately twice 

the size of the explorable areas in 

Dying Light, in a place known as The 

Countryside. And to get around, you 

get buggies! This combination cannot 

be understated -- it’s not just a means 

of traversing large distances, or of 

mere necessity to outrun large hordes 

(though Volatiles can catch up with 

you...), but simply running down 

zombies with the buggy will never get 

boring. Honestly, give me a racetrack 

full of zombies and I’ll be entertained 

for hours.

Do it with a friend, because you can, 

Dying Light supports up to four player 

co-op and you and your buds might as 

well lock yourselves in your respective 

man-caves for a week. Set.

Wait... don’t move... *swings 

electrified sword past your head, a 

zombie arm goes one way, a leg the 

other, blood rains from the sky*

So yeah, what else? There’s a whole 

new plot involving new characters and 

a mysterious cult that seem immune 

to the disease, though there are 

some twists here too; a new vehicle

skill-tree to explore along with new

upgrades to modify your buggy such

as UV lights, mine dispenser (!), and

an electrified ‘car alarm’ (that’ll teach

em’!); new zombie enemies including

insanely-strong unique named ‘Freaks

of Nature’; new Legend levels to further

expand your skills once you max the

core skill trees; and new weapons and

blueprints, including an expanded

range of melee and firearms.

There’s also a ‘Trust’ system that sees

you gain perks and weapons as you

befriend the locals and earn their trust.

This includes an upgradeable compound

crossbow that excels at stealthy kills.

As the countryside is quite open, and

avoiding hordes of zombies isn’t as easy

as just parkouring around the urban

environment as in Dying Light, new

Hunting Towers act as both Safe Zones

in the sense you can spawn at one if

you die as well the opportunity to avoid

basic zombies and give you strategic

vision over a nearby area.

Finally there’s new crates to lock-

pick for buggy parts and, later, you get

access to ‘military’ crates with high-

level goodies in. But lets not spoil that.

All up The Following is the Dying

Light formula polished to shiny, bloody

zombie apocalypse perfection.

Now, if you’ll excuse me... *loads

the shotgun, straps a couple of gas

grenades to belt* ...my afternoon

is going to be spent painting the

countryside red! ASHTONMILLS

The Following is a big expansion approximately
twice the size of the explorable areas in Dying Light

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ Coz zombies! 
And buggies! 
ZOMBIEBUGGIES!

+ Parkour 
and bloody 
dismemberment! 
Glee!

+ Being torn limb 
from limb has 
never been so fun. 
It tickles!

+ BECAUSE 
CAPS AND 
EXCLAMATION 
MARKS!

Roger Corman is 
trying to reboot Death 

Race 2000 again
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FAN
SERVICE

SEQUENCE

S
treet Fighter V is a hard game to

review for a number of reasons.

It makes you question your priorities

when thinking about a review. Should

I concentrate on the tight fighting

engine, the mostly well balanced

roster of characters, the excellent

presentation and the cross-platform

online multiplayer that is wonderful

so long as you can get your machine

to push out a steady 60fps? Or should

I concentrate on the laughably weak

story mode and the overall lack

of content, the fact that the game

launched with severe server problems

that meant that player’s couldn’t access

online content and had no real offline

content to play, and that Capcom has

taken the rather strange approach of

patching in some additional single

player content a month after release

and are “considering” adding an arcade

mode somewhere along the track, a

feature that has been a mainstay in

every previous game in the franchise?

The fighting engine has been

refreshed for SFV, with some abilities

introduced in SFIV being removed

and replaced with a new system that

lends a unique set of skills to every

character. The new V-System (Variable

System) gives each character access

to three abilities with exact effects

differing depending on the fighter.

V-Skills use none of the V meter and

provide some kind of limited boost.

R. Mika, for example, grabs a mic

and delivers a wrestling promo about

Muscle Spirit, gaining a damage bonus

to her next command throw. The 

V-Trigger uses the V meter and either 

gives a limited time power boost or 

grants access to a special skill. Ryu’s 

V-Trigger, for example, allows him to 

throw the Denjin Renki fireball from

Third Strike. The Denjin Renki is much

faster than the regular hadouken and

can be charged to break blocks. The

V-Reversal uses a pip of the V meter

and can turn the tide of an engagement

by either reversing a move or allowing

a player to break a combo in some

fashion. It’s a great system that really

adds a new layer of depth to an already

wonderful fighting engine.

It’s that new layer of depth that is,

ironically, one of the key problems

with Street Fighter V. Unless you’re a

real competitive player or are willing 

to fight time and time again against 

online opponents in the hopes of 

improving skills, there is little in the 

way of content that makes the game 

accessible for new players or gives

them the facility to learn how to play

characters effectively. At the time of

writing the only two single player

options available are a laughably short

and poorly presented story mode that

features three single round fights for

each character, all of which can be

easily completed in under an hour, and

a challenge mode that sees you facing

off against one opponent after another.

There is a training mode that allows

players to record moves to a training

dummy, but it’s not what you would

call fun. All of this is made extremely 

odd when you consider that Capcom 

has stated many times that they are 

looking to capture new players with 

Street Fighter V.

should I concentrate on the laughably weak story
mode and the overall lack of content

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ You’re a fan of 
the old fustigatory 
artsd

+ You don’t care 
about solo play

+ You have a very 
stable ping

+ You are a server 
whisperer

F.A.N.G. is awesomely 
goofy and a comic foil

Street Fighter V
A bit of a sucker punch

DEVELOPER CAPCOM, DIMPS

PUBLISHER CAPCOM

PRICE $59.99

AVAILABLE AT STEAM

streetfighter.com

1. Boobs 2. Buns 3. Beefcake!
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KICKETY 

PUNCH

1. V-Skills are 
the biggest new 
addition to the 
game, allowing 
each character to 
use unique special 
moves, reversals 
or power-ups 
when the meter 
is full

2. Returning 
characters 
bring with them 
some welcome 
familiarity

3. New characters 
often fill gameplay 
styles vacated 
by missing roster 
members

4. Animated 
backgrounds are 
back...

5. ...and can 
sometimes dip 
your framerate

6. Kind of what 
it feels like to get 
a Streeties game 
with only half the 
content available

6

At its core Street Fighter 
V is a great game, but 
the lack of meaningful 
content makes us want 
to wait for updates

SFIV
CAPCOM, 2008

Huge roster, great
fighting
  Overpowered focus 
attacks

MORTAL KOMBAT X
NETHERREALM, 2015

Fully featured, online 
and off
Moral panic?

SKULLGIRLS
REVENGE LABS, 2012

Beautiful hand drawn
characters
  Hugely competitive

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

So where does the game stand? 

At the moment it is an excellent 

couch game, with tight fighting 

mechanics, a small but diverse roster 

and fantastic presentation. It’s a 

problematic online game with good 

netcode when you can connect. It’s 

a severely lacklustre single player 

game with little meaningful content 

for anyone looking to fight alone. As 

it stands, Street Fighter V is a promise 

of a great game to come, but feels 

much like it’s still in the beta phase, 

waiting for the rest of the content to 

be patched in. In a couple of months 

there will likely be a lot more to do in 

Street Fighter V, with more characters 

(as paid DLC of course) more 

game modes and hopefully better 

connectivity. By then it will most 

probably be the game it was meant 

to be at launch. At the moment it just 

feels unfinished – a tease rather than 

a full game.  DANIEL WILKS

V
enerable game develeoper releases 

half-finished (yet full priced) 

game with promises to fix issues and 

add new elements with rolling DLC. 

Sign of the times, right? Why Capcom 

decided to release Street Fighter V in its 

current state is open to debate, but the 

fact it lacks so many of the features its 

predecessor had in abundance is just 

baffling. Features like an arcade mode, 

combo challenges and a CPU versus 

mode were standard at launch for 

SFIV, and that was five years ago. SFV’s 

online connection problems are also 

a bit of a mystery as the beta has been 

running for months.

At the core, though, Street Fighter 

V is great. Once you get into a match 

versus another human (this may 

require some patience...) the game 

plays as well as any Street Fighter 

and better than many. The four new 

characters offer a good assortment 

of play-styles to complement the 

returning cast along with a whole lot 

of ‘fan-service’ in Laura, and general 

weirdness in F.A.N.G.

As many have noted, maybe 

reserving judgement is the only 

option. But who knows when SFV 

will be ‘complete’ enough for a final 

evaluation. MALCOLM CAMPBELL

“I only wanted a 
few highlights!”

1

2

5

6

3

4
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Superhot
Time is relative

9

Short but sweet, 
Superhot is evidence that 
a good idea well executed 
can make something 
pretty damn special

DEVELOPER SUPERHOT TEAM

PUBLISHER SUPERHOT TEAM

PRICE $24.99

AVAILABLE AT STEAM

Superhotteam.com

HOTLINE MIAMI 2
JONATAN SODERSTROM,
2012

Perfect murder
soundtrack
  Stupid Australian 
ratings

BRAID
JONATHAN BLOW, 2008

Time twisting puzzles
  Jonathan Blow

SUPER TIME FORCE
KENNETH YEUNG, 2014

Team with yourself
  Team with yourself 

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

O
riginally developed as part of a 

seven day game jam, Superhot 

isn’t quite like anything you’ve played 

before. Best described as a puzzle 

FPS, the core concept of Superhot 

is that time moves at a crawl, only 

speeding up to real time when the 

player moves, turning a gunfight into 

a series of intuited moves and strategic 

positioning. The conceit of the game is 

that you have been given the cracked 

code to an unreleased game by a friend, 

breaking between gaming sessions to 

grab a newly cracked version of the 

game and have a chat with your friend 

about your experiences in game. It’s 

a simple framing device but one that 

actually proves to be genuinely creepy, 

elevating what is already a strong game

into the realms of something pretty 

damn special.

Rather than follow a coherent 

sequence of events, Superhot instead 

thrusts players into thirty or so action 

vignettes that should be recognisable 

to anyone who has watched an action 

movie - a deal gone bad, a bar fight, a 

double cross. The only thing that all the

vignettes have in common is that the 

player is outnumbered and outgunned 

by the faceless red goons that shatter 

like glass when killed. All it takes is a 

single hit to kill the player, no matter 

the weapon. The abilities afforded the 

player are kept simple. They can fire 

any weapon they have in their hands, 

throw objects or empty weapons, or 

punch when there is nothing left to 

do. Working out how to combine these 

basic abilities is essentially the solution 

to each puzzle. Hit an armed enemy 

with a fist or thrown object and they 

will drop the weapon they are holding, 

enabling you to pick it up and use it. 

Guns have limited ammunition and 

can’t be reloaded, so knowing when 

to shoot and when to throw a weapon 

becomes second nature. 

Progression is based very much on 

trial and error, on working out the 

optimal sequence of events - punch 

this guy, grab his gun, spin around 

and shoot the guy with the baseball 

bat behind you, back away quickly to 

avoid a punch from the first bad guy 

you punched, take cover behind a pillar 

to avoid a shot from a distant enemy 

with an assault rifle. Die and you can 

instantly restart a level. Succeed and 

you are shown your play through a 

level shown in real time, without any 

of the pausing that constitutes a large 

portion of the game.

Superhot isn’t the longest game. 

Most people should be able to 

complete it within three or so hours, 

but rather than being shortchanged, 

the brevity of the experience means 

the game doesn’t outstay its welcome. 

If you do want some more slow motion 

killing, there is a horde style mode 

in which you can face off against 

endlessly respawning enemies in what 

can be considered a distillation of the 

entire concept. If you’re looking for 

something innovative, thrilling and 

just a little unnerving, you should 

definitely take a look at Superhot. 

Just don’t blame us if you have “Super 

Hot! Super Hot!” running through 

your head for days afterwards. TAVISH 

FORREST 

the player is outnumbered and outgunned by the 
faceless red goons that shatter like glass

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ You know the 

world revolves 

around you

+ You understand 

cause and effect

+ You know they 

can see you

It’s all in the reflexes
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THE HYBRID

LIFE

SEQUENCE

I
t has taken a long time for Grim

Dawn to finally reach release. First

announced around six years ago,

Grim Dawn is the indie brainchild of

a number of ex Iron Lore developers

who took the Titan Quest engine with

them as part of a severance package

when the studio was closed down.

Modifying the already quite impressive

engine and using the experience

gathered creating the excellent

Titan Quest and its sequel, Crate

Entertainment launched a hugely

successful Kickstarter campaign

to finish their first independently

produced game. After years of closed

beta and early access feedback,

the game has finally hit the virtual

shelves of steam, honed and polished

to a degree rarely seen in far bigger

budgeted titles. There is a real sense

of familiarity to Grim Dawn, not only

because it uses a hybrid character

class system much like that in Titan

Quest, but also because it brings to

mind Diablo 2 quite a great deal. This

could either be a good or bad thing

depending on how you feel about

innovation and nostalgia.

Although not as open ended (and

intimidating) as the genre defining

skill wed of Path of Exile, the class

system of Grim Dawn is still incredibly

deep and demands some serious

theorycrafting. The game utilises a

hybrid class system, with the player

choosing a first Mastery from the six

available - Arcanist, Demolitionist,

Nightblade, Occultist, Shaman and

Soldier - and then a second at level

10, hybridising the active and passive

skills of both Masteries to define

the final character. Although each

of the Masteries can be thought of

as a class in and of itself - Arcanist is

essentially a wizard, the Nightblade 

an assassin/rogue and a Soldier is a 

soldier - each Mastery can be used for 

very different purposes. An Arcanist, 

for example, can be used as a base 

Mastery for creating a ranged caster 

shooting barrages of magic missiles 

and calling down rains of meteors and 

shards of ice, but it can also be used to 

provide elemental damage buffs and 

defensive abilities to a weapon based 

attack Mastery. The same hybridisation 

of masteries can lead to a number 

of different play styles. Combine a 

Soldier and a Demolitionist and you 

create a Commando. With this hybrid, 

depending on the skills you choose you 

could make a melee tank that imbues 

his physical attacks with fire, a ranged

attacker with a rifle or two pistols firing 

fireballs and explosions, a grenadier 

utilising different kinds of explosives 

and more. 

To add an extra wrinkle to character 

customisation there is a third skill tree 

in Grim Dawn. Devotion points are 

gained by cleansing corrupted shrines 

across the game world. A total of fifty 

are available. These points can be used 

to fill out constellations in the Devotion 

tree. Each of these Devotions has a 

number of buffs for the character as 

well as some proc effects that can be 

attached to Mastery skills, augmenting 

the way that they work. Each of 

these Devotions has an alignment 

requirement, requiring another level 

the class system of Grim Dawn is still incredibly 
deep and demands some serious theorycrafting

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ You always 
wanted to be 
able to rotate the 
isometric camera

+ You like ARPGs 
to have amazing 
sound effects

+ You still play 
Titan Quest

+ You don’t like 
to be defined by 
class

+ You love an 
old fashioned 
lootsplosion

There is a strong 
Lovecraftian vibe 
running through some 
monster design

Grim Dawn
Diablo 2 finally has a sequel

DEVELOPER CRATE ENTERTAINMENT

PUBLISHER CRATE ENTERTAINMENT

PRICE $24.99

AVAILABLE AT STEAM

www.grimdawn.com

1. Choose a first mastery at level 2 to define the core skills 

of the character

2. Choose a second mastery at level 10 to flesh out and 

strenthen the skills of the first

3. Use devotion points to fill out constellations that buff 

the abilities of the dual masteries
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HACKETY 

SLASH

1. The yellow 
highlight over the 
red health bar is 
constitution - the 
amount of fast 
regeneration 
available after 
combat

2. Player buffs 
and auras can 
come from 
mastery skills or 
items

3. Some items 
have proc based 
effects - in this 
case a medal 
that procs a fire/
physical damage 
effect

4. Due to a 
devotion this 
character gains 
a damage shield 
when they drop to 
low HP

5. Each of the 
four acts has 
numerous bosses

6. A damaging 
devotion proc 

9

A little daunting at 
first, but with some 
theorycrafting Grim 
Dawn proves to be an 
extremely enjoyable bit 
of hack and slash

PATH OF EXILE
GRINDING GEAR GAMES,
2013

Amazing free ARPG
  Always online

TORCHLIGHT 2
RUNIC GAMES, 2012

Massive modding
support
  A little shallow

DIABLO III:
REAPER OF SOULS
BLIZZARD, 2014

Easily accessible fun
  Character 
customisation 

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

of theorycrafting to work out the most 

effective distribution of points in order 

to get the effects most appropriate 

to your character. Gear also heavily 

affects the way a character will play, as 

items can have built in skills or buffs 

and each item set can be augmented in 

various ways to add extra buffs or skills 

to the character. 

As a result of the character creation 

system, Grim Dawn doesn’t have the 

easy accessibility of something like 

Diablo 3 or Torchlight 2 but as a result 

has a great deal more overall depth 

and has real lasting appeal thanks 

to the huge variety of builds and 

playstyles possible.

The Grim Dawn story isn’t much 

to write home about - there are some 

extra dimensional baddies that have 

breached the wall between worlds 

and you, after being briefly possessed 

by one of these Aetherials have the 

power to stop the bad things from 

happening by killing a hell of a lot of 

monsters. Far better than the story is 

the pacing. Broken into four acts, Grim 

Dawn pits players against new threats 

and environments. Act 1 sees players 

fighting their way through a swamp 

and a village plagued by the undead, 

Act 2 sees the player facing off against 

a deadly gang, Act 3 has the player 

defending one of the last bastions of 

human resistance, Homestead, and Act 

4 takes players to a vast necropolis to 

face the ultimate enemy. Finish Act 4 on 

normal difficulty and the game can be 

restarted on Elite, finish it on Elite and 

try again at Ultimate. Each difficulty 

raises the level cap, with Ultimate 

topping out at 85.

A clever reputation system tied to 

both completing quests and killing 

monsters both rewards and hinders 

the player. Aligned factions will 

offer to sell better rewards to players 

as their reputation increases, but 

enemy factions (Undead, Aetherials, 

Cthonics and the like) will spawn 

more elite and unique mobs the 

lower the player’s reputation gets. 

Exploration is also rewarded, as not 

only are there a number of dungeons 

hidden around the world, there 

are also hidden quests, including a 

massive, amazingly meta secret quest 

line that can be found in Ultimate 

difficulty.

For anyone who has played the 

beta or early access code, there is still 

reason for you to give the final release 

version of Grim Dawn a try. Aside 

from some final balance passes, the 

finished build also entirely revamps 

sections of the game with new terrain, 

tilesets and quests. 

It may not be the most immediately 

accessible of ARPGs, but Grim Dawn 

is still a minor masterpiece, easily 

bringing to mind Diablo 2 and Titan 

Quest. The character creation is deep, 

the combat is extremely satisfying 

and the level of polish just shows 

what an inspired and dedicated indie 

team can do on a limited budget. 

DANIEL WILKS  

1
2

5

6

3

4
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CHOICE AND

CONSE... 

MEH

SEQUENCE

O
kay so first things first: would

anyone have given as much of

a shit about Firewatch if it had been

a text adventure? I’m sorry: I mean,

INTERACTIVE FICTION. Words on a

screen. Verb-object responses to move

the story forward.

Do the graphics exist just to get

the kids on board? The game has

artistically beautiful (if technically

reasonably modest) 3D visuals that

push cartoonishly intense sunsets,

impossibly green foliage, ultra-clean

geology and occasional cute animals

over realism. Yes, the screenshots

got the game attention. But does the

actual, you know, game part deliver?

The reason I mention interaction

fiction at all is because Firewatch starts

as a text adventure, literally. Read text,

choose response, then press W to make

protagonist Henry walk through the

wilderness on his two-day hike to Two

Forks tower. Then more text, then more

walking, then text, then fade to black.

When we return, the text is gone

and the walking simulator takes centre

stage. Henry hikes along narrow trails

in a small section of the Wyoming

wilderness, going from location to

location in exactly the same way as

Sierra’s adventure games used to do

except rather than leaving the right

edge of the screen and instantly

appearing on the left edge of a totally

different location, Henry has to walk

the whole way. Except sometimes he

doesn’t because the game will cut to

black and teleport him somewhere.

After an hour or so it becomes

obvious that Firewatch is an experiment

in delivering a semi-interactive

narrative. And it mostly works and is 

mostly worth your time. Mostly.

Henry is a fat, middle-aged American

struggling with his role as husband

to a critically ill wife. He’s fled to the

wilderness for “the summer”, taking a

job at Two Forks tower in the wilderness.

He’s supposed to just sit up there, write

a novel and keep watch for bushfires.

Because this is 1989, there are no mobile

phones, no GPS and no internet.

But soon after his arrival, Henry

is contacted by Delilah. She’s his

supervisor, over at Thorofare (sic)

tower, visible to the player as a

silhouette on the horizon. (Every

other human being in this game is a

silhouette. Even the nude teens, sadly.)

Anyway, Delilah is super-keen to get

to know Henry, and she sends him on 

many trivial errands to various parts of 

the wilderness within a RAM-footprint-

friendly radius of Two Forks tower.

During these long and occasionally

interminable walks, Henry chats away

with Delilah. Here’s where the game

offers its only real taste of player agency:

it’s possible to select from a series of

responses that range from “mind your

own business” to “pour Henry’s heart

out”. Ignoring Delilah entirely is also an

option, but it kind of breaks the game a

bit: there are points in the story where

communication is compulsory, and

Delilah comes across as knowing Henry

much better than she should.

Firewatch is a linear narrative with

a bunch of embellishments that can

be selected by the player. Collect lots 

of notes from around the world, and 

Firewatch is a linear narrative with a bunch of
embellishments that can be selected by the player

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ You want to try 
out a new(ish) kind 
of storytelling

+ Puzzles and 
challenges irritate 
you

+ You hate not 
having time to 
finish a game

+ You like 
stumbling across 
free jerky

This is Angry Bob. 
Nature never knew 

colours like that!

Firewatch
Find your narrative voice in the wilderness and like, whatever dude.

DEVELOPER CAMPO SANTO

PUBLISHER PANIC

PRICE $19.99

AVAILABLE AT STEAM

firewatchgame.com

1. The text-only prologue gives the player a series of binary 

choices, usually one “nice” and the other “less nice”.

2. Choosing the “less nice” option cuts out two or three 

intermediate choices, and makes the prologue go faster.

3. Is this intentional? Is Campo Santo pointing out that 

being a dick limits your choices?
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HIKE

1. These cache 
boxes contain 
annotated maps 
which Henry can 
copy onto his own 
map to add new 
locations.

2. Notes between 
other (absent) 
characters tell 
optional side 
stories. Diligent 
exploration gives 
more detail.

3. Environmental 
objects have 
clean, simple 
textures and the 
game looks great 
even on low end 
PCs.

4. Henry can pick 
up many objects 
but oddly can’t 
“place” them down 
again. 

5. This rope is a 
“quest” object - 
it’s basically a key 
to stop the player 
exploring the 
world 

5

A bold experiment 

in semi-interactive 

narrative that doesn’t 

quite succeed.

GONE HOME
2013, FULLBRIGHT

  Intense, creepy 
vibe that builds and
builds...
  ...and leaves horror 
fans feeling cheated

DEAR ESTHER
2012, THE CHINESE ROOM

Interesting narrative
experiment
  Basically an 
audiobook with 
graphics

THE STANLEY
PARABLE
2013, GALACTIC CAFE

A linear narrative...
that you can break
  $20 for a one-hour 
experiment in 
storytelling

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

eventually you’ll see them taped up 

to Henry’s wall. Ignore objects, and 

Henry’s tower will stay sparse. There’s 

even a section where Delilah asks 

Henry to describe himself so she can 

draw him: the player’s response will 

determine what the drawing looks like. 

The point of this? It’s art, innit?

If nothing else, Firewatch hammers 

home how wide and diverse the label 

“videogame” really is. The player’s 

decisions don’t affect the core of 

the narrative, but they do change 

the periphery. OCD exploration of 

Henry’s small patch of wilderness will 

reveal a few extra details. You can 

find cute animals! And choices made 

at the beginning of the game change 

conversations toward the end.

But not in any meaningful way. The 

core story is linear. It will happen no 

matter what the player does. There is 

only one ending (and a sort of secret 

ending that almost plays like a bug). 

You will leave this experience feeling 

like developer Campo Santo missed an 

opportunity... somewhere... somehow.

At times, Firewatch skates perilously 

close to brilliance. The night when 

Delilah gets drunk along in her tower 

and decides to radio Henry. The day 

the pair of them get into a mutually-

reinforcing paranoid flap about 

possibly being watched and followed. 

The real pathos of a child’s former 

secret hideout deep in the woods, and a 

father’s struggle with bringing up a son 

when he feels society has rejected him.

And then it all falls apart. Firewatch 

“reads” like a first draft. 

Reddit conspiracists claim the 

developer ran out of money toward 

the end of the production process and 

yeah, Firewatch does kind of feel like 

that. Maybe it’s a bushfire metaphor? 

Firewatch is one of the few games in 

the “walk and listen” genre that doesn’t 

have sci-fi or horror storyline. It’s a game 

about real people in a real world, with 

drama derived from real exploration of 

the human condition. It shows that you 

can make an interesting game, starring 

a fat dude who runs away from his 

problems, set in the 1980s.

It’s easy to admire the parts of 

Firewatch that work. The way player 

choice flavours - rather than changes - 

the story feels new. The way the player 

is directed to the “right” spot on the map 

in way that’s natural and sensible. The 

solid voice acting and real characters.

But after you finish this game you’ll 

be left wondering. Was Firewatch a 

waste of time? Can I imagine playing 

it again, for any reason? Am I unable 

to articulate exactly WHAT the game 

is missing, but I’m still certain that 

something really is missing?

Maybe we’re left with this: if 

Firewatch had been a text adventure, it 

would have gone onto the Interactive 

Fiction archive and been played by 

maybe 50 people. Instead, by investing 

in graphics and voice actors, Campo 

Santo has brought this kind of art 

to a wider audience. That’s worth 

something. ANTHONY FORDHAM

1 2

5

3

4
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Layers of Fear
It’s frights, all the way down

9

Sparse with its controls, 
Layers of Fear nonetheless 
delivers a rich, immersive, 
and – most importantly – 
really bloody scary game.

DEVELOPER BLOOBER TEAM SA

PUBLISHER ASPYR

PRICE $US19.95

AVAILABLE AT STEAM

layersoffear.com/

AMNESIA:
DARK DESCENT
FICTIONAL GAMES 2010

Scariest corridors
ever
  Can be a touch 
repetitive

KHOLAT
IMGN.PRO 2015

Sean Bean
  Can be a bit slow

SLENDER:
THE ARRIVAL
BLUE ISLE STUDIOS 2013

Trendy scares
  Rather short

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

L
ayers of Fear takes its time building 

up its scares, but when they do 

start coming, they will leave a serious 

tingle at the base of your spine, and an 

urge to sleep with the light on. And it 

delivers those scares with an amazingly 

light touch.

When the game starts, you – the 

player, taking on the role of the 

game’s main character – are more or 

less in the dark. There’s no pre-amble, 

intro scene, or text-crawl – you’re 

at the door of a house, that’s it. You 

need to puzzle every last detail out 

via exploration – who you are, when 

the game’s set, what you do… it’s all 

there, but needing to learn it makes 

it all seem remarkably intangible. 

Even before the game gets seriously 

creepy, you feel adrift, lost in your 

own home.

What you learn is reasonably 

simple: you’re an artist, and your 

wife is a suddenly successful pianist. 

There’s possibly a child, too, if the 

creepy and empty children’s room 

is anything to go by. The notes from 

husband to wife hint at a certain 

estrangement, and then there’s the 

bloody marks on the floor…

What becomes immediately 

apparent is that something is very, very 

wrong. There are empty wine bottles 

everywhere, ominous smears of gaudy 

paint, and while the notes from your 

wife are prolific, where is she?

And then there’s the painting, your 

apparently greatest work. And, as 

if this all weren’t mystery enough, 

just when you think you’ve got a 

handle on things… well. The house 

starts to change around you; doors 

lead to corridors that weren’t there a 

moment ago, rooms switch around, 

and mysterious messages appear…

Soon enough you begin to realise that

perhaps the most terrifying thing in

the house isn’t something external,

it’s you.

Layers does all this with a very

limited control scheme – you can

walk around, and walk a little faster.

You can pick up and examine some

items, or open and close doors and

cabinets. In the one concession to

physics in the game, doors need to

be swung open, not merely clicked

upon, and while this sounds like a

little thing, the extra bit of control

it gives you sets you up nicely for

what is, otherwise, a more or less

on rails experience. The game is

most definitely interactive – there’s 

a mystery to be explored, and as you

return to your workroom and the

mysterious painting with the end of

each chapter, you’ll gather notes and

clues around the room, and get closer

to completing the gloomy painting,

which gets stranger and stranger.

This isn’t a game about running

away from fear, or confronting

monsters. In the spirit of some of the

greatest horror stories of all time, it’s

about the monsters we carry within

us. There are some mighty fine jump-

scares in the game (my cat will never

forgive me), but Layers horror is, at

its best, morbidly psychological. It’s a

great example of a truly refined and

tightly controlled story-telling. DAVID

HOLLINGWORTH

There’s possibly a child, too, if the creepy and
empty children’s room is anything to go by

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ You own many 
pairs of brown 
trousers

+ You value 
discovery over 
action

+ You’ve read 
Lovecraft

+ You live alone, in 
the dark, with only 
your own thoughts 
and art to console 
you

Paint the house he said. 
It’ll be easy he said.
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The Flame in the Flood
Death waits for her, halfway between the ocean and the sky

7
A fresh take on survival, 
but narrower in scope 
than it should be

DEVELOPER THE MOLASSES FLOOD

PUBLISHER THE MOLASSES FLOOD

PRICE $19.99

AVAILABLE AT STEAM

themolassesflood.com

ECHO OF
THE WILDS
2014, CAIYSWARE

Odd pixelart survival
graphical adventure
  Is it... trying to be 
funny?

DON’T STARVE
2013, KLEI

Cool aesthetic, hella
addictive
  Even the camera 
wants to kill you

THE FOREST
2014, ENDNIGHT

Like Lost, with
mutant cannibals!
  Stuck in Early Access? 

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

S
ome of the most unsettling 

apocalypse stories are the ones 

where you’re never quite sure if there’s 

been a apocalypse, or if the apocalypse 

is still underway, or just revving up, or 

whatever. The original Mad Max is the 

lectotype for ambiguous apocalypse, 

and obviously The Flame in the Flood 

is very different... if not necessarily any 

less brutal.

A closer match is Rivers, a novel by 

Michael Farris Smith that tells of a near 

future US constantly smashed by an 

endless line of hurricanes. It causes the 

collapse of civilisation along the Gulf 

Coast. The Flame in the Flood could be 

set in this world. There’s no sign of war, 

zombie plague or alien invasion. Just 

the near-constant driving rain and a 

vast river in permanent flood.

Into this world comes a dog named 

Aesop, who carries a discarded 

backpack to a girl named Scout. In 

the bag, she finds a radio and begins a 

journey on the river to locate a signal 

that could be other people.

This is a survival game, and a rogue-

lite, and to some extent a runner. 

Scout can only travel downstream, and 

success is measured in the miles she 

can survive on her journey.

For the first few playthroughs, those 

miles are going to be pretty short 

because this game is brutal. A half-

second lapse in effective raft control 

will leave Scout with two broken legs. 

A night spent in the rain without fire or 

shelter will give her pneumonia. Wolves 

crouch in the shadows, and if they don’t 

spot Scout, crows will scream as she 

passes by. They want the leftovers.

To discourage Scout from (literally) 

camping for too long, locations are 

mostly small islands. As the current 

drags her downstream, she’ll have mere

seconds to hook a rope over a half-

sunken jetty and make fast. Ashore,

Scout must rummage through the ruins

to find resources which she can craft

into a range of tools, medicines, food

and of course clean water. She must

manage her hunger, thirst, warmth

and fatigue to survive the journey.

Inventory space is tight, but Aesop the

dog can carry a few things, and kit can

also be stashed on the raft.

If the Steam player reviews are to

be believed, real survivalists love The

Flame in the Flood because the survival

elements are more “realistic”. The focus

on warmth and dryness over food, the

limited inventory space, the way it’s so

easy to lose it all with a single mis-click.

The game has been in Early Access

for months, but the recent full release

adds a campaign mode. Now there are

NPCs to visit, traders to barter with,

and of course that signal to track down.

This game has an amazing aesthetic.

It looks different, in a good way. It has

an amazing soundtrack, especially when

Scout is on the river. But the gameplay?

It’s tight. Very tight. The game feels

small. The vast worlds that PC can offer

you? You won’t find one here.

Still, if you want an intensely

evocative sense of a world that is

ending, not with a bang, but with

the sensation of little rivulet of water

slipping under the back of your collar...

the Flame in the Flood will take you

there. ANTHONY FORDHAM

A half-second lapse in effective raft control will
leave Scout with two broken legs

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ You love white-
water rafting but 
hate the safety 
equipment

+ You think 
Bluegrass sounds 
better with a 
shattered pelvis

+ You love the 
romanticism of 
slowly freezing to 
death in the rain

+You want to make 
a bear fight a wolf 
near an abandoned 
school bus

We had already had to 
kill and eat Huck Finn
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Deathsmiles: Mega Black Label
Zen frustration

8

Pretty, punishing, 
frustrating and great 
in equal measure. 
Deathsmiles is what 
bullet hell is all about.

DEVELOPER CAVE INTERACTIVE

PUBLISHER DEGICA

PRICE TBA

AVAILABLE AT STEAM

deathsmiles.caveshmups.com

JAMESTOWN
FINAL FORM GAMES, 2011

Vertical bullet hell
  Not crazy/Japanese

THE BINDING OF
ISAAC: REBIRTH
NICALIS, 2014

Creepy religious
bullet hell
  Creepy religious 
bullet hell

MUSHIHIMESAMA
CAVE, 2015

Bug themed bullet 
hell
  windowed

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

D
eathsmiles is what you get when 

you combine J-Pop, Gothic Lolita 

magic girls and one of the greatest ever 

shmup developers. It’s a colourful, 

crazy, highly addictive bullet hell 

nightmare featuring five colourful little 

magic girls each capable of blasting the 

hell out of the monstrous enemies with 

their impressive looking spells. Broken 

into four difficulty levels – 1, 2, 3 and 

999 – Deathsmiles allows players to 

chart a non-linear course to the final 

destination, a showdown with an evil 

wizard who is not only responsible for 

all the monsters flooding the world, 

but is also looking to tear open a portal 

to the other side letting even greater 

threats through.

First released in 2007, Deathsmiles 

looks older, more reminiscent of a 

90s arcade game or a NeoGeo console 

shooter. That’s not to say it’s ugly. 

The design of the game is beautiful, 

with big, colourful sprites and more 

explosions and bullets than you can 

poke a stick at. That said, even when 

played full screen the game still 

shows up windowed, with the actual 

gameplay window surrounded by a 

flat pixel texture. Whether this was 

done as a shortcut to negate the need 

to raise resolutions or whether it is 

an intentional stylistic choice the end 

result is the same – it makes the game 

feel a little cramped, as though not 

using the full screen is constraining 

the character rather than keeping it 

in aspect.   

Like other bullet hell games, the 

hitbox of each character is much 

smaller than the actual rather large 

character sprite. Only the glowing 

heart or each of the magic girls can be 

damaged (oh Japan, never change), 

making it much easier to navigate

through the torrents of bullets that

fill the screen in higher difficulties.

The PC version of the game is a port

of the limited edition Mega Black

Label arcade machine, the only

previous version of Deathsmiles to

feature the 999 difficulty. It really

is for masochists. Each enemy is

capable of spitting as many bullets

as the bosses on lower difficulties,

making each second of the game a

frantic fight for survival. Thanks to

endless continues, this leads to what

I’ve taken to calling a feeling of Zen 

frustration. You reach a point of anger 

and frustration that everything melts 

away and you become solely focused 

on the task of not letting a cutesy 

game beat you. Your fingers know

when to fire left or right and when to

drop a screen clearing bomb. You start

to instinctively pixel perfect dodge

between the seemingly solid walls of

bullets. You start to rack up points.

Well, at least you do that for

about 30 seconds. Then you die, let

out some kind of noise that inform

everyone around you that you are not

happy, then start again. Deathsmiles

really shows the essence of bullet hell

gameplay. It highlights the elation

that comes when you dodge what

looks to be unavoidable and kill what 

seems to be unkillable. It also shows 

you that you are not good at doing 

those things. It’s a love/hate thing. 

TAVISH FORREST 

The PC version of the game is a port of the limited
edition Mega Black Label arcade machine

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ You are a magical 
girl

+ You have a gothic 
Lolita fetish

+ You have perfect 
reflexes and nerves 
of steel

+ You kind of hate 
yourself

This is a 
relatively sedate 

encounter. You 
can still see 
parts of the 
background
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ATTACKING

GROUPS 

SEQUENCE

I
n a time that can only be described

as a ‘renaissance in gaming’ when

indie games developers are producing

games with original concepts and

back to basics playability, it’s become

increasingly difficult for developers

to find exciting new stories and game

concepts that break new ground.

We Are The Dwarves does this and

for that it should be praised. It’s a

single player tactical RPG that tells

the story of three Dwarven astronauts

whose home world power sources are

dying, so they venture out into space

only to have their spaceship crash and

be wrecked on a strange alien world.

It’s a novel concept that meshes a

Dwarven fantasy with sci fi technology

and one that works surprisingly well.

You start out as one of the Dwarves,

Forcer, and have to find your Dwarven

mates Slashfist and Shadow who

are stranded somewhere in an alien

landscape. You then get to play stages

as these other characters, learning

how each character interacts with the

environment and figuring out how to

best use them to your full advantage.

The developers have succeeded

in creating a very immersive and

fascinating alien world complete

with gurgling noises, eerie music

and swamps with all manner of nasty

creatures. Dispatching the creatures

with your weapons and abilities is quite

satisfying.

But make no mistake about it, WATD

is no hack and slash RPG and won’t

be to everyone’s taste. It’s a tactical

action game in every sense of the word

in which you will need to carefully

consider every move you make a la Edios

Interactive’s Commandos, before you

initiate your action a la Blizzard’s Diablo. 

Rush into a room without planning

with even a modest number of enemies

and you will end up as dinner for some

blood sucking giant insect that wants to

use your pancreas to feed its offspring.

When you do initiate the action, it

needs to be like a carefully performed

routine that you imagined and

premeditated earlier. Sometimes it

may work, other times it might not -

depending on your mood and any other

number of things like the phase of the

moon or whether you’re wearing your

favourite socks.

It’s not easy, but you do have a

powerful tool at your disposal in the

form of a feature to slow down time

during combat. Enemies can hear you,

smell you and see you, so successfully 

achieving your objectives means

knowing these key principles. Finding

cover will keep you out of the line of

sight, and moving just short distances

at a time will make you less likely to be

heard. As for smell, be sure not to cross

an enemies’ patrol route otherwise

your stench could rout you out.

Using the environment to your

advantage is one important tactic

you must learn. Forcer’s weapon of

choice is a shotgun that allows him to

blow enemies off ledges, so if you’re

outnumbered it may be wise to wait

until your enemies are where you want

them. But beware, because the gun’s

powerful kickback can also blow Forcer

off a ledge too.

Shadow’s speciality, as his namesake 

WATD is no hack and slash RPG and won’t be to
everyone’s taste

WHY
SHOULD
I CARE?

+ The story is 
a good mix of 
fantasy and sci fi

+ The 
gurgling alien 
environments are 
very atmospheric 

+ We like the 
blend of tactics 
with action

+  Enemies can 
see you, smell you 
and hear you 

Somewhere in the 
distance Games 

Workshop is having 
a bad dream

We Are The Dwarves
When dwarves become astronauts anything goes.

DEVELOPER WHALE ROCK GAMES

PUBLISHER WHALE ROCK GAMES

PRICE $14.99 US

AVAILABLE AT STEAM

www.wearethedwarves.com

1. First take out as many eggs as you can.

2. If there are still too many enemies retreat and plan 

your strategy.

3. If near a Stone of Life use it to replenish your health 

while unleashing attacks on your enemies.
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IN THE 

SWAMP

1. Giant root 
systems provide 
raised corridors 
and paths. 

2. Smashfist’s 
Ram allows you 
to target enemies 
from afar and 
then attack 
rapidly. 

3. Alien creatures 
find strength in 
numbers. This guy 
is on his own so 
easy pickings.

4. Attack eggs 
before they hatch 
to destroy the 
enemies within.

5. Beware of 
strange plants in 
the environment; 
they may be 
carnivorous or 
poisonous.

6. Beware of deep 
swamps, you sink 
into them and 
they slow you 
down.

6

An immersive 
environment and 
interesting story. It can 
be hard and could do 
with clearer text.

FALLEN: A2P
PROTOCOL
RED KATANA, 2015

An interesting
futuristic theme
  Not as polished as 
XCOM

ARMELLO
LEAGUE OF GEEKS, 2015

Deeply riveting
gameplay
  Hard to find 
multiplayer games

24 HOURS ‘TIL
RESCUE 
BRAINCRAFT GAMING,
2016

Simple, fun and easy
controls
  Music is too repetitive

OR TRY THIS: VERDICT:

suggests, is stealth and he can use this 

to great advantage by moving into 

the cover of bushes and trees without 

detection. Skilful use of Shadow will 

mean unsuspecting enemies won’t even 

know what hits them when you engage 

them from your covert hiding place.  

But Smashfist, the melee unit of the 

three, is not without his own special 

abilities. He has a power that allows 

him to move faster when in combat, 

which is handy for dictating where you 

want to place yourself before enemies 

approach. He also has a spinning attack 

perfect for taking on multiple foes. 

The technological side of things is 

well represented in a complex ability 

tree and armour system. Each layer of 

your spacesuit armour that you repair 

increases your defensive ability and 

operates new subsystems such as a 

flashlight to light dark places. Improving 

and managing both becomes essential to 

the overriding strategy of the game. 

But WATD is not for everyone. It can 

be very hard finding the right strategy 

at given points and you will frequently 

find yourself slaughtering your 

character over and over again in some 

kind of sadomasochistic Groundhog 

Day before you finally prevail. You 

will get very familiar with the load 

screen when this happens and ponder 

very deeply why the game doesn’t 

automatically load your last saved 

game automatically. 

We also thought there weren’t enough 

intuitive tips, especially in the earliest 

parts of the game when developing 

strategies to use down the track. 

But our biggest gripe with WATD 

is with the game’s text. Although 

written in English, it can still be quite 

difficult to understand. We even got a 

textbox written in Russian at one stage, 

despite our preferences set on English 

and can only wonder if language was 

properly scrutinised before the beta 

was finished. 

On the whole WATD has a lot of 

potential, and it’s fair to say the story 

and gameplay are worthy of the time 

and effort you will spend in it. If you 

can overlook a few inconveniences and 

are a fan of tactical RPGs, this should 

be a game that you can really get into. 

DOMINIC BAYLEY

The only thing between 
a dwarf and his 
armour is his beard

1

2

5

6

3

4
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software installation. Due to STEAM region locking, not all content may be available toutside Australia.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

PC PowerPlay assumes the end-user of these DVDs has the necessary computer knowledge required to 
operate and install software from this product, and cannot provide technical support either for this or for 
any of the software contained on this disc.

DVD REPLACEMENTS

PC PowerPlay can only replace DVDs that were damaged or faulty at the time of purchase. If you think a 
DVD fits into one of these categories then please contact the DVD Producer immediately to assess whether 
a replacement needs to be sent out. email: jgillooly@nextmedia.com.au

© nextmedia
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 UPGRADE AUSTRALIA  

THE BIG PCTA EVENT
Monash University, evening of April 13th.

Build. Play. Create. 

INSPIRING GAMER
FOR 10 YEAR
Innovation, visual design and extreme performan
– the basis of ASUS Republic of Gamers

A
fter 10-years of gamer focused design and hardware implementation, 

the ASUS Republic of Gamers, or ROG for short, has time and again 

demonstrated an understanding of the needs and wants of gamers. This has

resulted in the ROG R&D team pushing the boundaries of innovation. This 

innovation has led to many stunning gaming-focused hardware solutions 

and has built a reputation of high quality, great capability and striking design. 

Renowned for delivering definitive gamer focused hardware solutions, you ca

go wrong with ROG!

ROG MAXIMUS VIII FORMULA

The ROG Maximus VIII Formula represents ongoing development and a 

constant search for incredible, new and industry leading options for gamers. 

Whether you’re a hardcore gamer, casual gamer or even a hardware 

enthusiast focused on overclocking and gaining the utmost out of your 

system, the Maximus VIII Formula has you covered.

Featuring partnerships with industry leaders such as EK Water Blocks to 

develop the CrossChill EK integrated motherboard cooling solution supporting 

both air and liquid cooling, as well as utilising the famed ESS Sabre ES9023P 

DAC paired with support for up to 600ohm headphones, the Maximus VIII 

Formula delivers.

It’s not just the industry partnerships that show the ROG R&D team’s 

dedication to delivering the best gaming experience possible; it’s also the 

in-house innovations that demonstrate an understanding for the wants of 

gamers. For example the exclusive support for onboard Aura RGB-strip 

headers for RGB lighting strips and the proficiency to control these 

connected strips and the integrated motherboard RGB lighting 

via ASUS Aura Lighting Control software. This allows you 

to have a gaming PC that truly represents you!

ROG SWIFT PG348Q

With specs that push the boundaries of display 

technology, the ASUS ROG SWIFT PG348Q isn’t 

just a performance powerhouse, it’s a looker too! 

But don’t take our word for it, take the word of 

renowned tradeshow CES and its verdict delivering 

the 2016 CES Innovation Award to the ASUS ROG 

SWIFT PG348Q. Featuring unique industrial design 

and the new ROG colour-way of Armour Titanium 

and Plasma Copper, the SWIFT PG348Q has its 

figurative blaster set to stun!

Looks are great, but the features are bound to 

immerse you in your gaming experience. Utilising 

a 34-inch curved panel with UWQHD resolution 

of 3440x1440 in a 21:9 aspect ratio, this display 

is great for both ultra-wide gaming and movie 

entertainment without the nasty black borders.

But it doesn’t stop there, the SWIFT PG348Q 

implements a 100Hz refresh rate smoothed out by 

NVIDIA G-Sync technology, a pixel density of 109 

PPI, 100% sRGB and a 1000:1 contrast ratio paired 

with a frameless design. Simply put, this display 

will stop you and any onlookers in their tracks – 

you want it!



 POWERED BY INTEL  UPGRADE AUSTRALIA  

THE UPGRADE
AUSTRALIA
INTERVIEW
Joshua Carr is Channel Account Manager for Intel ANZ.
We spoke to him about SSD tech today, and into tomorrow

A
nyone who owns an SSD knows what a

fantastic upgrade they are to improve

a computer’s overall performance. In the

enterprise area where time literally is money,

SSDs are used increasingly to speed up

servers, and much like how the advances in

F1 car racing trickles down to our road cars,

advances in enterprise SSDs trickle down

to consumer SSDs that we can plug in to

our laptops, workstations and of course our

gaming rigs.

Intel is a big player in both enterprise and

consumer level SSD storage. The company

is usually quick to bring what it learns from

the enterprise into the mainstream, and

we recently spoke to Joshua Carr, Channel

Account Manager for Intel Australia and New

Zealand. Joshua shared with us some of the

trends going forward from this enterprise to

mainstream transition of SSD technology.

One such technology gaining traction in

the mainstream is NVMe, but Josh insists

SATA still has a place in Intel’s line-up, saying

that, “The direction for the future is a move

from SATA to NVMe. It is expected there will

likely be legacy SATA for low cost platforms

for some time. How quick this transition

occurs really depends on ecosystem

adoption and many factors.”

Another interesting shift that consumers

will need to consider is the evolution away

from familiar form factors. There’s no specific

need for the traditional 2.5-inch and 3.5-inch

sizes, or indeed a SATA plug, with Joshua

explaining that NVMe SSDs come in three

basic forms; “there are add-in-Card (CEM),

U.2 (2.5-inch U.2 or SFF-8639) and M.2. M.2

is the only form factor with limitations, but

this is in the context of high performance

systems. M.2 drives today have to deal

with temperatures by throttling during long

durations of sequential write activity. But this

is only an issue for systems where large data

sets are used requiring a lot of write cycles.”

The physical size of M.2 devices may

be a more tangible limiting factor, with

Joshua telling PC & Tech Authority that,

“You can only fit so much media on an M.2

form factor. Again this isn’t usually an issue

for the average consumer system where

1TB is more than enough. However, for

workstations and high performance gaming

systems more capacity is required. Our

Intel 750 PCIE NVMe Drives are currently

available in two form factors: add in card

and 2.5-inch U.2.”

In the past, NVMe drives were not

bootable and struggled in RAID arrays,

but Joshua assures us that is no longer the

case, explaining, “Bootability is no longer a

limitation with NVMe SSDs since we enabled

the ODMs and BIOS vendors. However,

if you want to use a RAID array of NVMe

drives today, it needs to be attached to the

PCH in order to be a bootable volume.”

The plummeting price of NAND flash

memory has impacted mainstream adoption

of SSDs. Most of this cheap memory is triple

level cell (TLC) based, as opposed to multi-

level cell (MLC), which is generally seen as

superior. Joshua however, confirms TLC

memory’s place in the market,

saying that at Intel, “We don’t

think TLC will be held back at all in the future.

Hybrid solutions will provide very good

options that allow TLC to keep the cost of

the storage solutions low.”

Once again, it is important to consider

how the storage will be used. “For usage

workloads where the data sets are very

large and therefore require much larger

storage transactions, the odds of exceeding

a buffer or cache of high performance

media is greater, and therefore SSDs based

solely on high performance media are ideal.

However, for a lot of client workloads where

transactions are actually quite small, the

odds of exceeding the cache is very low, TLC

and TLC hybrid drives are very cost effective.”

When it comes to what we’ll see in

regards to SSD storage in the future, Joshua

points to Intel’s massive R&D efforts, and

in particular a new memory technology

that has everyone excited: “Intel has also

announced breakthrough non-volatile

memory technology called 3D XPoint™

Technology, which is 1000x faster than

NAND, 1000x the endurance of NAND and

10x denser than conventional memory.”

While we eagerly await the first

products using XPoint™ technology, it all

points to where the industry is heading and

why Intel is the industry leader to watch in

solid state storage.

 INTEL’S JOSHUA CARR SHARES HIS 
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A
nother year has passed through the PC PowerPlay 

labs, which means I’ve mashed my fingers on 

countless motherboards, grazed my knuckles on a 

gazillion GPUs, and had the occasional electric shock 

or two while testing power supplies. It also means it’s 

time to sit back, take a breath, and see which goodies 

took out the Tech of the Year awards for 2015. 

I’ve now been blessed with the job of technology 

reviewer for over 16 years, and have to say that 2015 

was a rather big one in terms of innovation. While 

it’s becoming trickier than ever for Intel and AMD to 

create faster CPUs, the rest of the hardware industry 

found ways to improve on their goodies. Monitors in 

particular picked up steam, thanks largely to Nvidia’s 

G-Sync technology. AMD teamed up with VESA, the 

folks who create the industry-wide standards used on 

our PC displays, to develop an open version of G-Sync, 

called FreeSync, and through the year I watched this 

evolve from a rather buggy, limited standard to a 

product that is basically equal to NVIDIA’s proprietary 

tech. I give it another three or four years before 

FreeSync is supported by every display and GPU on the 

market, and that includes Nvidia.

Storage solutions also saw massive leaps in 

performance, with the adoption of both M.2 and NVMe 

doubling and tripling SSD speeds. I’m now using an M.2 

drive in both my gaming and office rig, and the desktop 

performance improvements are palpable, though 

games don’t see much of a boost. Thankfully the 

ongoing GPU war between AMD and Nvidia did give 

our games a framerate boost, though it was a shame 

to see AMD’s brand new GPU design fail to give Nvidia 

the black-eye it needs to stay competitive. 

One thing that was really noticeable over the 

year was how terrible our Aussie dollar was. As it 

plummeted in value against the US dollar, the prices of 

new release products increased to the point where they 

simply weren’t good value – buyers were better off 

buying older products that were imported on a stronger 

dollar. It was good news for me though, as it meant 

local Aussie reviews really had a point of difference 

to those written in the US and UK, where the price/

performance ratio was totally different, though I’m sure 

the local hardware vendors weren’t as impressed.

Anyways, the following pages are a tidy little 

summary of all the award winners that graced our 

pages in 2015, which should serve as a great buying 

guide if you’re on the hunt for hardware. I’ve also taken 

a little look at 2016, or as I like to call it, the year Virtual 

Reality became a Reality. At last.

Judged, compiled and written by BENNETT RING

TECH
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OF THE YEAR

O
uch. That’s all I could think of when 

Nvidia released the GeForce GTX 

980 Ti chipset to GPU makers in May of 

2015. It was a double whammy of pain 

for many in the hardware community, 

firstly the poor bastards who had forked 

out $1600 for the Titan X. Just two 

months after spending big on the Titan 

X, the 980 Ti came out with basically 

identical speeds and feeds, though 

with half the onboard memory, for a 

whopping $500 less. Sure, that lack of 

memory didn’t help performance when 

running 4K games with stupidly high 

levels of antialiasing, but for everything 

else the two products were on par. 

Throw in overclocking, and the GTX 980 

Ti actually performed better than the 

Titan X in many regards. Oh Nvidia, when 

will you learn to take care of your early 

adopters, aka whales? 

But the company I felt really bad for 

was AMD, as the GTX 980 Ti was really 

just a spoiler to the biggest product 

launch AMD had lined up in years, the 

Radeon Fury X. If it wasn’t for the GTX 

980 Ti, the Fury X would have been the

best high-end gaming card of the year…

but it wasn’t. The GTX 980 Ti managed

to handily beat AMD’s uber-card in most 

of our benchmarks, a fact that wasn’t 

helped by the Fury X’s limited 4GB of 

onboard memory. 

I reviewed several GTX 980 Ti 

products through the year, but two 

stood out as worthy of mention. MSI’s 

GTX 980TI Lightning was an overclocking 

behemoth, able to hit frequencies 20 

to 30% higher than reference thanks 

to its high-quality build and beastly 

air cooler. And then Gigabyte delivered 

an even more capable beast, the 

Gigabyte GeForce GTX 980 Ti Xtreme 

Gaming WaterForce, which had built-

in watercooling to allow super-easy 

overclocks. Both of these cards are still 

retailing for well over a grand, and I’m 

packing two GTX 980 Ti cards in SLI 

mode in my main gaming machine. I can

testify that there isn’t a game out there

that isn’t beaten to a pulp by NVIDIA’s

killer chipset of 2015.

Oh AMD, you came so close to claiming the performance crown in 2015 that i

does pain me to give you the commended award. The Fury X had it all – new

memory that is set to become the standard for high-end GPUs, integrated w

to keep it all cool, and blistering performance. Sadly it wasn’t quite enough t

the performance numbers of the GTX 980 Ti, and I’m guessing the Fury X w

to make thanks to its cutting-edge tech, which meant AMD couldn’t under

pricing. Here’s hoping your 2016 Greenland architecture puts you back in t

you deserve it after being the underdog for too long.

COMMMENDED: AMD Radeon Fury X

WINNERR: Nvidia GeForce G
URL: WWW.NVIDIA.COM

GPU

HEADPHONES

Logitech G633

The gaming headset 
market continued to be 
incredibly competitive 
in 2015, with 
every man and his 
dog pumping out 
gamer-branded 
headsets in an 
attempt to cash in. 
Thankfully Logitech 
regained the lead 
this year with the 
brand new G633 
Artemis Spectrum. Priced 
at a reasonable $279.95, it 
delivered virtual 7.1 surround 
over beautiful 40mm drivers, 
and even included a USB 
connection which powered its 
built in digital sound processor. 
Pair these with an external 
sound amp like the Creative X5 
and they really come to life.
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With the release of Intel’s 

new Skylake CPU, aka the 

6th Gen Core processor, along 

came a brand new motherboard 

chipset, the Z170. While Skylake 

turned out to be a disappointment 

for gamers, Z170 brought 

a raft of new features that 

made it a worthwhile upgrade. 

Most important of all was the 

introduction of more PCI Express 

lanes, which had become a 

valuable commodity in this day 

and age of high-speed SSDs. It 

turns out that Z170 also had a 

hidden feature that Intel doesn’t 

want you to know about – it can 

be used to overclock non-K model 

CPUs by adjusting their base clock. 

You can read last issue of PCPP to 

see how we got a $270 chip to run 

at 4.32GHz using this method, but 

don’t tell Intel ;)

When Z170 debuted, I 

conducted a mega-roundup of 

boards based on this chipset, and 

found Gigabyte’s snazzy Z170X-

Gaming 7 to be the best bang for 

your premium buck. As a bit of an 

audiophile, I truly adored the 

high-end Creative onboard 

audio, which came with 

Gigabyte’s unique OP-AMP 

feature, allowing the user 

to swap out the amps for 

different sounding versions. 

It also had plenty of PCIe slots 

along with twin Ethernet, one 

of which was powered by Killer. 

I later tested Killer’s networking 

software, and concluded that it’s 

great if you need to share your 

home connection with gaming, 

downloading and streaming. 

HDMI 2.0 out was another unique 

inclusion, while at the time the 

exclusive use of Intel’s Alpine 

Ridge controller gave this board 

the best range of USB 3.1 and 

3.0 ports on the market. Sure, it 

cost $369, but when it comes this 

feature packed, it’s not hard to 

justify spending a little more – as 

I did when it became the home of 

my new i5 6600K, which has since 

been purring along at 4.5GHz for 

over six months without issue.

If paying near $400 for a motherboard 

seems a tad expensive, Asus had you 

covered with this baby. At just $280, it 

had all of the big ticket items required 

of a Z170 board, without the big 

ticket price tag. Solid performance 

numbers show the price drop hadn’t 

impacted on framerates, while three 

full-length PCIe slots made it perfect 

for dual-GPU systems. If only it had 

twin M.2 connections and a slightly 

better onboard audio solution, it’d 

be utterly perfect, but represents 

excellent value for money as-is.

COMMMENDED: ASUS 
Z170 Pro Gaming
PRICE: $279 WWW.ASUS.COM.AU 

WINNERR: Gigabyte Z170X-Gaming 7
PRICE: $369 WWW.GIGABYTE.COM.AU

OF THE YEAR

MOTHERBOARD

Noctua NH-D15
PRICE: $115 NOCTUA.AT/EN

Behold the mightiest air-cooler to ever 
tame an overclocked CPU. Noctua took 
the existing NH-D14 and equipped 
it with a few minor changes to make 
this massive cooler even better than 
before; specifically, it trimmed away 
the heatsink to provide room for large 
sticks of RAM. The twin fans still 
kept OC’d chips nice and cool, while 
remaining whisper quiet, which is why 
it’s PC PowerPlay’s air-cooler of choice. 
While there was a lot of competition 
from All-in-One coolers in 2015, 
there’s something about the simplicity 
and reliability of air cooling that makes 
it my preferred cooler type. 

COOLER
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Intel unleashed a new generation of CPUs 

on us in 2015, in the form of the Skylake 

design. Unfortunately, it seemed to simply be 

a lick of paint compared to the prior CPU, with 

the exception of the integrated GPU, which 

underwent a significant performance increase. 

That’s wonderful if you’re looking to play the 

latest F2P MMO on your All-in-One, but serious 

gamers disable the integrated GPU and use a 

discrete GPU instead, making Skylake much ado 

about nothing. The core CPU performance was 

only minimally increased over its predecessor, 

by around 7% or so at best. It was all a bit of a 

snooze-fest, until a few naughty motherboard 

makers figured out that Skylake supported ye 

olde school method of overclocking, Baseclock 

overclocking. 

A series of hacked BIOS were released in 

December, allowing the Z170 motherboards 

to overclock any Intel CPU, not just those 

with the pricey K designation at the end of 

their product name. Suddenly Intel’s I5 6500 

became a damn good buy, as its quad cores 

could be overclocked to 4.4GHz with hardly 

any effort – that’s a lovely 20% increase over 

the default speed of 3.6GHz, which translates 

to a direct 20% improvement in games where 

the CPU is the limiting factor. I spent a little 

time with one of these chips, and soon hit 

4.32GHz without any problems, and I’m sure 

I could have hit 4.5GHz if I’d had a little more 

time. Note that if you want to follow in my 

footsteps, you’re going to have to track down 

these special unofficial hacked BIOS versions, 

as Intel has kicked up quite a stink regarding 

motherboard vendors unlocking this feature, 

so you won’t find anything on the official 

motherboard websites.

If for some strange reason you don’t enjoy fiddling with your blue bits (aka 

the BIOS), and you wanted the ultimate in game performance, then the 

new I7 4790K was the chip for you. With a top Turbo speed of 4.2GHz, 

along with four Hyper-Threaded cores, it’s the fastest game performer 

Intel has released yet. Sure, you can basically equal this performance if 

you buy the i5 6500 and overclock it, but some of y’all just don’t like to 

mess with the rules. Sucks to be you, but if you can afford it, then so be it.

COMMMENDED: Intel I7-4790K
PRICE: $279 WWW.ASUS.COM.AU 

WINNERR: Intel i5 6500
PRICE: $290 WWW.INTEL.COM 

OF THE YEAR

CPU
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Rather than give a specific display 

an award, this year I’m giving out 

our Monitor of the Year award to the 

Adaptive-Sync and FreeSync technologies 

unveiled by both AMD and VESA. We 

should all thank Nvidia for getting the ball 

rolling on this technology, with its G-Sync 

tech being the original method proposed 

to synchronise your GPU’s output to the 

display’s screen refresh. It’s a simple 

idea that has a dramatic impact on the 

gaming experience; by only updating the 

screen when there’s a fresh frame to go 

with it, it removes all of the issues around 

V-Sync, such as latency, framerate drops 

and stuttering. It also means that we can 

enjoy framerates of around 45fps and 

above and they still feel nice and smooth.

Sadly Nvidia’s method was proprietary, 

which meant it was out of bounds to 

AMD and cost more for monitor makers 

to implement. So AMD decided to work 

with VESA, creator of international 

display standards, to come up with its 

own method. The base technology was 

called Adaptive-Sync, and was made a 

part of the DisplayPort 1.2a standard. 

AMD then built on this as the foundation 

for its FreeSync feature, which duplicated 

G-Sync but without expensive proprietary 

hardware. The first few FreeSync 

displays had a few issues, such as a 

limited window of refresh rates where 

FreeSync actually worked, but by the end 

of the year it had rapidly approached the 

high quality of Nvidia’s solution. With 

the recent news that Intel has backed 

Adaptive-Sync, it now seems to just be 

a matter of time before Nvidia does too, 

and we can all look forward to frame-

synched displays becoming the norm.

Ok, so our runner up is actually a G-Sync display, but we had to give Asus props for 

cranking out the world’s first 165Hz panel. Well, officially at least – monitor overclockers 

had been hitting this refresh rate for several years already. What really made this display 

shine was the use of a sexy IPS panel; traditionally TN panels are used in high-speed 

gaming displays, and they lack the punch and viewing angles of an IPS. So for Asus to 

deliver an IPS panel of this speed was certainly something of note.

COMMEENDED: ASUS PG279Q Swift Gaming Display
PRICE: $1199 WWW.ASUS.COM.AU  

WINNNER: Adaptive
Sync as a whole

Xbox One + USB dongle
PRICE: $75 WWW.XBOX COM

Microsoft finally got around 
to releasing a wireless USB 
dongle for the Xbox One’s 
beautiful controller in 2015, 
making it a no-brainer of 
a choice for controller of the year (w
Controller if Valve had officially launc
could wait). With improved ergonomics and haptics, not to mention even
more accurate analogue sticks, this is our preferred weapon 
of choice when playing third person action 
games. Hey, the mouse and 
keyboard isn’t perfect for 
everything you know!

OF THE YEAR

MONITOR

CONTROL PAD
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While other mouse manufacturers seemed 

to concentrate on lighting, cramming in 

as many buttons as possible or other sundry 

bells and whistles, Swedish design house 

Mionix instead focussed on making the most 

comfortable, usable and accurate gaming 

mouse they could. Aside from the RGB logo 

there are no flashy effects to the mouse. 

Everything is understated and ergonomically 

designed for comfort and ease of use. The six 

buttons are all within easy reach and have 

a nice click to them but most important to 

gamers is the hugely accurate PNW-3310, 

10,000 DPI optical sensor housed within the 

rubberised body. The sensor has zero hardware 

acceleration, making mousing smooth and 

fine no matter the DPI you are running. The 

ergonomics of the Castor make it suitable for 

pretty much any grip style – so long as you’re 

right handed, that is – giving it a definite leg 

up on some of the competition from 2015. It’s 

hard to find a mouse as good for the price point.

There were a number of great keyboards 

released in 2015 including the amazing (and 

hugely expensive) bare bones Cherry MX Board 

6.0 and the excellent (and also very expensive) 

totally decked out Steelseries Apex M800. As 

good as those two keyboards are, our winner is 

one of the most budget conscious keyboards we 

looked at last year. The Poseidon Z RGB boasts a 

very solid build and forgoes any of the extraneous 

curves, flanges or other ornamental design 

features that seem to be 

more and more common in new 

keyboards, but still crams in some good RGB 

lighting. Rather than using the more expensive 

Cherry switches, the Poseidon Z instead utilises 

Brown or Blue Kailh switches that are all but 

indistinguishable from their similarly coloured 

Cherry counterparts. The result is a keyboard that 

is an absolute pleasure to use, looks pretty damn 

good and won’t break the budget.

While Mionix went the barebones route, Roccat went in the other direction, creating a range of 

mice starting with the Nyth that featured modular designs allowing users o swap out parts for 

comfort. Whereas the Nyth went for the More Buttons! Approach, the Kiro instead offers true 

ambidexterity by allowing users to swap out side panels and thumb button placement. The 2000 

DPI optical sensor isn’t the biggest in terms of numbers but it still makes for an excellent mouse.

Although not quite featuring the solid build quality of some of the other mechanical 

keyboards at the price point, the Quickfire XTi is still one of the best keyboards 

released in recent years thanks to some clever touches and a design philosophy that edges 

towards usability over looks. The keyboard uses Cherry Red, Brown or Blue switches and features 

a neat FN+ key system that lets you control most aspects without having to use driver software.

COMMEENDED: Roccat Kiro
PRICE: $88 WWW.ROCCAT.ORG

COMMEENDED: CM Storm Quickfire XTi
PRICE: $179 GAMING.COOLERMASTER.COM

WINNERR: Mionix Castor
PRICE: $99 MIONIX.NET

WINNERR: Tt eSports Poseidon Z RGB
PRICE: $149 AU.TTESPORTS.COM

OF THE YEAR

OF THE YEAR

MOUSE

KEYBOARD
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OF THE YEAR

PSU

Just when we thought SSDs couldn’t get 

any faster, Intel tossed out the archaic AHCI 

standard that we’d been using to control our 

hard drives, instead replacing it with the new 

Non-Volatile Memory Express protocol, aka 

NVMe. This is designed to tap into the totally 

different architecture presented by SSDs when 

compared to ye olden spinning disks found in 

magnetic drives, and the performance boost was 

astronomical. We’re talking a doubling of random 

read/write performance, smashing the record 

for most IOPS found on a consumer-level drive. 

Sure, it’s bloody expensive, but it’s also huge, 

and the fact that it can plug into the PCIe port on 

every motherboard around means it’ll work on 

any PC you can throw it at. Expect NVMe drives 

to become the big thing in SSD technology in 

2016, though more affordable SATA 3 SSDs will 

still play a part to play for the budget market.

Even though the company grew its reach into other 

product categories in 2015, Corsair continued to 

deliver exceptional power supplies last year, and the 

RM1000i was a ripper. It was one of the first affordable 

PSUs from Corsair to include Corsair Link Digital, which 

allows the user to see exactly what load the PSU is 

under. It’s also decked out with a 0dB fan, which is 

disabled under low load, a feature that we’ve since 

seen many PSU makers copy. Serious tweakers can 

even decide whether to run the +12V rail in single or 

multi-rail mode… though I’m still not exactly sure what 

the difference is, despite many confusing conversations 

with electronics engineers. Oh well, at least the option 

to have it there is good, right? Throw in 80 Plus Gold 

efficiency, and you can rest assured that your gaming PC 

is making the smallest carbon footprint possible.

Whodathunkit – Microsoft not only released the 

latest version of Windows for free, but it didn’t 

suck! Even those foolish enough to do an upgrade 

installation over Windows 8.1 found it remarkably 

trouble-free, and with a slight performance boost 

as well! I’ve been using it for over six months now, 

and love how functional, friendly and downright 

stable Windows 10 is. Sure, there were a few tweaks 

necessary to remove all the spying bits, but our 

Windows 10 guide helped point you in the right 

direction. If you haven’t made the upgrade yet, what 

the heck are you waiting for?

For the second year running, Samsung totally dominated the SATA-interfacing SSD 

market, and this year it was with the 850 Pro. Despite using TLC memory, which is now 

being used in much slower, budget drives from the likes of Crucial and OCZ, Samsung 

managed to deliver blistering performance out of this affordable memory type. Being one 

of the few SSD makers who create every component in their drives allows Samsung to build 

everything to work flawlessly together, and it’s an advantage that other companies can’t seem to 

catch up to… unless you count Intel’s NVMe behemoth.

COMMEENDED: Samsung 850 Pro 512GB
PRICE: $329 WWW.SAMSUNG.COM.AU   

WINNERR: Intel 750 1.2TB SSD
PRICE: $1495 WWW.INTEL.COM 

WINNER: Corsair RM1000i
PRICE: $249 WWW.CORSAIR.COM

WINNNER: Windows 10
PRICE: FREE?! WWW.MICROSOFT.COM.AU 

OF THE YEAR

SSD

OF THE YEAR

OS
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Proving that you don’t need to lug a 5kg 

heavyweight around to get gaming 

performance in a laptop, the X5 used a unique 

combination of twin GTX 965M GPUs to deliver 

exceptional framerates in a package that weighed 

just 2.5kg. These powered a G-Sync display, 

making games playable at framerates of 45fps 

or so, which helped that much more to deliver a 

game-ready machine. Intel’s decent I7 5700HQ 

backed up the goods, along with a speedy M.2 

SSD for the OS and a spacious 1TB HDD for game 

backups. It’s 

certainly not 

cheap, but that’s the

case for all decent gaming laptops.

If there was one issue with this laptop, it was

fan noise, but we’ve found this to be the case on 

basically every gaming laptop reviewed in 2015

Fingers crossed laptop maker

to build gaming machines tha

dustbusters in 2016, or at lea

noise-cancelling headphones

Who says you need to blow $300 to get the 

perfect gaming PC case? The R5 stole the 

show in our affordable case roundup, sweeping 

away the opposition in every regard. For 

starters, it’s lined with beautifully thick sound-

absorbent material, helping to muffle the high-

speed fans that keep our CPUs and GPUs chilly. 

A modular drive bay system means it can be 

configured to handle a huge variety of system 

components, with plenty of room for radiators 

and fans. And who could fault the 

designer good looks, showing that 

the Europeans know how to build 

subtle yet sexy cases. If you want to 

show off your PC’s guts, the optional 

side window panel uses high-quality 

material, matching the top-notch 

build quality throughout. This is one 

box that is finger-friendly, with all 

edges rolled to a safe smoothness. 

Despite the use of a huge 17.3-inch display, this large laptop still managed to t

mere 2.7kg, which is simply incredible for such a behemoth. It was one of the fi

to make use of Nvidia’s brilliant GTX 980M GPU, which when paired with the In

4720HQ CPU delivered truly blistering performance. The use of twin 128GB SS

RAID 0 mode certainly didn’t hurt its performance either.

By removing the space for an optical drive, the S340 is able to utilise a slick, slab-like front face,

making it appear to be an imposing monolith of PC gaming prowess. It might only be big enough

for a midi-tower, but the surprisingly spacious interior obviously borrows Tardis-technology to 

squeeze so much into such a small space. For the price it’s very well built, but it does lack a bit o

hard drive space, with only triple 3.5 inch and dual 2.5 inch bays. 

COMMEENDED: Gigabyte P37x
PRICE: $3099 WWW.GIGABYTE.COM.AU 

COMMEENDED: NZXT S340
PRICE: $100 WWW.NZXT.COM  

WINNERR: Aorus X5
PRICE: $3199 WWW.AORUS.COM 

WINNNER: Fractal Design Define R5
PRICE: $169 WWW.FRACTAL-DESIGN.COM

OF THE YEAR

OF THE YEAR

LAPTOP

CASE
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O
h dear. I’ve just looked back at the “Tech 

of 2015” article I wrote at the start 

of last year, and it’s a tad embarrassing. It 

seems my crystal ball was on the fritz when 

I tried to predict a couple of the major tech 

trends of 2015 – how was I to know that 

the Oculus Rift would get pushed to 2016? 

Or that the Fove VR headset, which looked 

cool thanks to its built-in eye-tracking 

feature, would fizzle out to become a 

second-rate contender in the impending 

VR wars? 

Thankfully it seems that 2016 will finally 

be the year that Virtual Reality becomes, 

well, a reality. Three main platforms have 

emerged as the prime contenders, two 

of which are PC based. In the PC corner 

we have Valve/HTC’s Vive platform, along 

with Facebook’s Oculus Rift. Meanwhile in 

console land, the PS4 VR looks like it’s going 

to be extremely expensive, as it comes with 

an external graphics acceleration box; I’m 

betting now that the VR kit will actually cost 

more than the PS4 itself, which will severely 

limit its uptake. 

As for the rest of the PC world, the big 

news is the introduction of HBM 2.0 (High 

Bandwidth Memory) on NVIDIA’s and AMD’s 

graphics products. This overcomes the 4GB 

limit that version 1 suffered from, which 

proved to be a bit of an Achilles’ Heel for the 

Radeon Fury X. Both NVIDIA and AMD are 

expected to strap this new memory type 

onto GPUs that carry twice the transistor 

count of today’s top products, which should 

bring monumental speed increases. Sadly 

our CPUs won’t see anywhere near these 

levels of improvements, unless AMD can 

finally offer some form of competition to 

Intel, which is looking highly unlikely. 

I’m not sure what else we’ll see, and to 

be honest, I’m not too fussed – as a long-

time believer in VR, this single technology 

has me more excited about 2016 than any 

year in the last decade. Whether it’ll prove 

to be the killer technology that I’m hoping 

it is, or will fizzle out due to high costs and 

demanding setup requirements, I just don’t 

know. Check back with me in 2017 and we’ll 

know for sure by then…

A look into the crystal ball with guru BENNETT RING

TECH
OF

2016

TECH / TOTY 2015
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VR

When the final release date for the Rift was 

confirmed in January, Australian gamers were 

dismayed at the final price point. US$649 doesn’t 

initially seem that expensive, until we factor in the 

dismal Aussie dollar, and the price of shipping, leaving 

us with a final price in excess of $1100. Throw in the 

fact that you need at least a GTX 970 with i5-4590 or 

better, and the overall cost of ownership isn’t going 

to be cheap. But nobody said VR was going to be… 

well, except for Palmer Lucky, the inventor of the Rift. 

However, he’s since explained that he’d rather the first 

commercial version be slightly more expensive than 

anticipated to guarantee a quality experience, and I 

think that strategy makes sense. There’s a lot riding 

on the success of the Rift, and increasing the price by a 

couple of hundred dollars won’t deter the early adaptors 

shelling out for the first kit. 

These are due to land in Australia in May, a couple 

of months after our American friends. However, if you 

were lucky enough to order the original Developer Kit 

1 of the Rift, Oculus is sending you the commercial 

release in March, absolutely free of charge, which is a 

brilliant piece of PR. Needless to say I’m on that list, 

and will be sharing my experiences with you as soon 

as possible. 

Regarding specs, it seems the OLED display will 

pack 2160 x 1200 pixels, but it’s split down the middle, 

giving each eye a 

1080 x 1200 screen. 

It purrs along at 90Hz, 

which is necessary to 

avoid simulation sickness. 

I’ve tested the most recent 

prototype with a near identical screen, and while it goes 

a very long way to clearing up the screen-door effect 

of the first kits, still isn’t quite pixel-free; we’re going to 

need at least 4K screens for that. Can you imagine the 

system requirements necessary to drive that though? 

This screen delivers a 110-degree field of view, which 

is claimed to be identical to the Vive, but hands-on 

experience suggests the Rift feels a little narrower. 

It will also come with built-in headphones, which 

will deliver virtual surround via the wonders of Head-

Related Transfer Function technology. Unfortunately 

the promised Oculus Touch controllers won’t ship 

until later in 2016, and in the meantime an Xbox One 

controller is being packed in. The headset is also only 

tracked by a single camera, which means it’s limited 

to a seated experience. These two facts lead many to 

believe that the Rift is going to struggle against the 

Vive, and after trying both, I have to agree that the Vive 

does seem to be the more immersive of the two. On the 

other hand, the Vive also needs a large play space to 

make the most of its room-tracking abilities.

Oculus Rift
PRICE: $1100 INC. SHIPPING 

So VR seems to be taking 

a little bit longer than 

originally anticipated, but 

we can finally rest assured 

that two huge platforms 

will indeed launch in 2016. 

Let’s look at the first one to 

arrive, due in March of this 

year, the Oculus Rift.
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2016, we re still in the dark about the

price of the VR collaboration between Valve 

and phone-maker HTC. I’d wager that it’ll be 

substantially more than the Oculus Rift, as it 

includes several features that the Rift does not. 

First and foremost are the twin Vive 

controllers, motion-controlled wands that 

feature touch-sensitive dials similar to the Steam 

Controller. I used them recently when checking 

out the Earthlight VR experience, a VR simulation 

where I climbed around the ISS, and using the 

touch-controls to grab onto the railing seemed 

natural and comfortable. However, they are prone 

to interference in RF-flooded environments such 

as gaming exhibits, which hopefully won’t prove 

to be a problem in homes.

The other major bit of kit that separates the 

Vive from the Rift is the inclusion of twin laser 

tracking pods, to be set up in diagonally opposite 

areas of the play space, which can be up to 15 

feet across the diagonal. This unshackles the Vive 

from being a seated-only experience, and the 

initial batch of games nearly all make heavy use 

of this feature. Being able to walk about in the VR 

experience is a fantastic way of minimising motion 

sickness, but it also means users will need to 

as specs for the headset itself go, the Vive looks

almost identical to the rift. It too is using a 2160 

x 1080 OLED screen refreshed at 90Hz, over a 

110-degree field of view. The extra sensors used 

in the headset to track the laser field will likely 

add to the weight of the unit, which could be why 

it doesn’t include an audio system as yet. 

I’ve tried recent prototypes of both systems, 

and have to say that the ability to walk around 

the VR space gives the Vive a real advantage in 

terms of immersion. But I think Valve probably 

has another ace up its sleeve that will give its 

platform a huge advantage – Half Life 3. I’m

totally basing this on m

seems like a no-braine

this game unless there

innovative about it, and

VR could be just the tec

to make Half Life 3 the

experience it needs to b

that, Valve would proba

the second iteration of

unleashing the full Half

but I wouldn’t be surpri

a teaser experience for

hardware. Here’s hopin
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Steam-powered

I 
hate to give Valve even more 

press space after raving about 

the Vive, especially considering 

they stopped replying to my 

emails several years ago, but 

2016 looks set to be the year that 

the Steam hardware revolution 

becomes a reality. Last issue I 

managed to get my hands on the new

Steam Controller, which is due to lau

around March of this year in Australi

walked away incredibly impressed…

spent the necessary time to adjust to

control method. I think Valve is onto

here, and it’s no surprise to see them

some of the same technology in the

motion controllers used with the Vive

We’re also going to see the Steam

is a beautifully simple and affordable

dragging the PC gaming experience out of the

study and into the living room. Sure, many of you 

good people have already got a gaming PC next 

to your flat-screen TV, but for US$50, Link makes 

it available to everybody who hasn’t gotten 

around to this. My only suggestion is to stick with 

an Ethernet connection, as Wi-Fi just isn’t fast 

enough to guarantee 1080p at 60Hz. Yes, even 

tri-band 802.11ac routers struggle, as I found out 

with the speedy ASRock G10 we reviewed a few 

months back.

Both of these products are minor footnotes 

compared to what Valve has up its sleeve as 

the big deal of 2016 – the Steam Machines. A 

couple of these have already launched overseas 

from the likes of Zotac and Alienware, and 

initial reviews have been mixed. It seems in 

their quest to hit an affordable, console-like 

price tag, they’ve skimped on one of the most 

important components, a speedy GPU. For 

example, Alienware’s Steam Machine has a GPU 

problem with that for Australians though – none

of these companies currently offer products to 

our sunburnt shores. There’s no news yet of any 

Australian PC makers getting onboard, though 

we think Origin will be a likely contender.

There’s also the issue of the operating system, 

SteamOS, which is basically a custom version 

of Linux. If you buy a Steam Machine, this is the 

Operating System you’re stuck with; though 

hopefully some makers will deliver dual-boot 

systems. The reason this is such an issue is that 

only 1500 of the 6000 games currently on Steam 

work on SteamOS; the rest require Windows. 

The reason is that SteamOS uses the Vulkan API, 

which is based on OpenGL, while most PC games 

are designed for DirectX. Retrofitting such a huge 

back catalogue to work on the Vulkan API is a 

monumental task which simply won’t happen. 

Valve is hoping though that new releases will 

take advantage of the performance benefits and 

open-source nature of SteamOS and Vulkan, but 

 There’s no 
news yet of any 
Australian PC 
makers getting 
onboard, though 
we think Origin 
will be a likely 
contender 
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Logitech G810 Orion Spectrum
A lovely big black monolithic slab of keyboard class

Rapoo V500 RGB keyboard
Cherry switches at a budget price

PRICE
www.logitech.com/en-au

PRICE
www.rapoo.com

Logitech lost its grip on the gaming 

keyboard market in the years 

following the glory days of the G15, and 

the subsequent rise of the Cherrys. But 

it’s been fighting back and the G810 is 

its best yet, which is good because the 

last one, the G310 was an overpriced 

poorly designed bit of rubbish.

The G810 is a good looking unit. 

It’s clean and classy with no silly style 

shenanigans to wreck the elegant 

vibe. The only bits that stand out are 

the media volume roller wheel, which 

looks fantastic, and the illuminated G, 

which also looks damn cool. A subtle 

combination of materials and surfaces 

add more class. The base is soft rubber-

plas, the edges a nice gloss black and the 

keys themselves have a slight texture. 

It’s nice to look at and nice to touch.

But Logitech don’t use Cherry 

keys, and that’s the big thing here. Its 

proprietary Romer-G switches have 

a softer and 

less springy feel 

than Cherrys (any 

Cherry). There’s 

hardly any noticeable 

click when you pass the 

actuation point – and that 

comes after just 1.5mm 

of movement... so, they 

take a bit of getting used to. 

Once actuated, the keys keep 

moving a fair distance then 

rebound positively. 

If you’ve never tried a Cherry 

then coming to this will probably be a 

nice upgrade, but for those with some 

experience with different mechanicals 

on the market it really is imperative 

to try it out first in a shop. I personally 

liked it, it’s excellent for general use and 

typing and the ultra-short actuation 

makes it very accurate and responsive 

to game on. BEN MANSILL 

While some segments of the 

mechanical keyboard market are 

exploding upwards into $300+ territory, 

there are low-cost options, such as this 

$100 unit from Rapoo. With a street 

price likely to be closer to $80, the 

V500 is butting heads with premium 

membrane or scissor-switch keyboards 

like the Roccat 300K. Products like 

the Roccat offer a full spread of keys 

including media controls and a numpad, 

while the Rapoo V500 is a short 

tenkeyless design. So it comes down to 

the feel of the mechanical keyboards.

Proper Cherry switches are used, and 

I tested a Brown model. It, of course, 

fees exactly the same as any Cherry 

Brown keyboard, including those close 

to $300, so there’s a good start. The 

styling is minimalist with no notable 

protrusion of the chassis beyond the 

actual keyboard area, making is a very 

tidy unit. I personally love a compact 

keyboard and the 

extra desk space it 

gives you, and I took a 

real shine to the V500, 

using it as my main 

keyboard for a month 

before replacing it with 

the next one I had to 

review. 

There are downsides 

to the V500’s design. 

The keys are raised above the base 

Corsair-style, and the RBG lighting 

spills out from under the keys creating 

a distracting glow. It looks kind of cool 

but is annoying when trying to type in 

a dark room. And, it sounds minor, but 

the font they used on the keys is pretty 

strange. It’s way too over-stylised and 

some letters just don’t look like the 

letters they are.

But for the price it’s Cherry, full RGB 

and very nice to use. BEN MANSILL 

KEYBOARD

KEYBOARD

9

6

Logitech’s best 
keyboard in many years

A nice no-frills 
entry point to 
Cherry mechanical 
keyboarding.

VERDICT:

VERDICT:
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Cougar 450M
Sweaty palms need not apply 

Gigabyte XM300
An auspicious debut

PRICE
cougargaming.com

PRICE
www.gigabyte.com

The left and right buttons of the 

450M, as well as the mouse wheel 

are excellent. The fast and accurate 

Omron switches in the left and right 

buttons have a nive resistance and a 

very satisfying click and the mouse 

wheel is situated in a gap between 

the left and right buttons rather than 

embedded in the body of the mouse 

itself, making it both a pleasure to use 

and easy to clean. The ambidextrous 

design of the mouse houses two thumb 

buttons on either side of the main 

body. THese buttons are positioned a 

little too far forward for our taste, but 

are still definitely usable and thanks to 

the pretty user friendly configuration 

software are easily programmable. The 

5000 DPI optical sensor and 1000Hz 

polling rate make for a very accurate 

mousing experience. 

If you’re like most people and 

took a look at the score before 

reading the text, you’re probably 

wondering by now why the 

score isn’t much higher than it 

is. That all comes down to one 

thing - the way the mouse 

feel in the hand. Rather 

than opting for a matte or 

rubberised finish, Cougar 

has instead chosen a high gloss 

plastic for the shell. Not only does this 

shell attract every possible fingerprint it 

can, it also feels downright unpleasant. 

Even if your hands are bone dry the 

450M feels somewhat damp or greasy. 

There’s a lot to like about Cougar’s 

latest gaming mouse when it comes 

to features, but when you find yourself 

not wanting to touch it, something is 

definitely wrong. DANIEL WILKS 

The first peripheral launched in 

Gigabyte’s new “Xtreme Gaming” 

line isn’t exactly what you would 

normally call extreme (or xtreme if 

you prefer), but it definitely shows real 

promise for the new line. Designed to 

be ultra ergonomic and suitable for all 

right handed grip styles. As a result 

the mouse is a little on the large side 

but still very comfortable. Under the 

matte plastic shell sits some great 

hardware, with Omron switches for 

the left and right mouse clicks and 

a pretty damn good optical sensor. 

The Pixart 3988 optical sensor isn’t 

the terrifying powerhouse featured 

in some far more expensive mice, but 

it’s definitely as gaming workhorse, 

thanks to a top resolution of 6400 DPI 

(hardware accelerated) adjustable at 

50 DPI increments. The Xtreme Macro 

Engine drivers/configuration tool are 

easy to use and allow 

for gradiated DPI 

adjustment, RGB lighting 

customisation and the 

programming of button macros.

With the exception of the RGB 

small amount of RGB lighting, the 

XM300 appears to hint that Gigabyte 

has taken a different approach to 

“Xtreme” gaming mice than many other 

manufacturers, opting for performance 

and affordability over flash. As a result 

the XM300 is a pretty damn great 

mouse. It’s comfortable in the hand, 

fast, accurate and in a price range that 

definitely won’t break the bank. If you’re 

looking for a new gaming mouse but are 

on a tight budget, look no further. With 

the XM300 and the super ostentatious 

Rapoo V20 reviewed last month, it’s a 

good time to be a gamer on the cheap. 

DANIEL WILKS 

MOUSE

MOUSE

6

8

The guts of this mouse 
are great, but the shiny 
plastic shell really lets 
the side down.

Cheap but not at all 
nasty, the XM300 is a 
great first offering in 
Gigabyte’s new range

VERDICT:

VERDICT:
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Why settle for the rest when you can 
have the fastest SSD in the world in the 
Beast? Why settle for just one when you 
can raid two together for even higher 

PREMIUM
Crank everything to Ultra, including your credit limit

CPU

Intel 6th Generation Core
i7-6700K + Corsair H110i
GT Water Cooling Kit
$524 + $195 www.intel.com

MOBO

Gigabyte Z170X-
Gaming 7
$349 www.gigabyte.com.au

Skylake boards cost a tad more, tis fact.

RAM

G.Skill DDR4-3200
16GB Dual Channel
Ripjaws $149 www.gskill.com

3200MHz for our Premium PC

VIDEO

2 X Gigabyte GeForce
GTX 980 Ti 6GB
$2198 www.gigabyte.com.au

Welcome to the world of Ultra High Detail.

POWER

Corsair HX1000i
$325 www.corsair.com

A high end PSU to ensure stable

overclocks.

SOUND

Audio Technica
ATH-ADG1 headphones
$249 audio-technica.com

We’ve ditched the soundcard

OPTICAL

ASUS BC-12D2HT
Blu-ray Combo
Drive
$69 www.asus.com.au

DISPLAY

ASUS PB287Q 28”
4K display
$749 www.asus.com.au

4K is now a reality

CASE

NZXT Switch 810 Full
Tower $189 www.nzxt.com

It’s big, it’s beautiful, and it’s also nice

and quiet.

KEYBOARD

Corsair K70 RGB
$249 www.corsair.com

This is PCPP’s favourite keyboard,

case closed.

STORAGE

W.D. Caviar Black 1TB + 
Samsung SSD 850 EVO
500GBGB $99 + $235
www.wdc.com / www.samsung.com.au

BUDGET
The perfect entry-level gaming PC

CPU

AMD FX-4300 Quad Core
3.8GHz 4 Core Black Edt.
$145 www.amd.com

We’re sticking with AMD’s budget beauty.

MOBO

ASRock 980DE3/
U3S3 AM3+
$85 www.asrock.com.au

Our CPU needs a new ASRock home.

RAM

GeIL 8GB Kit DDR3 Evo
Veloce C9 1600MHz
$85 www.geil.com.tw

In with the cheapest we can find

VIDEO

PowerColor R9 380
PCS+ 4GB
$330 www.sapphiretech.com

AMD’s new 960 killer

POWER

Cooler Master
Thunder 500W
$65 www.coolermaster.com

The budget beast doesn’t need a lot of juice

SOUND

Sennheiser HD201
+ ASUS Xonar DG
$35 + $31

Headphones plus soundcard – yes!

OPTICAL

LG GH24NSB0 DVD-RW
$40 www.lg.com

We’d happily retire the drive, but some of

you guys still believe in physical media.

STORAGE

Toshiba DT01ACA050
500GB HDD
$65 www.toshiba.com.au

Half a Terabyte should handle everything.

DISPLAY

Samsung 24”
S24D300H
$185 www.samsung.com

Crystal clear 1920 x 1080 res gaming

CASE

BitFenix Shinobi
$95 www.bitfenix.com

Nice for the price. This is the little brother of

the case used in our Performance build.

KEYBOARD

Tt eSPORTS Challenger
$65 www.thermaltake.com.au

Built for PC gamers.

Macros, shortcuts, the lot.

MOUSE

Gigabyte M6900
$22 www.gigabyte.com.au

A sensor resolution of 3200DPI will make

your headshots count.

PERFORMANCE
Most bells and whistles, without breaking the bank

CPU

Intel 5th Generation
Core i5-6600K +
Noctua NH-D15
$359 + $119 www.intel.com

MOBO

ASUS Z170 Pro
Gaming
$259 www.asus.com.au

Our fave affordable Z170 board

RAM

GeIL 16GB DDR4
2400MHz
$137 www.geil.com.tw

Sweet, sweet DDR4.

VIDEO

MSI GeForce GTX
970 OC 4GB
$499 www.msi.com.tw

NVIDIA’s mid-range card is perfect

POWER

Corsair VS650
$85 www.corsair.com

This affordable PSU delivers a clean and

reliable source of energy.

SOUND

Audio Technica
ATH-A500X
w/ASUS Xonar DG
$159 + $31 www.audio-technica.com

OPTICAL

LG GH24NSB0 DVD-RW
$40 www.lg.com

This is the one bit of kit that stays the

same between most of our machines.

DISPLAY

BenQ XL2411Z
$449 www.benq.com.au

BenQ’s 24-incher not only looks great, it’ll

also save your eyesight with a 144Hz refresh rate.

CASE

Fractal Design Define R5
$175 www.fractal-design.com

Our new favourite mid-tower.

KEYBOARD

Logitech G710+
$135 www.thermaltake.com.au

Logi’s new mechanical board is one

for them to beat.

MOUSE

Logitech G502
Proteus
$99 www.logitech.com

Deadly accurate and super comfortable.

STORAGE

W.D. Caviar Black 1TB
+ Samsung 850 EVO
250GB $99 + $135
www.wdc.com / www.samsung.com.au

www.sennheiser.com
www.asus.com.au

MOUSE

SteelSeries Sensei
RAW optical
$109 www.logitech.com

Deadly accurate and super comfortable.

TECH / BUILDS

MENAGERIE

TOTAL: $1,252 TOTAL: $2,780 TOTAL: $5,564



THE
When overkill is barely enough...

MOBO

MSI Z170A XPower 
Gaming Titanium Edition
$499 www.msi.com 

Sexy, silver and super fast.

RAM

G.Skill DDR4-3200 
16GB Dual Channel 
Ripjaws
$149 www.gskill.com

3200MHz is good for the Beast too.

VIDEO

2 x MSI NVIDIA GTX
980Ti GOLD 6GB
$2258  www.msi.com

Faster than two Titans when oc’d. True.

POWER

Silverstone 
1500wST1500 Strider
$314 www.silverstone.com

1500W should be plenty for the three GPUs 

running alongside an overclocked CPU, as well 

as the storage within.

KEYBOARD

Corsair K70 RGB
$249

www.corsair.com

This is PCPP’s favourite keyboard, case closed.

SPEAKERS

Paradigm Cinema 110 with dual
subwoofers and Paradigm 
monitor center channel
+ Marantz SR5009 amp
$3299
www.eastwoodhifi.com.au

OPTICAL

ASUS BC-12D2HT 
Blu-ray Combo Drive
$69 www.asus.com.au

Putting in a Blu-ray drive allows it to 

double as a powerful media box.

HEADPHONES + SOUND CARD

Audio Technica ATH-ADG1 
headphones
$249
www.audio-technica.com

Plug these into the Marantz amp for maximum

sound quality.

STORAGE

2x Intel 750 1.2TB SSD 
+ 2x 4TB HDDs (any) 
$2990 + $450
www.intel.com

Massively fast gaming SSDs and some hefty 

backup capacity.

DISPLAY

Epson TW9200W
$3399

www.epson.com.au

Beautiful 1920 x 1080 gaming. Unfortunately you 

won’t be able to do 3D gaming at anything higher 

than 720p due to the limitations of HDMI 1.4. 

CASE

Cooler Master Cosmos II
Ultra Tower
$449

www.coolermaster.com

It’s big, it’s beautiful, and it’s also nice and quiet.

The compartmentalised interior ensures everything runs ice-cool.

INPUT DEVICES

SteelSeries Sensei RAW optical +
Xbox One USB Wireless Dongl
Xbox One wireless controller
$109 + $89
www.logitech.com

STEERING WHEEL

Fanatec ClubSport Wheel 
base, Formula Carbon and 
CSP v2 Pedals
$1157 www.fanatec.de

There’s nothing better than “Germangineering” to deliver 

the most precise force feedback around.

JOYSTICK

Logitech G940
$385

www.logitech.com 

This Force Feedback set is getting

harder to find, but it’s still the

finest flight controller around.

COCKPIT

Obutto oZone with Buttkicker
gamer 2 and TrackIR 5 Pro
$1100

You’re going to need somewhere to mount your whe

joystick, and the Obutto frame is a favourite of ours.

CPU

Intel 6th Generation Core i7 6700K 
+ XSPC RayStorm D5 RX240 V3 
Water Cooling Kit
$525 + $349
www.intel.com
www.pccasegear.com.au

TOTAL: $18,088

Ultra-fast 802.11ac Wi-Fi router

Smooth 4K/UHD video playback
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DIY SLA
FDM FFF

How Things Work

ASHLEY MCKINNON is not an acronym or initialism
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One of the “hot” topics at the moment 

is 3D printing. The idea that you can 

quickly and easily print out plastic parts, 

sculptures and pretty much anything 

your mind can imagine has lit the 

creative fires under many people. Even 

though they may be outside the price 

range of most users, the technology is 

becoming more accepted and prices are 

coming down (you can get a DIY kit now 

for around the $500 mark). But just what 

is a 3D printer. What components go 

together to make it up and how does it 

work. Let’s take a look.

There are several competing 

technologies that power 3D Printers, 

which wildly affect the price. 3D Printers 

can range from home use DIY kits for 

several hundred dollars all the way up 

to commercial quality several hundred 

thousand dollar units which print parts 

for the likes of NASA. They all work on 

pretty much the same principle, which 

is to add material layer upon layer to 

build up the shape of the item. This is 

called Additive Manufacturing. Here 

we’ll take a look at some of the 3D print 

technologies and how they work. 

At the high end of the scale we 

have Stereolithography, or SLA for 

short. In this process the printing 

tray is suspended in a liquid called 

photopolymer. The tray is held just below 

the surface of the photopolymer (we’re 

talking a fraction of a millimetre here) and 

a laser traces out the shape of the first 

layer to be printed. As the laser hits the 

photopolymer it hardens leaving a solid 

path forming the layer. The printing tray 

then descends just enough for another 

layer of photopolymer to cover the 

already printed layer and once again the 

laser traces out the shape and creates 

another layer. This process repeats until 

the entire product has been printed.

Next we have Selective Laser Sintering 

(SLA). This process involves releasing a 

tiny squirt of powdered building material 

(can be plastic, metal, ceramic or glass) 

over the printing area which is then 

targeted by a laser which fuses the 

material back to solid. The process is 

repeated over and over to finally form 

the shape you are wanting to print.

The final method is the one we 

will concentrate on – called Fused 

Deposition Modelling (FDM).  This is 

by far the most popular method – and 

cheapest. It is the technology found in 

nearly all of the 3D printers available 

to retail customers. You may also here 

FDM referred to by other names. These 

include Fused Filament Fabrication 

(FFF) and also Plastic Jet Printing (PJP)

With FDM, a material is fed into 

print head which melts it into liquid 

form and deposits this onto a printing 

surface. Think of the way that you use 

a hot glue gun and you’ve pretty much 

got it figured out. Let’s take a closer 

look at how it works.

Typically the material that 

is used in FDM is plastic 

which comes in a long 

strand on a spool. The plastic 

can be either ABS (Acrylonitrile 

Butadiene Styrene) or PLA (Polyactic 

Acid). Other materials can be used as 

well such as rubber and some metals. 

In a standard FDM 3D printer, the 

strand of material (filament) is fed 

into the print head which then heats 

it up until it becomes a liquid. The 

actual temperature that the print head 

achieves will vary depending on the 

material being used.

The molten material is then passed 

from the print head out an extrusion 

nozzle onto the printing surface (some 

3D printers have dual extrusion nozzles 

so can print faster).   

The extrusion nozzle moves around 

on the X and Y axis tracing out the 

shape that needs to be printed for that 

layer. The extruded material will rapidly 

cool and solidify thereby leaving the 

hardened printed layer. The 3D printer 

will now reposition the print head and 

begin printing the next layer of the 

object. Once again the molten material 

is extruded, but this time onto the 

previously printed layer, tracing out the

shape to be printed. And so the process

continues over and over until all layers 

of the object have been printed.

The thickness of the layers being 

printed determines the quality of the 

final product. The thinner the layers, 

the less the pancaking effect (the ability 

to see the individual layers of the print 

process in the final product).   

Of course, this technology needs to 

be told what to do and this is where the 

software comes into it. The 3D objects 

you want to print have to be interpreted 

into a form that the 3D printer will 

understand. Most 3D printers will 

come with their own software to do 

this but there are freeware and paid 

alternatives available.

The software will take your 3d object

model and mathematically slice it up 

into layers and orientation points. The 

software will also put in any support 

structures needed as part of the print. 

For example, if you were printing a 

3D model of a human figure with 

outstretched arms, a 3D printer can’t 

just start printing the arms on layer with 

nothing underneath it to act as support. 

This is where support structures are 

needed. This can typically be snapped 

off or cut away once the final product 

has been printed.

Once the 3D print file has been 

generated it can be sent to the printer

either over USB or written to an SD 

Card and directly loaded from the 3D 

Printer itself. Print times for 3D printers 

vary greatly but because we are talking 

about printing layers that are a fraction 

of a millimetre thick at a time, you can 

understand why several hours, even 

days to print are not unheard of.

That’s 3D printing in a nutshell. To get 

an idea of what can be achieved with a 

3D printer checkout shapeways.com. 

This is a website for people to share 3D 

print designs and ideas, as well as sell 

items they have printed (such as phone 

cases and drone parts). 

 software will take your 3d 
object model and mathematically 
slice it up into layers

The MakerBot 

Replicator is a 

commercially 

available 3D 

printer with built in 

scanning facilities
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D
uring the Lunar New Year sales I 

picked up Elite: Dangerous on sale, 

despite it being a somewhat dangerous 

proposition. Ah? Ah? Ah. The reviews 

on Steam are classified as “mixed”. More 

than most other platforms mixed on 

Steam is truly indicative of an ambiguous 

reaction to something; I find it genuinely 

hard to make a decision about a game 

when I’m confronted by that little word. 

But, being a sucker for space things I bit. 

It wasn’t a poor choice. Well, at least 

41 hours later it hasn’t been yet.

I appreciate the criticism. It’s an 

entire galaxy rendered for you, with 

about six things to do in it. That is highly 

problematic. The game feels inaccessible 

at first, and I would only recommend 

playing with a joystick and throttle 

combination; I’ve tried with mouse and 

keyboard as well as a 360 control and 

the immersion simply isn’t there.

I’d also recommend is playing with at 

least two monitors. I play with three. Not

in surround (I have one 27” 2560x1440 

and two flanking 24” 1920x1080 monitors

for post-production work), but rather 

I have secondary entertainment on my 

left monitor and game information on 

the right. I need to use the right monitor 

a great deal for seeing where the best 

places to buy and sell certain things are. 

This literal breaking from the game has 

added to the experience.

I’m sure a lot of people find the 

idea of ‘secondary entertainment’ to 

be demonstrative of a boring game 

experience, but I felt it came on out of 

a sense of roleplay. You see, the fact is 

the galaxy is so vast that anyone trading, 

mining and battling their way across it 

wouldn’t encounter much action; even if 

there were a billion people working their 

way around the game you would still 

have a one in 1,000,000,000 chance of 

encountering someone.

It seems odd to want this kind of 

daunting expanse and then complain 

about it, which is what most of the 

reviews by users seem to do. There is a 

problem, but it is a game with a long, 

relatively transparent development 

pathway certain to add depth to the 

shallow ocean that is currently available.

This brings me, inevitably, to a 

comparison with Star Citizen, which I 

backed and bought a ship for in 2013. 

I agree it takes a long time to produce 

such a title; the problem is their 

superficially transparent, but actually 

opaque development. This might not be 

a popular attitude, and this publication 

recently saw some controversy 

online for a discussion of Star Citizen 

development, but it’s valid.

Having downloaded and messed 

around in the latest build of Star Citizen 

I was impressed with the work, dismayed 

by the snail-pace output of work and 

immediately went to find something else 

to give me the fix I wanted.

Elite: Dangerous is an excellent fix.

These games aren’t mutually exclusive 

and competition breeds creativity. The 

ideas of these titles almost certainly 

inspired the upcoming No Man’s Sky, 

which looks equally as ambitious in some 

senses and equally as shallow in others.

I haven’t had so much as a hands-on 

second with the game, but it appears as 

though it will inevitably be a repetition 

of the same kinds of things. The systems 

will undoubtedly be similar to how the 

many, many guns are generated in the 

Borderlands series; no matter how many 

randomisations of species, planets and 

systems, you are a human being who will 

always feel - even if only subconsciously 

- the existence of an underlying system. 

I only say this, because I don’t believe 

the game will account for cultures, laws, 

religions and other complex systems 

that would make it feel as though you 

were portaling through the ‘verse with 

Rick and Morty. It will do what all 

self-generating systems do and create 

variations of X, Y and Z.

The question is whether you will tire 

of this, and if so, how quickly.

The lack of such a system in Star 

Citizen is why it will be different to 

everything else, and why it is taking so 

long. Our impatience and suspiciousness 

as gamers has helped the perception of 

a rather entitled community, but it must 

be agreed that Cloud Imperium Games 

have either intentionally or inadvertently 

misled early backers into thinking the 

development would be, well, over by now. 

The only project I’ve ever felt bitterly 

disappointed to never see come to fruition 

was an outrageously ambitious game 

called D-Day: Overlord 1944. Chances are 

you have never heard of it, but around ten 

years ago it seemed possible.

It was a simulated map of the entire 

of Normandy on June 6, 1944. It used a 

custom artificial intelligence engine to 

simulate every single person involved 

- from genuinely reactive commanders 

and generals all the way down the every 

single unit on the beaches.

Everything was to be simulated. If a 

group of Germans was cut off from their 

commanding officers their behaviour 

would change, because they would be 

entirely out of the loop of the goings on 

of the overarching German AI command.

You could pick any unit in the 

invasion and play as them; from a pilot, 

to a navy gunner to a Ranger or regular 

infantry. You could be in a tank, Higgin’s 

boat - you get the point.

You could also choose any faction 

present. That’s a big list, for anyone not 

familiar with the number of nationalities 

present and fighting under the Allied 

powers on the most significant single 

day of the 20th Century.

The project came before crowdfunding, 

and it feels supremely naive to think it was 

possible in the first place, but nowadays 

it just seems even more possible. The 

project appears to have failed. I couldn’t 

access their forums, and the website 

hasn’t been updated in eons. I’d love to 

see someone follow it up and interview 

the creator and his team.

This is a long, roundabout way of 

saying ambitious projects are risky and 

experimental in nature and I think that 

if the Overlord creators had genuinely 

created the AI system they touted, 

the project would have succeeded in 

the age of crowdfunding. So long as 

players were patient enough to await the 

eventual realisation of its greatness. 

JOSHUA LUNDBERG is Elite
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  It used a custom 
artificial intelligence 
engine to simulate 
every single person 
involved 

STATE OF PLAY

The Galaxy Wasn’t Built in a Day 
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Art from Decent 
Underground, an upcoming 

Kickstarted prequel to 
the original game
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B
ack in the 1990s there was a small 

contingent of games that you couldn’t 

help but play even if you tried hard to avoid 

them. Games like Wolfenstein 3D, Doom and 

Descent were either on your PC at home, 

your mate’s PC or they were playing demos 

at your local department or games store.

These games paved the way for 

games like Duke Nukem 3D, Quake and 

Forsaken.

Descent (Parallax Software, 1995) 

was one of the harder of the three and 

in a genre all of its own because it was 

a shooter with six degrees of freedom 

– meaning that you could move your 

spacecraft in six different axes.

Eve: Valkyrie, CCP’s upcoming virtual 

reality dogfighting game might seem 

like a world away from simple, pixelated 

games like Descent but in a way it’s a 

spiritual successor to this classic game 

and may be the messiah the genre is 

looking for.

But will it attract a flock of traditional 

6DoF fans? To find out lets consider the 

standout feature of Descent: its difficult 

controls, and see how Eve: Valkyrie 

stands up.

 In Descent movement was forward/

backward, left/right, up/down, and then 

for rotation: pitch (forward/backward 

tilt), yaw (left/right rotation) and roll 

(side to side tilt).

 One of best features was the ability to 

strafe not just left and right but also up 

and down, while simultaneously moving 

forward or backward – something called 

‘chording.’ 

It meant that you could move 

backwards or forwards into a new room 

and attack an enemy waiting above or 

below a door –something unheard of 

in previous games. This made for some 

incredibly fun multiplayer action, because 

surprising a foe was a real possibility.

 Descent’s controls excited us and 

scared the hell out of us equally because 

of the need to master them quickly or 

perish. In Descent we could use a mouse, 

joystick or combinations of the two and 

controller setup was as personalised as a 

fingerprint.

Gamers took a long time to select 

what worked best for them, discussing 

combinations in great detail to find the 

penultimate.

The general consensus was that the

keyboard only option was the hardest 

since there were so many axes to control 

and thus too many keys.

Most players opted for a combination 

of mouse and keys or mouse and joystick 

control, which freed the player up to 

focus on combat.

To most 6DoF gamers this was one 

of the reasons they loved the game. 

In essence, sussing out your controls 

presented a challenge that when 

conquered, was extremely satisfying in its 

own right.

 Eve: Valkyrie claims to be a full 

360-degree experience in which you can 

move your spaceship in any direction.

It utilises the Xbox One controller 

which most gamers are already familiar 

with and should represent a significantly 

simpler way to move.

Currently the controls for Xbox One 

are: left stick will control direction, one 

button will control acceleration and one 

will control breaking. The right trigger 

will fire a machine gun and left will 

activate missiles. Directional aiming will 

be achieved by moving your head towards 

the enemies.

This simpler setup will obviously mean 

players will be on a more even playing 

field from the get go.

This is not necessarily a bad thing for 

some because it means you won’t need 

a degree in aeronautical engineering to 

launch into the game, but it may take 

away some of the satisfaction that some

gamers inherently derived from working 

out their controls,personalising them 

and then mastering a difficult controller 

setup.

 The feedback on some of the forums 

seems to reflect this conundrum. Some 

have called for an Advanced Control 

mode that might shift some of the 

directional control or targeting control 

back into the player’s hands.

Why would people ask this? It may well 

be that Eve: Valkyrie could be too arcade-

like for their personal taste.

 It would be easy to jump up and down 

about this sort of comment and point out 

the numerous pros that Eve: Valkyrie will 

have, such as the 1920 x 1080 graphics 

at 60 frames per second, and a highly 

intuitive interface - but that sort of 

reaction would miss the point somewhat.

It’s not that gamers don’t see how 

kickass a game Eve: Valkyrie will be. It’s 

just that they crave the extra difficulty, 

because that’s what made Descent so fun.

 We can only wonder if when the hype 

and praise for the novelty of a HD VR 

space shooter subsides, if new fans of 

the genre will be prompted to search out 

games like Descent and the inevitable 

satisfaction that comes with mastering 

something so hard.

 We hope this will be the case, because 

to truly call yourself a master of 6DoF 

there is no better training ground than 

Descent and its successors. 

DOMINIC BAYLEY can’t be fenced in

 Why would people ask this? It may well be 
that Eve: Valkyrie could be too arcade-like for 
their personal taste

EXTENDED MEMORY

David Vs Goliath In 6Dof Gaming 

Descent (1994)
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O
h Street Fighter, why do I still love 

you so, even when your latest 

iteration is more of a tease than a real 

game? Street Fighter V is emblematic of 

a problem that is pervasive in PC gaming 

– the all too common failure to launch in 

a meaningful or even finished manner. In 

the case of Street Fighter, even though the 

server problems were apparent during the 

beta weekends, the game still launched 

with severe connection problems, 

something that wouldn’t be so bad if 

there was any meaningful single player 

content or if players were even rewarded 

in a meaningful way for what they did 

offline. None of those were the case. SFV 

launched with a laughably constrained 

story mode, a survival mode (that offers 

rewards after beating thirty consecutive 

opponents), local versus matches and 

online multiplayer. Of those four modes, 

one is hilariously lacklustre, one is 

boilerplate, one is sometimes inaccessible 

and one is sitting on a couch playing with 

a mate, which is always great.

A single player challenge mode is 

being added as DLC in March (it could 

be available now), as will the first DLC 

character, Alex, but I would question why 

this is coming as DLC. Why not launch 

the game with some form of single player 

content? Capcom is essentially releasing 

a day one patch intended to make an 

unfinished game complete but releasing 

it a month after the fact. Capcom is also 

apparently “considering” making an 

arcade mode for the game – something 

that has been a mainstay of the series 

since its inception. Actually, scratch that. 

The arcade mode has been the core of the 

series since its inception. Aside from local 

multiplayer, the arcade mode is the heart 

and soul of the Street Fighter franchise. To 

launch a new Street Fighter game without 

even a cursory arcade mode is more than 

a little odd. And then to claim that they 

are hoping to grab new players with the 

latest game makes the lack of single player 

content even stranger.

Why is it that the game has come out 

with so little actual content only to have 

some of it patched in around a month 

after launch? Why was this January 

release window so important that Capcom 

had to release the game in what can only 

be politely described as content impaired? 

Looking at the release schedule, there

are no games on the horizon that Street 

Fighter had to beat to market, and the 

distance between the release of its closest 

competitor, the content-rich Mortal 

Kombat X, means there’s no overlap when 

it comes to competing for sales. Was it 

dropped to fit into a sales quarter to make 

the books look good for Capcom? If that’s 

the case why not wait the extra month so 

that there’s a little more content available 

in the base package? Surely that would 

still fit into the quarterly cycle. It’s all very 

strange to me. There are some suggestions 

that Capcom may have rushed the launch 

due to its esports push with the Capcom 

Cup. If that is truly the case then the claim 

that the developer is looking to grab new 

players looks even more spurious.

Compare the release of Street Fighter 

V to that of another game reviewed this 

month, Grim Dawn, and you see the 

polar opposite when it comes to a launch. 

Grim Dawn has been in development 

forever (or around six years at any rate). 

The tiny team behind the game has used 

community feedback and a huge number 

of playable builds (31 before launch) 

to test mechanics, hone gameplay and 

generally quality assure everything about 

the game, so that when it finally launched 

it was not only feature complete but all 

but bug-free. 

The scale of the two projects is 

obviously different - one is a massive AAA 

title from a prestigious studio and lineage 

and the other is an indie game made on 

a much smaller budget by a small team, 

but when it comes to financial impacts 

of getting the game out I would argue 

that there is more riding on the launch 

and success of Grim Dawn than SFV. For 

an indie team, their game is everything. 

They literally have everything riding on 

that one title, so making sure that the 

launch is smooth is vitally important. With 

a AAA title from a massive developer/

publisher, there’s more money involved, 

but the impacts of a single game aren’t 

felt as strongly. They have the backing to 

roll out day one patches, content updates 

and server fixes after launch, but smaller 

developers and indies have to get things 

right before launch otherwise things go to 

hell in a handbasket.

Unfortunately I don’t see anything 

changing for the positive. As budgets 

increase and shareholders need to be 

appeased, more and more games from 

big publishers are going to find their way 

to the PC far earlier than they should, 

feature incomplete or unworkable at 

launch. Due to the nature of the PC, 

and the fact that the vast majority of 

content is now digitally delivered means 

that day one patching and slow feature 

drip-feeding is not only becoming par for 

the course, but expected. Why release a 

game in a finished state when you can 

patch it up afterwards. Why release all 

the features on day one when you can 

hold some back to be added as a free 

download later, hopefully convincing 

gamers that you’re adding value rather 

than completing the core experience? 

Hopefully I’m just being old, bitter and 

cynical and flashing back to the days 

of physical media rather than digital 

distribution, but I fear that’s probably not 

the case. The bigger gaming gets, and the 

more money that is poured into it, the 

more we’ll see this kind of launch. 

DANIEL WILKS has been in early access for 39 years

 For an indie 
team, their game is 
everything. They literally 
have everything riding 
on that one title

THE LAST WORD

 Failure To Launch
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